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Curriculum Vitae

David B. King, MSc, PhD
Tel: (778) 968-2211

Department of Psychology, University of British Columbia
2136 West Mall, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

dbking11@psych.ubc.ca

EDUCATION & TRAINING
Postdoctoral Research Associate, Centre for Health and Coping Studies
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia

2016 – Present

Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Bipolar Affective Disorders and older Adults Study
IRMACS CENTRE, SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY, Burnaby, British Columbia

2013 – 2016

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Health Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia; Advisor: Anita DeLongis
▫ Dissertation: Daily Dynamics of Stress in Canadian Paramedics and their Spouses

2013

Master of Science (MSc) in Multivariate Modelling in the Natural and Social Sciences, Psychology Stream
TRENT UNIVERSITY, Peterborough, Ontario
▫ Thesis: Rethinking Claims of Spiritual Intelligence: A Definition, Model, and Measure

2008

Honours Bachelor of Science (BSc) in Psychology
TRENT UNIVERSITY, Peterborough, Ontario

2006

HONOURS & AWARDS
Scholarships & Fellowships
Postdoctoral Research Fellowship Award
SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES RESEARCH COUNCIL (SSHRC) OF CANADA

2014 – 2016

Doctoral Fellowship Award
SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES RESEARCH COUNCIL (SSHRC) OF CANADA

2008 – 2012

Four-Year Doctoral Fellowship
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia

2008 – 2012

Elizabeth Young Lacey Scholarship in Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia

2008 – 2009

Doctoral Scholarship, Declined for SSHRC Doctoral Fellowship
ONTARIO GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP (OGS) PROGRAM

2008 – 2009

Canada Graduate Scholarship Master’s Award
SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES RESEARCH COUNCIL (SSHRC) OF CANADA

2007 – 2008

Graduate Research Fellowship
TRENT UNIVERSITY, Peterborough, Ontario

2006 – 2007

Other Awards & Distinctions
Early Career Achievement Award, American Psychological Association
Student Paper Competition Award Winner, International Conference on Personal Meaning
Gina Gesser Memorial Prize for Top Honours Thesis in Psychology, Trent University
Certificate of Academic Excellence (Honours Thesis), Canadian Psychological Association
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TEACHING
My teaching experience at the university level has spanned multiple roles, as demonstrated by four years’ experience as a sessional
instructor and eight years’ experience as a teaching assistant, an undergraduate seminar leader, and a guest lecturer in the field of
psychology. I have conducted guest lectures in psychology since 2006 and I am currently a sessional instructor for third-year undergraduate courses in Health Psychology (PSYC-314) and Personality Psychology (PSYC-305A) at UBC. This is in addition to taking on the
role of interim instructor for Psychology of Gender and Sex Differences (PSYC-320) in 2016. I have also worked as a teaching fellow
for courses in Research Methods (PSYC-217) and Gender Psychology (PSYC-320). My experience as a teaching assistant has varied
greatly, spanning courses in health, gender, abnormal, and social psychology. Much of this experience has involved the independent
facilitation and management of seminars and labs supplemental to course lectures.
Teaching Experience
Sessional Instructor, Personality Psychology (PSYC-305A*), Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia
▫ Instructor for PSYC-305A, a third year undergraduate course on the topic of personality.
PSYC-305A Sections Taught

Enrolment

Hours

2014 – Present

Lectures

2016 Summer
PSYC-305A, Section 921
188
39
13
2016 Winter
PSYC-305A, Section 004
178
39
24
2015 Fall
PSYC-305A, Section 002
218
39
24
2015 Fall
PSYC-305A, Section 001
201
39
24
2015 Summer
PSYC-305A, Section 921
205
39
13
2014 Summer
PSYC-305A, Section 921
150
42
14
2014 Winter
PSYC-305A, Section 004
156
36
22
_______________________________________________________________________________________
*Please see Appendix A for sample syllabus.
Sessional Instructor, Health Psychology (PSYC-314*), Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia
▫ Instructor for PSYC-314, a third year undergraduate course on the topic of health psychology.
PSYC-314 Sections Taught

Enrolment

Hours

2012 – Present

Lectures

2016 Summer
PSYC-314, Section 951
207
42
14
2015 Fall
PSYC-314, Section 901
154
36
11
2015 Summer
PSYC-314, Section 951
240
14
3
2014 Fall
PSYC-314, Section 001
150
39
24
2014 Fall
PSYC-314, Section 002
250
39
24
2014 Summer
PSYC-314, Section 951
142
42
14
2013 Fall
PSYC-314, Section 002
236
39
24
2013 Summer
PSYC-314, Section 951
139
42
14
2012 Fall
PSYC-314, Section 001
145
39
24
_______________________________________________________________________________________
*Please see Appendix A for sample syllabus.
Sessional Instructor, Psychology of Gender and Sex Differences (PSYC-320), Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia
▫ Interim instructor for PSYC-320, a third year undergraduate course on the topic of gender psychology.
PSYC-320 Sections Taught

Enrolment

Hours

Lectures

2016 Winter
PSYC-320, Section 002
175
39
24
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Guest Lecturer, Mental Health and Illness in Mid- and Later Life (PSYC-106), Department of Psychology
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY, Surrey, British Columbia
▫ Developed and led semiannual guest lectures on the topics of gender identity and gender dysphoria.

2013 – 2015

Graduate Teaching Fellow, Gender Psychology (PSYC-320), Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia
▫ Responsible for organizing and managing a community service learning component for 2 years.

2011 – 2013

Graduate Teaching Assistant, Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia
▫ Responsible for student advising, exam administration, and undergraduate course management.

2008 – 2013

Courses Assisted

Term

PSYC-320
Gender Psychology
2010 Fall – 2011 Winter
PSYC-305A
Personality Psychology
2010 Summer
PSYC-314
Health Psychology
2010 Winter
PSYC-320
Gender Psychology
2009 Fall – 2010 Winter
PSYC-314
Health Psychology
2009 Fall
PSYC-305A
Personality Psychology
2009 Summer
PSYC-314
Health Psychology
2009 Winter
PSYC-430
Forensic Psychology
2009 Winter
PSYC-315
Childhood & Adolescence
2009 Winter
PSYC-314
Health Psychology
2008 Fall
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Guest Lecturer, Health Psychology (PSYC-314), Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia
▫ Prepared and led semiannual guest lectures for a third year undergraduate course in Health Psychology.
Graduate Teaching Fellow, Research Methods (PSYC-217), Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia
▫ Responsible for leading seminars for Research Methods course in psychology.

2008 – 2012

2011

Statistics Consultant, Department of Psychology
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver, British Columbia
▫ Responsible for weekly statistical consulting for graduate students in psychology.

2009 – 2010

Guest Lecturer, Advanced Abnormal Psychology (PSYC-341), Department of Psychology
TRENT UNIVERSITY, Peterborough, Ontario
▫ Conducted regular guest lectures for an undergraduate course in Abnormal Psychology.

2007 – 2008

Guest Lecturer, Abnormal Psychology (PSYC-240), Department of Psychology
TRENT UNIVERSITY, Peterborough, Ontario
▫ Conducted regular guest lectures for an undergraduate course in Abnormal Psychology.

2006 – 2007

Graduate Teaching Assistant, Department of Psychology
TRENT UNIVERSITY, Peterborough, Ontario
▫ Managed and led independent seminars for third year undergraduate courses in psychology.

2006 – 2008

Courses Assisted

Term

PSYC-341
Advanced Abnormal Psychology 2008 Winter
PSYC-373
Dreams & Dreaming
2008 Winter
PSYC-240
Abnormal Psychology
2007 Fall
PSYC-341
Advanced Abnormal Psychology 2007 Winter
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Courses Assisted (continued)

Term

PSYC-373
Dreams & Dreaming
2007 Winter
PSYC-343
Health Psychology
2006 Fall
PSYC-240
Abnormal Psychology
2006 Fall
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Undergraduate Supervision, Honours
Charlotte Kukowski, University of British Columbia, 2013–2014. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Marissa Mar, University of British Columbia, 2011–2012. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Andrea Smit, Trent University, 2007–2008. Co-Supervisor.
Undergraduate Supervision, Practicum / Directed Studies
David Radcliffe, University of British Columbia, 2014 – 2015. Co-Supervisor / Project Coordinator.
Tyson Hernandez, University of British Columbia, 2014–2015. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Jacob Bosancich, University of British Columbia, 2014–2015. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Elnaz Bondar, University of British Columbia, 2014–2015. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Maia Buschmann, University of British Columbia, 2013–2015. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Erin Shin , University of British Columbia, 2013–2014. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Erin Suh, University of British Columbia, 2013–2014. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Marissa Mar, University of British Columbia, 2011. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Julie Nguyen, University of British Columbia, 2011–2012. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Jade McGregor, University of British Columbia, 2010–2012. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Natasha Simula, University of British Columbia, 2009–2012. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Jesse Frender, University of British Columbia, 2010–2011. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Genevieve Lorenzo, University of British Columbia, 2009–2011. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Chris Wright, Trent University, 2006–2007. Co-Supervisor.
Constance Mara, Trent University, 2006–2007. Co-Supervisor.
Undergraduate Supervision, Volunteer Research Assistant
Karolina Donasewicz, University of British Columbia, 2016–2017. Supervisor / Project Manager.
Juliane Dmyterko, University of British Columbia, 2015–2017. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Irene Kim, University of British Columbia. 2013–2014. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Kristin Brown, University of British Columbia. 2013–2014. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Manil Chowdhury, University of British Columbia. 2013–2014. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Juliane Dmyterko, University of British Columbia. 2013–2014. Co-Supervisor / Project Manager.
Student Workshops Facilitated
How to Write for Psych: A Seminar for Writing in Psychology, Trent University, Peterborough, ON; Durham College, Oshawa, ON,
2006–2008. Independently designed, organized, and implemented a series of workshops on critical writing skills for undergraduate
students.
So You Want to Go to Grad School?, Trent University, Peterborough, ON, 2008. Co-organized and implemented a workshop on
strategies for applying and getting into graduate school, aimed at undergraduate students in psychology.
Activities to Improve Teaching
Teaching Assistant Training Certificate, Trent University, Peterborough, ON, 2007. Received after completing 12 hours of training
with the Instructional Development Centre at Trent University.
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RESEARCH AND SCHOLARLY ACTIVITIES
My research has addressed the question of how stress unfolds within social contexts of varying degree and complexity. Within
dyadic and small-group contexts (e.g., family), I am interested in understanding how individuals cope with stress together and
transmit stress across roles and settings. Implicated here is the individual’s ability to make meaning of stressful or traumatic
experiences, particularly those which compromise physical, mental, or social health. On the socio-cultural level, I am interested in
describing how individuals cope with stress arising from disease outbreaks, pandemics, and other collective threats to health and
well-being, such as climate change. In this latter pursuit, I address the question of how people behave to influence (and potentially
mitigate) the threat itself, according to both intra- and interpersonal motivations. In this way, my research examines stress within
social contexts of increasing complexity, from dyads to communities. Other interests include the long-term effects of trauma among
healthcare professionals and the application of models of stress and coping to clinical, occupational, and ‘invisible’ populations.
Refereed Publications & Manuscripts under Review
King, D. B., Cappeliez, P., Canham, S. L., & O’Rourke, N. (under review). Longitudinal effects of reminiscence functions on the physical
and mental health of older adults over time. Manuscript submitted for publication.
O’Rourke, N., Heisel, M., King, D. B., Shahir, H. Y., Canham, S. L., Sixsmith, A., & The BADAS Study Team. (under review).
Determinants of suicidal ideation among older adults with bipolar disorder. Manuscript submitted for publication.
Canham, S. L., Peres, H., O'Rourke, N., King, D. B., Wertman, A., Carmel, S., & Bachner, Y. (in press). Why do Holocaust Survivors
Remember What They Remember? The Gerontologist.
O’Rourke, N., King, D. B., & Cappeliez, P. (in press). Reminiscence functions over time: Consistency of self functions and variation of
prosocial functions. Memory.
Hilpert, P., Randall, A. K., Sorokowski, P., Atkins, D. C., Sorokowska, A., Ahmadi, K., Algraibeh, A. M.,…King, D. B., et al. (2016). The
associations of dyadic coping and relationship satisfaction vary between and within nations: A 35-nation study. Frontiers of
Psychology, 7, 1106.
King, D. B., Kamble, S., & DeLongis, A. (2016). Coping with influenza A/H1N1 in India: Empathy is associated with increased
vaccination and health precautions. International Journal of Health Promotion and Education. Advance online publication.
doi:10.1080/14635240.2016.1174950
Kukowski, C., King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2016). Protective effect of paramedics’ sense of personal accomplishment at work:
Mitigating the impact of stress on sleep. Australasian Journal of Paramedicine, 13(2), 1-7.
Carmel, S., O’Rourke, N., King, D. B., & Bachner, Y. (2016). Subjective well-being: gender differences in Holocaust survivors-specific
and cross-national effects. Aging and Mental Health. Advance online publication. doi:10.1080/13607863.2016.1148660
King, D. B., O’Rourke, N., Canham, S. L., & Cobb, R. (2016). Reciprocal effects of life satisfaction and depressive symptoms within
long-wed couples over time. Journals of Gerontology Series B: Psychological Sciences and Social Sciences. Advance online
publication. doi:10.1093/geronb/gbv162
Pow, J., King, D. B., Stephenson, E., & DeLongis, A. (2016). Does social support buffer the effects of occupational stress on sleep
quality among paramedics? A daily diary study. Journal of Occupational Health Psychology. Advance online publication. doi:
10.1037/a0040107
O’Rourke, N., Sixsmith, A., King, D. B., Shahir, H. Y., Canham, S. L., & The BADAS Study Team. (2016). Development and validation of
the BD Sx: A Brief measure of mood and symptom variability for use with young and older adults with bipolar disorder.
International Journal of Bipolar Disorders, 4(8), 1-8.
King, D. B., Sixsmith, A., Yaghoubi-Shahir, H.., Sadeghi, M., Razmara, M., & O’Rourke, N. (2016) Developing an ecological momentary
sampling tool to measure movement patterns and psychiatric symptom variability: Research methods and pilot study
results. Gerontechnology, 14(2), 105-109.
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King, D. B., Cappeliez, P., N., Carmel, S., Bachner, Y. G., & O’Rourke, N. (2015). Remembering genocide: The effects of early life
trauma on reminiscence functions among Israeli Holocaust survivors. Traumatology, 21 (3), 145-152.
King, D. B., O’Rourke, N., & DeLongis, A. (2014). Social media recruitment and online data collection: A beginner’s guide and best
practices for accessing low-prevalence and hard-to-reach populations. Canadian Psychology [Special Issue on Technologies
in Psychology], 55 (4), 240-249.
King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2014). When couples disconnect: Rumination and withdrawal as maladaptive responses to everyday
stress. Journal of Family Psychology, 28 (4), 460-469.
King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2013). Dyadic coping with stepfamily conflict: Demand and withdraw responses between husbands and
wives. Journal of Social and Personal Relationships, 30(3), 198-206.
King, D. B., Mara, C, & DeCicco, T. L. (2012). Connecting the spiritual and emotional intelligences: Confirming an intelligence criterion
and assessing the role of empathy. The International Journal of Transpersonal Studies, 31, 11-20.
King, D. B., & DeCicco, T. L. (2009). A viable model and self-report measure of spiritual intelligence. The International Journal of
Transpersonal Studies, 28, 68-85.
King, D. B., & DeCicco, T. L. (2009). Dream relevance and the continuity hypothesis: Believe it or not? Dreaming, 19(4), 207-217.
King, D. B., DeCicco, T. L., & Humphreys, T. P. (2009). Investigating sexual dream imagery in relation to daytime sexual behaviours
and fantasies among Canadian university students. The Canadian Journal of Human Sexuality, 18(3), 135-146.
King, D. B., & DeCicco, T. L. (2007). The relationships between dream content and physical health, mood, and self-construal.
Dreaming, 17(3), 127-139.
Chapters & Textbooks
Larsen, R., Buss, D., King, D. B., & Ensley, C. (in revision). Personality Psychology: Domains of Knowledge About Human Nature (1st
Canadian edition). Toronto: McGraw-Hill.
King, D. B., & O’Rourke, N. (in press). Bipolar disorder in later life. In N. Pachana (Ed.)., Encyclopedia of geropsychology (1st edition).
New York: Springer.
Stephenson, E., King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2016). Coping Process. In G. Fink (Ed.), Stress: Concepts and Cognition, Emotion, and
Behavior (pp. 359-364). Cambridge, MA: Academic Press.
Sarafino, E. P., Smith, T. W., King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2015). Health psychology: Biopsychosocial interactions (1st Canadian edition).
Toronto: Wiley Publishing.
King, D. B. (2012). Belief in dream relevance and the continuity hypothesis. In D. Barrett & P. McNamara (Eds.), Encyclopedia of sleep
and dreams: The evolution, function, nature, and mysteries of slumber. Santa Barbara, CA: Praeger Press.
Abstracts & Conference Proceedings
King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2013). The contextual impact and management of trauma: A daily process study of paramedics and their
spouses. Annals of Behavioral Medicine, 45 (Abstract Supplement), s240.
King, D. B. (2010). Personal meaning production as a component of spiritual intelligence. International Journal of Existential
Psychology and Psychotherapy, 3(1), 1-5.
King, D. B. (2008). Brighter paths to wellbeing: An integrative model of human intelligence and health. Trent University Centre for
Health Studies Showcase 2008, 12-13.
King, D. B. (2007). Dreams and health: Examining the connection. Trent University Centre for Health Studies Showcase 2007, 8-9.
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Conference Presentations
Canham, S., King, D. B., Mahmood, A., & O'Rourke, N. (2016, October). Alcohol and drug self-medication among middle-aged and
older adults with bipolar disorder. Paper presented at the 45th Annual Scientific and Educational Meeting of the Canadian
Association on Gerontology, Montreal, QC.
King, D. B., Cappeliez, P., Carmel, S., Bachner, Y. G., & O’Rourke, N. (2016, June). Remembering genocide: The effects of early life
trauma on reminiscence functions among Israeli holocaust survivors. Paper accepted for presentation at the Fifteenth
International Conference on Social Stress Research, San Diego, CA.
Dmyterko, J., Pow, J., King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2016, June). Does one partner’s sleep quality predict their partner’s perception of
relationship tension? A daily process study. Poster presented at 77th Annual Convention of the Canadian Psychological
Association, Victoria, B.C.
O’Rourke, N., Sixsmith, A., King, D. B., Yaghoubi-Shahir, H., & the BADAS Study Team (2016, May). Bipolar Affective Disorders and
older Adults (BADAS) Study. Poster presented at the International Review of Psychosis and Bipolarity, Rome Italy.
O’Rourke, N., Sixsmith, A., King, D. B., Yaghoubi-Shahir, H., & the BADAS Study Team (2016, May). Development and Validation of the
BD Sx. Poster presented at the International Review of Psychosis and Bipolarity, Rome Italy.
O’Rourke, N., Heisel, M., King, D. B., Yaghoubi-Shahir, H., Sixsmith, A., & the BADAS Study Team (2016, May). Predictors of suicidal
ideation among older adults with bipolar disorder. Paper presented at the International Review of Psychosis and Bipolarity,
Rome Italy.
Canham, S., Mauro, P. M., Mahmood, A., King, D. B., & O’Rourke, N. (2016, March). Alcohol and marijuana use to self-medicate
bipolar disorder symptoms in later life: A case study approach. Poster presented at the 2016 Annual Meeting of the
American Association for Geriatric Psychiatry, Washington, D.C.
Cappeliez, P., King, D.B., O’Rourke, N., Carmel, S., & Bachner, Y.G. (2015, November). The effects of early life trauma on reminiscence
functions among Israeli Holocaust survivors. Paper presened at the International Reminiscence and Life Review Conference,
Orlando, FL.
Canham, S., King, D. B., Mahmood, A., & O’Rourke, N. (2015, November). Self-medication by middle-aged and older adults with
bipolar disorder. In S. Canham (Chair), Personal and social aspects of alcohol and drugs use across the life course.
Symposium presented at the Gerontological Society of America's 68th Annual Scientific Meeting, Orlando, FL.
O'Rourke, N., King, D.B., Canham, S., Sixsmith, A., & The BADAS Study Team (2015, July). Ecological momentary sampling of symptom
viability with bipolar disorder. Poster session submitted for presentation at the meeting of the European Congress of
Psychology, Milan, Italy.
King, D. B., O'Rourke, N., Canham, S., Sixsmith, A., & The BADAS Study Team (2015, June). The Bipolar Affective Disorders and older
Adults (BADAS) Study. Poster session presented at the BC Alliance on Telehealth Policy and Research (BCATPR) 8 th Annual
Telehealth Workshop, St. Paul’s Hospital, Vancouver, BC.
King, D. B., O’Rourke, N., Cappeliez, P., Carmel, S., & Bachner, Y. G. (2015, May). The impact of early life trauma on reminiscence
functions among Israeli Holocaust survivors. Poster session presented at the 27th Annual Convention of the Association for
Psychological Science, New York, NY.
Bondar, E., King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2015, May). The role of partner forgiveness in self-reported health among couples with one
spouse employed in a high-stress job. Poster session presented at the 27th Annual Convention of the Association for
Psychological Science, New York, NY.
Hernandez, T., King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2015, May). Psychosocial factors in seasonal flu response: The role of perceived threat,
collectivism, and empathic responding in implementing health precautions. Poster session presented at the 27th Annual
Convention of the Association for Psychological Science, New York, NY.
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Bosancich, J., King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2015, March). The perception of climate change as a threat to personal health: A
preliminary report and call for research. Poster session presented at the University of British Columbia 17th Annual
Psychology Undergraduate Research Conference, Vancouver, BC.
King, D. B., & O’Rourke, N. (2014, August). Expediting recruitment and online data collection: How social media can be used to
recruit older adult populations and low prevalence groups. In S. Czaja (Chair), Geropsychology: Technology and tomorrow.
Symposium presented at the 122nd American Psychological Association Annual Convention, Washington, D. C.
King, D. B., DeLongis, A., & Kamble, S. (2014, August). Coping with the threat of Influenza A/H1N1 virus: The importance of empathy
in vaccination uptake and taking health precautions. Poster session presented at the 122nd American Psychological
Association Annual Convention, Washington, D. C.
King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2014, June). How was your day? The daily transmission of work stress and burnout in paramedics and
their spouses. Paper presented at the 14th International Conference on Social Stress Research, Vancouver, BC.
Pow, J., King, D. B., Stepenson, E., & DeLongis, A. (2014, June). Predictors and outcomes of sleep quality in paramedics and their
spouses: A daily process model. Paper presented at the 14th International Conference on Social Stress Research, Vancouver,
BC.
King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2014, June). Stress within, stress between: The daily transmission of occupational stress and burnout in
paramedics and their spouses. Poster session presented at the 75th Annual Convention of the Canadian Psychological
Association, Vancouver, BC.
Pow, J., King, D. B., Stepenson, E., & DeLongis, A. (2014, June). Predictors and outcomes of sleep quality in paramedics and their
spouses: A daily process model. Poster session presented at the 75th Annual Convention of the Canadian Psychological
Association, Vancouver, BC.
Kukowski, C., King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2014, May). Burnout as a moderator in the relationship between PTSD and sleep in
paramedics. Poster session presented at the 26th Annual Convention of the Association for Psychological Science, San
Francisco, CA.
Pow, J., King, D. B., Stephenson, E., & DeLongis, A. (2014, April). Dyadic coping and sleep in paramedics and their spouses. Poster
session presented at the Western Psychological Association 2014 Convention, Portland, OR.
Stephenson, E., King, D. B., Holtzman, S., DeLongis, A., & Hagedoorn, M. (2014, March). Couples coping with rheumatoid arthritis:
How spouse support moderates the effect of patient catastrophizing on subsequent pain. Paper presented at the 2014
American Psychosomatic Society Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA.
Pow, J., King, D. B., Stephenson, E., & DeLongis, A. (2014, March). Dyadic coping with occupational stress among paramedics and
their spouses: The impact on sleep quality. Poster session presented at the 2014 American Psychosomatic Society Annual
Meeting, San Francisco, CA.
King, D. B., DeLongis, A., & Stephenson, E. (2014, February). Dyadic coping with rheumatoid arthritis: Spouse responses moderate
the effect of patient coping on pain. In M. Chan (Chair), Dissecting social relationships and biological consequences:
Interdisciplinary dyadic approaches. Symposium presented at the 15th Annual Meeting of the Society for Personality and
Social Psychology, Austin, TX.
King, D. B., O’Rourke, N., Michalak, E., Sixsmith, A. & the BADAS Working Group (2013, June). The Bipolar Affective Disorders and
older Adults (BADAS) Study. Poster session presented at the Vancouver General Hospital Research Institute - Research
Revival, Vancouver, BC.
King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2013, March). The contextual impact and management of trauma: A daily process study of paramedics
and their spouses. Poster session presented at the 34th Annual Meeting & Scientific Sessions of the Society of Behavioral
Medicine, San Francisco, CA.
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King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2012, September). Couples coping with trauma: Examining the daily lives of BC paramedics and their
spouses. Paper presented at the 2012 Paramedic Research Session, British Columbia Emergency and Health Services
Commission, Vancouver, BC.
King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2011, October). Couples coping with trauma: Examining the daily lives of paramedics and their spouse.
Paper presented at the 2012 International Association for Relationship Research ‘Health, Emotion, and Relationships’ MiniConference, Tucson, AZ.
King, D. B., & DeLongis, A. (2009, May). When the going gets tough: Couples coping with marital conflict. In G. Stadler (Chair), New
perspectives on conflict in close relationships. Symposium presented at the 21st Annual Convention of the Association for
Psychological Science, San Francisco, CA.
King, D. B. (2008, July). Personal meaning production as a component of spiritual intelligence. Paper presented at the 5th Biennial
International Conference on Personal Meaning, Toronto, ON.
Navara, G. S., & King, D. B. (2008, July). Exploring intimate relationships with dreamwork. In T. L. DeCicco (Chair), Dreaming about
major life issues: Pain, relationships, addictions, and breast cancer. Symposium presented at the 25th Annual Conference of
the International Association for the Study of Dreams, Montreal, QC.
King, D. B. (2008, January). Brighter paths to wellbeing: An integrative model of human intelligence and health. Paper presented at
the Trent University Centre for Health Studies 6th Annual Health Studies Day, Peterborough, ON.
King, D. B. (2008, January). Psychometric scale development: A new measure of spiritual intelligence. Poster session presented at the
World Congress on Psychology & Spirituality, Delhi, India.
King, D. B. (2007, December). Extracting intelligence from spirituality: A new model of human ability. Paper presented at the Thomas
H. B. Symons Seminar Series, Trent University, Peterborough, ON.
Humphreys, T. P., DeCicco, T. L., & King, D. B. (2007, November). Sex dreams and waking sexual activity: Is there a connection?
Poster session presented at the 2007 Annual Meeting of the Society for the Scientific Study of Sexuality, Indianapolis, IN.
King, D. B. (2007, July). Investigating dream attitudes and their relationship to dream content and waking life. Paper presented at the
24th Annual Conference of the International Association for the Study of Dreams, Sonoma, CA.
King, D. B., DeCicco, T. L., & Humphreys, T. (2007, July). Who’s having more fun? An investigation of dreams with sexual content.
Paper presented at the 24th Annual Conference of the International Association for the Study of Dreams, Sonoma, CA.
King, D. B. (2007, January). Dreams and health: Examining the connection. Paper presented at the Trent University Centre for Health
Studies 5th Annual Health Studies Day, Peterborough, ON.
King, D. B. (2006, June). New support for the continuity hypothesis of dreaming. Paper presented at the 23rd Annual Conference of
the International Association for the Study of Dreams, Bridgewater, MA.
Continuing Education / Workshops Facilitated
DeCicco, T. L., & King, D. B. (2008, July). Meditative dream re-entry. Workshop presented at the 25th Annual Conference of the
International Association for the Study of Dreams, Montreal, QC.
DeCicco, T. L., Smith, C., King, D. B., & Nov, P. (2008, January). The transformative potential of dreamwork: Implementing
contemporary techniques. Workshop presented at the World Congress on Psychology & Spirituality, Delhi, India.
DeCicco, T. L., & King, D. B. (2007, June). Discover the hidden meaning in your dreams: The storytelling method of dream
interpretation. Workshop presented at the 24th Annual Conference of the International Association for the Study of Dreams,
Sonoma, CA.
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Invited Talks / Consulting
Invited Speaker (2014, February). Fight or flight, or frenzy: Navigating health and happiness in a demanding world. Workshop and
discussion presented at the 2013-2014 Speaker Series, Faculty of Education Department of Curriculum & Pedagogy,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC.
Invited Speaker (2014, January). Stress within, stress between: New insights into the daily occurrence of stress and burnout. Paper
presented at the 2013-2014 Health Psychology Speaker Series, Department of Psychology, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC.
Invited Moderator (2010). Spiritual intelligence: What is it and can it be developed? Philosopher’s Café Discussion Forum, Quest
University, Squamish, BC.
Credited On-Screen Expert and Consultant (2007). In Dreams Television Series (9 of 13 episodes), Eyes Closed Productions, Inc., W
Network, Toronto, ON.
Invited Speaker (2007). Sex dreams, Dream Time Radio Series on Dreams, IASD & The Dream Science Foundation, Voice America Live
Internet Talk Radio.
Services to the Research Community
Website Coordinator (2013 – 2014), American Psychological Association Division 12, Section II: Society of Clinical Geropsychology.
Reviewer for Submissions to: Anxiety, Stress, & Coping; Cambridge University Press; International Journal of Transpersonal Studies;
Journal of LGBT Youth; Journal of Personality; Journal of Social and Personal Relationships; McGraw-Hill Ryerson Higher Education;
Sex Roles: A Journal of Research; UBC Journal of Psychology Learning & Teaching; W.W. Norton, Inc.
Professional Affiliations
American Psychological Association (APA)
APA Division 38: Health Psychology
Canadian Psychological Association (CPA)
CPA Section on Health and Behavioural Medicine
SFU Interdisciplinary Research in the Mathematical and Computational Sciences Centre (IRMACS)
Society for Personality and Social Psychology (SPSP)
Society of Behavioral Medicine (SBM)
UBC Centre for Health & Coping Studies
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Statement of Teaching Philosophy
For the past four years, I have had the opportunity to teach seventeen undergraduate classes at
UBC. Early on, my goals as an instructor were to foster critical thinking and to engage students
intellectually in the classroom. In line with these goals, I focused on encouraging students to
contemplate the material in such a way that connections were made among concepts, weaknesses
and faults were identified in arguments, and both deduction and induction were employed to
access alternative levels of reasoning. By focusing on these outcomes, my lectures became
dynamic and engaging opportunities for students to learn, even in large classroom settings.
Over time, I have refined my teaching philosophy in a number of ways. Although critical
thinking and intellectual engagement remain important goals, I now describe my primary goal as
engaging and collaborative learning through progressive teaching. I no longer focus on
intellectual engagement alone, as personal engagement appears equally valuable to the learning
experience of students. By personal engagement I am referring to the capacity for students to
relate material to their own lives and experiences, thus improving understanding and retention of
the course material. I further strive to make learning collaborative in my classes, such that
students as well as the instructor are engaged together in critical reflection and discussion.
Collaboration in turn improves engagement, resulting in a dynamic classroom experience. I
accomplish these goals using a variety of strategies (see Statement of Teaching Practice) within a
thought-provoking and highly progressive framework, where contemporary research is
discussed, new ideas are encouraged, and diverse perspectives are acknowledged and respected.
I believe this creates a more authentic and stimulating learning experience for students. Outside
the classroom, it is my hope that such strategies will enable students to be more engaged citizens,
so that they approach the world with intellectual curiosity, respect, and open-mindedness.
In my role as an instructor, I approach teaching with a great deal of transparency in order to
maintain this sense of authenticity in my classroom. I accomplish this by sharing anecdotal
references to course material and by using my personal experiences as examples when
appropriate. My students frequently express appreciation for this ‘down-to-earth’ and relatable
style of teaching, and I believe it is in line with learning that is both engaging and collaborative.
This approach appears to better facilitate discussion in the classroom, as well as the sharing of
thoughts and ideas more generally. I consider myself a co-learner among my students and I
make every effort to ensure that students see me in this light. I am further dedicated to teaching
in a way that is compassionate and open-minded. To this end, I frequently touch on issues
related to social justice and equality within the context of the course material, in order to support
social change and advocacy in the community (see Statement of Teaching Practice).
As part of my progressive teaching style, I see my teaching philosophy and its application as
continuously evolving. I am very committed to my own learning and growth as a teacher as well
as the learning and growth of my students. As is demonstrated by my teaching evaluations and
student comments (see attached), I have been able to consistently deliver courses that students
find satisfying, engaging, and impactful. Nevertheless, I remain committed to seeking out
opportunities to further engage students and improve the learning potential of my classes.
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Statement of Teaching Practice
As noted in my Statement of Teaching Philosophy, my primary goal as a teacher is to facilitate
engaging and collaborative learning through progressive teaching. To engage my students in a
collaborative learning environment, I use a variety of pedagogical strategies, including
application exercises, personal reflection activities, and issues-based instruction. Throughout
these strategies, I frequently use multimedia to further facilitate engagement in the classroom. I
outline these strategies below.
Application Exercises
As critical thinking and intellectual engagement remain important goals within my broader
philosophy, I strive to offer opportunities during class and through coursework for students to
apply course content in meaningful ways. These opportunities for application in turn support my
goal of fostering collaboration and engagement more generally. Specific strategies include:
(a) brainstorming, during which students are asked to speculate on domain-specific factors or
outcomes related to a particular concept introduced in class, in order to initiate thought on the
topic (e.g., in Health Psychology, students are asked to brainstorm on the physical, mental, and
emotional effects of stress before the research on this subject is reviewed);
(b) model-fitting, in which students are provided with a new domain or a specific set of factors to
fit into a pre-existing theoretical model (e.g., in Health Psychology, students are asked to apply
models of health behaviour change, such as the health belief model, to the anti-vaccine
phenomenon in order to explain this behaviour; in Personality Psychology, students are asked to
describe how a series of personal belongings mentioned in vignettes fit Maslow’s hierarchy);
(c) case studies, wherein students are provided with a single case (in the form of a vignette or
video) to analyze independently or in small groups using content-based theory and research (e.g.,
in Personality Psychology, students are asked to apply content on social aspects of personality,
including gender and culture, to Malala Yousafzai, in order to explain outcomes in her life);
(d) discussions of clinical implications, during which students are asked to speculate on clinical
outcomes related to a particular characteristic or condition based on earlier learning (e.g., in
Health Psychology, students are asked to participate in a discussion on clinical implications of
stress for individuals with terminal illness specifically);
(e) discussions of public policy implications, during which students are asked to speculate on the
potential for research findings to inform public policy creation or advancement (e.g., in Health
Psychology, models of patient-provider interaction are used to stimulate conversation on best
practices for nurses and physicians);
(f) model development, in which students are instructed to develop their own models to describe
or summarize domains/concepts in psychology, typically in collaboration with a other classmates
(e.g., in Health Psychology, students are asked to develop their own model of patient care based
on a series of YouTube videos in which real patients describe their hospital experiences);
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(g) written assignments that require the direct application of course content, including both
theory and research (e.g., in Health Psychology, students have the option of writing a review
paper based on a health-related topic in the media; in Personality Psychology, students have the
option of writing a paper in which they apply personality theories and models in order to analyze
a person’s personality; see attached syllabi for details on these assignments).
Personal Reflection Activities
As I consider personal engagement as equally important as intellectual engagement for learning,
I also strive to offer opportunities for personal reflection in class. This further improves student
engagement as well as retention of course content. Specific strategies include:
(a) mood induction, wherein an image or short video clip (e.g., interview, media clip, video blog)
is shown to the class in order to effect a contemplative and reflective atmosphere in the
classroom related to the topic (e.g., in Health Psychology, I share images and stories of my
grandfather who is now deceased in order to induce contemplation on death);
(b) personal reflection exercises, during which students will be given instructions (specific or
vague) to contemplate and/or make note of specific aspects of their lives in a ways that are
related to the course content, with the option of safely sharing with the class (e.g., in Personality
Psychology, during the lecture on stability and change over time, students are instructed to think
about what they were like five years ago, and then write down three ways that they are the same
and three way that they have changed in order to reflect on these concepts);
(c) perspective-taking, wherein students are directed to imagine themselves in a role similar to
that in a case study, vignette, documentary, or other media to stimulate contemplation and insight
(e.g., in Health Psychology, students are asked to imagine some of the unique thoughts and
emotions they might experience if they were to reach the end of their lives, in order to identify
some of the unique psychosocial experiences related to terminal illness and dying).
Issues-Based Instruction
I frequently incorporate socially-relevant and controversial issues into my lectures, in order to
stimulate more critical reflection and engagement in class. Issues that do not yet have a solution,
or issues that have not been resolved, often better facilitate class discussion. This may involve a
variety of means, including many of those mentioned above. Some additional strategies include:
(a) documentary videos that include expert thoughts and opinions on socially-relevant issues
while also seeing the perspectives of people involved (e.g., in Health Psychology, I show a
documentary titled, “Stress: Portrait of a Killer,” in which the link between socioeconomic status
and health is explored from multiple perspectives);
(b) guest lectures on socially-relevant topics to stimulate reflection and discussion (e.g., in
Health Psychology, I have had members from the BC Centre for Excellence in HIV/AIDS
conduct guest lectures on health and the complex related factors in the Downtown Eastside).
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Summary of Course Evaluations
This table summarizes my scores on teaching evaluations for all courses taught as a sessional
instructor at UBC. Included here are questions 1 through 6 from the University Module,
questions 7 through 11 (“Arts Instructor Questions”), and question 12 (“Arts Course Question”).

Q1: The instructor made it clear what
students were expected to learn.

Q2: The instructor communicated the
subject matter effectively.

Q3: The instructor helped inspire
interest in learning the subject matter.

Q4: Overall, evaluation of student
learning was fair.

Q5: The instructor showed concern
for student learning.

Q6: Overall, the instructor was an
effective teacher.

Q7: Student participation was
encouraged by the instructor.

Q8: High standards of achievement
were set.

Q9: The instructor was generally well
prepared for class.

Q10: The instructor was readily
available to students outside of class.

Q11: The instructor treated students
with respect.

Q12: Considering everything how
would you rate this course?

Number of students responding.

For complete course evaluations, including student comments, please see Appendix B.
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Student Comments
Included in this section are select student comments from UBC course evaluations, email
correspondences, and social media since 2012. Original email communications are available and
may be forwarded upon request.
Select Comments from Course Evaluations
Comment from student (2015), PSYC-305A-002 Personality Psychology:
“Dr. King makes his lectures engaging and uses various different types of media to communicate the lecture
material. He provides an optional paper to students, as well as mixtures of multiple choice and short answer
questions on midterms. This shows how dedicated he is to testing students based on different styles of learning and
skill sets, and allowing them to demonstrate knowledge of the material in different ways. In addition, he provides
students with some information on possible volunteer positions, which is valuable for those of us aspiring to attend
graduate school. He encourages class participation, discussion, and attendance without giving marks for attendance
(which do not really reflect attained knowledge). He is fast at replying to emails, and available outside of class time.
His lecture slides are clear and well put together, and inclusion of case studies is valuable in that it allows students to
apply the material. Overall, Dr. King obviously puts a lot of thought and effort into his teaching, and is
knowledgeable and passionate about the material.”

Comment from student (2015), PSYC-314-951 Health Psychology:
“He is awesome! Well prepared, engaging and very approachable. My second class of his that I’ve taken, simply
because I wanted to keep learning from him! Very good at relating things to everyday life.”

Comment from student (2015), PSYC-305A-921 Personality Psychology:
“David connected with the students, was engaging and charismatic. He certainly encouraged the class to be active in
his lectures. He was honest with expectations and treated all students with respect, fostering excellent discussions.”

Comment from student (2014), PSYC-314-001 Health Psychology:
“Thank you for a very engaging, interesting, and well thought out course! I was quite hesitant to take this course, but
David definitely changed my mind about the subject matter, entirely. I have learned quite a bit and am interested in
studying more about this subject!”

Comment from student (2014), PSYC-314-951 Health Psychology:
“The professor always encouraged the students to engage in the lecture/significant topics and think critically. The
exams were always predictable and fair related to the lectures. The professor was very creative and interesting in the
ways that he delivers the lectures to the students by using videos/pictures appropriately. He is always respectful to
the students and tries to understand and answer all the questions raised from them. I am satisfied with this course as
well as the instructor and they trigger my interests greatly toward health psychology and its future aspects. Thank
you!”

Comment from student (2014), PSYC-305A-921 Personality Psychology:
“I honestly can say that this is one of the best PSYC courses I have taken and I will remember David as wonderful
professor. I loved his style of teaching, his exams were fair if you actually studied and he has a great passion for
what he taught. I've gained new perspectives from his class and I really appreciated how well rounded he was with
his teaching. His use of case studies, class involvement, fair exams, wonderful personality and genuine interest in
what he taught along with the honesty to let us know what he did and didn't know really made the class for me. I
wish him all the best and hope that I can take another course with him.”
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Comment from student (2014), PSYC-305A-004 Personality Psychology:
“Awesome Professor. Very organized, detailed and provides detailed lecture slides. Exams were fair, and students
were prepared for which areas in textbook/lectures to 'focus in on' for the exam questions. I would highly
recommend Dr. King as a professor.”

Comment from student (2013), PSYC-314-002 Health Psychology:
“Dr. King you're an amazing professor. I'm not usually at a loss for words, but you have inspired me beyond
anything I can properly articulate. You bring hope to your students and light to even the grimmest of subject matters.
I hope you remain a part of UBC, because I know from experience you contribute greatly to the lives of your
students! I'm still shocked at how you were able to make a class interesting with such a redundant and dull text
book. I mean that respectfully.”

Comment from student (2013), PSYC-314-951 Health Psychology:
“Honestly, I wouldn't change anything about this course. David does a fantastic job, keeping material both engaging
and instructive, with a sense of humour. I have recommended his class to several friends.”

Comment from student (2012), PSYC-314-001 Health Psychology:
“One of my favorite classes by far! David kept us interested and interactive each class and showed great
understanding towards our issues and opinions. Very reproachful teaching method. I found the class very insightful
and wish I could take more like this one, I am sad it’s over and that usually doesn't happen!”

Select Comments from Email Correspondences
Email from student (2016-08-11), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“As one of your students in your summer PSYC 314 class, I just wanted to thank you for letting me experience one
of the best classes I've had so far during my undergraduate degree. You've reminded me of the reason I chose to
pursue a degree in Biopsychology in the first place and your knowledge and understanding in your field served as a
much needed inspiration and push for me. The lesson on empathy was personally my favourite part of the class since
I feel like it was something we're not often taught, especially at this level, but definitely something we need more of
in this world right now. So once again thank-you for managing to squeeze in passion, life lessons, humour, and
critical thinking twice a week for three hours straight every single week. I sincerely hope I will be able to attend
another lecture of yours in the future, but if not, thanks for sharing your time and wisdom!”

Email from student (2016-01-30), PSYC-320 Psychology of Gender & Sex Differences:
“I feel like you're doing such a great job in the class, bringing about discussion…”

Email from student (2016-01-26), PSYC-320 Psychology of Gender & Sex Differences:
“As a side note: I appreciate your edited version of the lecture slides as I find the material more engaging…
Additionally, it's refreshing that the material is being presented in a more equitable way. So thank you for
addressing this!”

Email from student (2016-01-10), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“I wanted to send you a personal note to thank you for a great class last semester.
PSYC 314 was the first class that I took after taking many, many years away from my studies. I was really
apprehensive about returning to university to complete by degree as a mature student, but I was pleasantly surprised
to find the content of this class incredibly interesting and personally applicable to me - something that I never felt
during my first stint through university.
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Though my grade on my final exam (and overall grade) might not suggest that I have an excellent grasp of the
material (I'm a terrible test taker), I wanted you to know that much of what you presented in class has really helped
me carve out a more fulfilling life trajectory for myself.
I hope to have the opportunity to take a class with you again soon!”

Email from student (2015-07-22), PSYC-305A Personality Psychology:
“Why hello Dr. King! I was in your personality psych course, and I plan to take health psych in the fall! I really felt
like I got a lot out of your class, and learned a lot about myself. ...Anyways I just wanted to thank you for giving me
insights into my own life.”

Email from student (2015-12-23), PSYC-305A Personality Psychology:
“I want to thank you for being an amazing instructor. I really enjoyed your class and got out of every class learning a
lot of new concepts. You used so many real-life examples in class and it makes everything easier to understand and
to apply in my daily lives. The way you deliver the material is clear and straightforward, and I really appreciate that
because it makes my semester so much less stressful! You're one of the most open-minded people I've met and
you've changed my perspective towards other people, myself, and a lot of other things in life.”

Email from student (2014-11-29), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“I'm writing this email just to tell you how I've enjoyed the class, especially the last lecture. It was great in how you
wrapped up the course materials. Most of the profs don't do this, but the fact that you did it has made me feel the
importance to do so. Because the wrap up lecture actually made me reflect on what I've learned and what I have to
gain from the course. To be honest, taking this course with you has sort of inspired me to want to pursue health
psychology as a future goal or possibly, a career? Perhaps something related to a therapist, or as a health care
provider. A career where I'm able to feel like I'm doing something meaningful and contributing to the health of
others. Not too sure how everything will work out but I am going to consider health psychology as a career goal.”

Email from student (2014-11-27), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“I just wanted to say thank you! You were my first prof after years of being out of the system... And you let me be a
nerd in every way! The two girls sitting beside me said, 'I'm sad that this class is over' Thought you might want to
hear that compliment!”

Email from student (2014-11-14), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“Again, thank you for making health psyc so interesting. My two psychology classes have definitely been the
highlight of my term, and I am particularly happy that health psyc has been so interesting because it is one of the
first times anything related to my intended field of study/career path has intrigued me. Do you think you might teach
anything other than 314 and 305 in the future? I would love to take another course with you.”

Email from student (2014-08-07), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“It was a pleasure being in your class, you definitely spark a passion for health psychology, and I'm sure I'm only
one of many who feel this way after taking your class.”

Email from student (2014-06-20), PSYC-305A Personality Psychology:
“I just wanted to write to say thank you for the great course! I am sure the applause at the end was indicative of how
everyone was feeling. You have such a great sense of humor and openness to share. Far from some of the boring
lectures I seem to remember from my days at Western.”
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Email from student (2014-06-20), PSYC-305A Personality Psychology:
“Again let me thank you for your class, I really found your teaching style to be quite enjoyable and sincere. I hope
that at some point in my academic future I have the privilege of attending one of your classes again.”

Email from student (2014-04-25), PSYC-305A Personality Psychology:
“You just gave the last psychology lecture of my undergraduate career, and it was so so excellent. Was a perfect
conclusion to everything I've learned and enjoyed about psych. It's clear how much energy and thought you put into
your lectures, and they have been very thought provoking and enjoyable. So, thank you!!”

Email from student (2014-04-08), PSYC-305A Personality Psychology:
“I really enjoyed your class, the fact that you had a sense of humour, and your ability to impact individual students
in a huge lecture.”

Email from student (2014-01-16), PSYC314 Health Psychology:
“I just wanted to let you know I was pleasantly surprised by the impact of this course on certain events in my life.
I'm sure you get these emails a lot from students but I thought it might be worth letting you know.
For the first time in two years since my grandmother passed away, my thoughts towards her were not "I wish [she]
died before I was born I would have been a better person" but instead, "I wish she had different experiences that
would have offered her more joy in life". It was really nice to hear you talk about your grandfather, it is something
very foreign to me (I know how harsh my first statement sounds), and with the sections that we covered on social
support and aging successfully, it made me realize in a much deeper way how much my own grandmother as well as
the people who tried so hard around her really missed out, but this realization is much more empathetic than angry
and hard.
I am glad that I can feel compassion for her again and there is a softening that once was that is now again. Hopefully
this is a sign of healing. I think it would have taken a lot longer to reach this point if I had not taken this course. I
genuinely appreciate your passion for health psychology, it is very obvious in your lectures…”

Email from student (2013-12-14), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“I also just wanted to say that I really enjoyed the class. You were a great teacher and I loved the humour that you
brought into the lectures; it made them very enjoyable.”

Email from student (2013-11-29), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“I sincerely enjoyed your class this term and I came to appreciate all the aspects of health. Thank you for sharing
your enthusiasm and knowledge!”

Email from student (2013-10-16), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“I got it now. Thank you for your help. Your efforts to help students change my perception of UBC. We should
replicate [a] few more of you for UBC.”

Email from student (2013-08-18), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“… just wanted to say thank you for teaching this course, it was really a wonderful learning experience!!”

Email from student (2013-08-08), PSYC-314 Health Psychology:
“I've already done the course evaluation, but I just thought I'd let you know, I really enjoyed this course along with
the teaching, seriously one of my favourite courses I've taken so far!”
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Select Comments from Social Media
Facebook post from students on ‘UBC
Confessions’ Facebook page (2014):

Facebook post from student (Dec., 2012):

Facebook post on course page (Nov., 2013):

Tweet from student (Nov., 2014):
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Teaching Award Nominations
Nominations in Instructor Role
2016
82 Student Nominations (to date), Knox Master Teaching Award
Department of Psychology, University of British Columbia
Supporting Comments (across 4 classes):
“Dr. King is my favourite psychology professor at UBC. He is always prepared for class with clear slides and an
excellent lecture. His pace is wonderful with lots of discussion questions throughout which allows us to actually
apply what we are learning - something not common in psychology courses at UBC. Dr. King inspires us to look
beyond the textbook so that we can better ourselves and our lives - not only from an academic perspective. He is a
very dynamic professor that always adjusts his lectures for contemporary themes that are applicable to the audience.
He does not get flustered easily and has a fantastic sense of humour which allows for good discussion - especially
with difficult topics. I cannot speak highly enough of Dr. King. I feel like he has been an important part of my
university career, and his instruction has helped me grow as a person and a student. UBC is lucky to have such a
fantastic instructor!!!”
“The enthusiasm David King brings to the class really enthralls the students attention in each lecture. There was a
reason why each class was packed each day. He taught the material in a manner that was clear and his infusion of
technology created a fun and dynamic learning experience in the classroom that facilitated constant attentiveness.
Lastly, his incorporation of student involvement felt very natural and the dozens of varied opinions each discussion
were proof of this achievement; it never felt forced and David King created this atmosphere where each idea could
be heard and was respected.”
“Lectures are very dynamic, entertaining, clear and packed with information. Dr. King is highly committed to the
material and eager to inspire interest among students. He has a warm and approachable way of interacting with
them; he is very encouraging to ideas. Exams are fair. There is more focus on writing in this course than in some of
the other psych courses I've taken at UBC, because there is an optional paper of substantial length and also the tests
include challenging short answer questions, whereas I find that a number of other courses just test with MC
questions. This focus on writing is valuable. I enjoyed the flexibility of the writing assignment.”
“David King stepped in to a difficult situation half way through the year and made the most of it. He incorporated
his own views in to the class, tried to get to a deeper level of class discussion and handled discussions on heavy
topics in class with so much grace.”
“David is a wonderful teacher. Due to unforeseen circumstances, our previous professor was unable to do her duties
as a lecturer and David took over. Although David had little time to prepare and was not that familiar with the
material prior to lecturing, David did an amazing job at teaching the material in an effective and easy to understand
way. David answered all the questions we had and was very readily available by email at all times and responded in
a very timely manner, which students greatly appreciate. Wonderful professor!”
“David King goes above and beyond for his students. He was always willing to speak with me regarding course
material or even life advice like choosing a good grad school. His exams are challenging but fair and cause students
to really think critically about the material. He is very approachable and easy to talk to making the teacher student
relationship one of the most genuine I've ever had.”
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2015
95 Student Nominations, Knox Master Teaching Award
Department of Psychology, University of British Columbia
Supporting Comments (across 5 classes):
“Dr. King is an absolutely phenomenal instructor with a true passion for what he teaches. It was truly a pleasure to
attend his lectures and I left each class feeling improved and inspired. His love for psychology is contagious, and I
would highly recommend him to absolutely anyone who wishes to pursue their studies in this department.”
“An amazing and passionate educator! He is a clear speaker who ensures that his material is well-explained and
provides clear expectations on what to study for and prepare for the exams.”
“Dr. King created an open and trusting atmosphere in the classroom. I usually don't feel comfortable asking
questions, but I had no problem doing so in his class. He also was very concerned with making sure everyone
understood the material. He would spend as long as needed taking to people after class and during the break to
insure their questions were answered thoroughly. Finally, he was able to make what otherwise was fairly dry
material, interesting and relevant.”
“David King is a motivated professor that cared about how and what his students thought of the course. With
frequent class discussions, we were able to engage in global topics that helped students spark interest in them.
Overall a professor that truly cared about the material in class and what students’ opinions were of them. Also his
humorous personality helped to make the 1.5 hours in class go by much quicker :) Thank you for such a wonderful
semester!”
“I found Dr. King to be an engaging, clear, and charismatic lecturer. Before taking this course, a few other
psychology majors had mentioned to me that PSYC 305 wasn't worth taking, which had me rather concerned thankfully, David's great teaching proved them wrong!”
“Professor King really challenged his students to see how the material he was presenting was applicable to our daily
lives and could help us grow in a positive manner. He put emphasis on respectfully addressing all aspects of a given
issue, rather than just presenting one side or his biased opinion. He was quick to respond to emails, and was always
prepared for lectures.”
“David's positive attitude and passion for this subject matter sets him apart from many other professors. It is evident
that he cares about his student's wellbeing and he genuinely wants to make the learning environment the best he
possibly can make it. This course with David has been one of my favourite courses I have taken this far at UBC.”

2014
51 Student Nominations, Knox Master Teaching Award
Department of Psychology, University of British Columbia
Supporting Comments (across 2 classes):
“Dr. King is an exceptional lecturer as he explains class material clearly and takes time to inspire his students and
provoke thought.”
“Effectively brought teaching materials into the real world and lives of students. Aimed to instill lasting life lessons
in students.”
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“Unlike many other professors, he was one of the very few who seemed like they actually wanted to teach students
and help them learn and enjoy the field of psychology. He made class really interesting by including videos,
personal experiences and other stories that related to the subject matter and made it more relatable for students. He
made me want to come to class because I knew it wasn't just going to be another boring hour and a half lecture like
all of my other classes, but one where I would actually enjoy what was being taught, no matter how dry the material
was.”
“Fantastic instructor who takes teaching seriously and supported students without any hesitation. Easily
approachable for questions and extremely helpful in providing more information about any topics. He did an
awesome job in presenting the course and evaluating fairly.”
“David is a person who is extremely empathetic and as a result, the care and concern that he handles his course
material with is something to be treasured. He is extremely wonderful to listen to and the depth with which he cares
about his students and health psychology shows in his lectures. I was sad that I wouldn't be able to learn from him as
much as we did on what it is to live a meaningful live and successfully age, as well as how our life must be lived
through a "biopsychosociospirituoecocultural" way. He is fully deserving of a nomination and this award.”

Nominations in Teaching Assistant Role
2007
Nominee, Distinguished Teaching Award for Excellence in Teaching Assistance
Department of Psychology, Trent University
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Statement of Service & Educational Leadership
Since I began working as a teaching assistant in 2006, I have been very much concerned with the
welfare of my students, my colleagues, and my academic community at large. My personality is
such that I aspire to give back to my community, and this is especially true within the context of
higher education. I believe strongly in a reciprocal model of academic involvement, and while I
have not had the opportunity to fully implement this core value, I believe that it has been evident
since the beginning of my academic career.
One example can be found in my organization and execution of a free workshop series on
academic writing for undergraduate students at Trent University and Durham College between
2006 and 2008. As a new graduate student, I was aware of the lack of services available to
students in psychology to aid in the improvement of paper writing and formatting. With the
support of the department and my graduate supervisor, I independently created and led a number
of workshops (under the name, “How to Write for Psych: A Seminar for Writing in Psychology”)
on two campuses in Ontario. The workshops were successful, and students spoke highly of the
organized and simplified explanations of paper preparation strategies for psychology. Similarly,
and around the same time, I also assisted with the development and leadership of a workshop for
undergraduate students interested in pursuing studies at the graduate level. More recently, I was
invited to lead a workshop on stress for undergraduate students in the Faculty of Education at
UBC. I very much enjoy seeking out such opportunities to contribute to student development.
While at both Trent University and the University of British Columbia, I have had the
opportunity to supervise numerous undergraduate students in both directed studies and honours
thesis programs. I have assisted with over twenty different student projects and activities during
my time as a graduate student and postdoctoral research fellow. This was not done for the sole
purpose of assisting in my own research activities; rather, I draw a great deal of satisfaction and
inspiration from the mentorship of young and aspiring researchers and psychologists. I remain
highly committed to the mentorship of students and only wish to expand this role as an
instructor. My recent participation in the ‘Back-to-School Q & A’ with the Psychology
Students’ Association (see attached) further attests to my community engagement.
My leadership in education is further illustrated by my work on two Canadian textbooks. The
first project involved the revision and co-authorship of a popular American health psychology
textbook for use in Canada. The revised textbook is now the standard adopted textbook for
PSYC-314 (Health Psychology) at UBC. The other project, which is currently underway,
involves a similar revision and co-authorship of a leading American personality textbook. It too
will likely be adopted by instructors at UBC. In both cases, I have remained dedicated to the
development of educational material that is current, of local relevance, and progressive, such that
diverse perspectives (including those of the sociodemographic and sociocultural kind) are
represented and acknowledged. I believe that this commitment to the broader educational
landscape in psychology speaks directly to my educational leadership and academic service. My
teaching philosophy is such that I foresee greater engagement in service and leadership in the
future, with the hope that such engagement will also contribute to my own growth as a teacher.
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Appendix A

Sample Syllabi
Included here are my recent course syllabi for:
(a) Health Psychology (PSYC-314)
(b) Personality Psychology (PSYC-305A)
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PSYC-314: Health Psychology
Winter Term | September – December 2014
Section 001: Tues/Thurs 11:00 am – 12:20 pm; Buchanan A102, 1866 Main Mall

________________________________________________________________________________________________
Instructor:
Office:
Email:
Phone:

David King, PhD
Room 2514, Douglas Kenny Building, 2136 West Mall
dbking11@psych.ubc.ca
N/A – please use email for all communications

Office Hours:

Thursdays 3:30 – 4:30 pm or by appointment. It is helpful (but not
necessary) to let me know beforehand if you plan to attend office hours.

Course TA:
TA Office:
TA Email:
TA Office Hours:

Jessie Pow, BSc, MA Candidate
Room 1007, Douglas Kenny Building, 2136 West Mall
jessie.pow59@psych.ubc.ca
Wednesdays 12:30 – 1:30 or by appointment.

Course Website: This course uses Connect (http://connect.ubc.ca) to make announcements, provide
lecture slides/notes before class, post grades, and supply any other relevant content to be downloaded by
students. Please ensure that this course is registered under your My Connect account. It is your
responsibility to check in regularly for important updates, although special announcements will be made
via class email. Lecture slides/notes will be posted by 10:00 am (at the very latest) on the day of class.
Facebook Page: As an additional way to stay connected with the course and receive
announcements, news, and supplemental material, you may “Like” the course Facebook Page at
http://www.facebook.com/healthpsych and follow along there.
Course Description: This course provides a general introduction to health psychology. Topics include
research methods in health psychology, health behaviours, health promotion and disease prevention,
stress and coping, social support, health disparities, patient-provider relations, pain and pain
management, management of chronic and terminal illness, caregiving and grief, and death and dying.
These topics have been organized more broadly by three major units: (1) Health Behaviours, (2) Stress &
Social Processes, and (3) Illness Management. While many of these topics are relevant to neighbouring
disciplines, the purpose of this class is to provide you with a psychological perspective.
Course Format: This course consists primarily of lectures accompanied by active, in-class discussions
and activities that utilize various multimedia platforms (including videos, movies, thought-provoking
images, news stories, etc.). A preliminary set of lecture slides/notes will be posted on the website prior to
each lecture. The slides are intended as visual aids to complement the lecture and may be difficult to
follow on their own. It is recommended that you take your own notes in class using the slides as a guide.
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING MULTIPLE COURSE SECTIONS: Given restrictions on room capacity,
you are required to attend lectures for the section of the course in which you are enrolled. For security
purposes, you are STRICTLY PROHIBITED from writing an exam in a section of the course in which you
are not enrolled. Attendance will be taken at all examinations; if you are found to be writing an exam in an
alternate section, you may be asked to leave and you will risk being assigned a grade of “0” on the exam.
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VIDEO DISCLAIMER: Although a variety of videos and film clips will be shown throughout the course, any
opinions or attitudes expressed in these videos do not necessarily reflect the opinions or attitudes of the
instructor, the TA(s), the Psychology Department, or UBC.
Spotlight on HIV/AIDS: Each year, a different disease or illness is used to illustrate and connect course
material. This thematic approach offers a ‘bigger picture’ perspective on the variety of topics explored in
the course. Although many other diseases (e.g., heart disease, cancer, diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis) will
be discussed throughout the course, HIV/AIDS will be a focus of this term. This means that most lectures
will include a brief look at research on HIV/AIDS within the context of the day’s lecture material. For more
introductory information on HIV/AIDS, see http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/aids-sida/.
Textbook: APA Reference: Taylor, S. E., & Sirois, F. M. (2014). Health Psychology
(3rd Canadian ed.). Toronto, Ontario: McGraw-Hill Ryerson. ISBN:
9781259024788
Note about using older editions: Although the newest edition of the textbook is
recommended, the previous edition (2nd Canadian edition, ISBN:
9780070319790) is also acceptable. These are the only 2 editions of the book
that can be used. American editions are not recommended.
*NOTE: You are not responsible for reading Chapters 2, 13, or 14 (although some
of this material will appear in lecture).
Prerequisites: Health Psychology touches on issues that are of interest to students coming from many
different disciplines. This means that students taking the course will have different backgrounds and
skills. Although this course requires basic knowledge of psychological concepts and research methods,
class time will not be spent in reviewing this required knowledge. Students who want a refresher are
recommended to use the following resources. These books are on hold in the Koerner Library under Psych
314. More complex concepts, however, will be defined in class.



Cozby, P. C. (2007). Methods in Behavioral Research. New York: McGraw-Hill.
Myers, D. G. (2007). Psychology. New York: Worth Publishers.

Course Evaluation: Students will be given 3 exams and the option of writing one paper.


Evaluation Route 1: For those students who do not write the paper, each exam will comprise 1/3
(33.33%) of their final grade.



Evaluation Route 2: For those who choose to write the paper, each exam and the paper will
comprise 25% of their final grade.*

*If you choose to submit a paper, your paper grade will only be counted in your final grade if it improves
your overall grade in the course. If your paper grade brings your overall grade down, you will only be
evaluated according to Route 1. You will not be penalized for doing extra work!
NOTE: You do NOT need to notify me ahead of time of your choice. If you hand in a paper and it improves
your grade, you will be evaluated according to Route 2.
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Examinations. All three exams are weighted equally, and therefore each will be similar in length and
scope (i.e., the final exam will not be particularly long or burdensome, despite having more time).
Examinations are non-cumulative. Two midterm exams will be held during class time (1 hour and 20
minutes each in length; see class schedule) while the final exam will be scheduled by the university
during the regular exam period. Two hours will be allotted for the final exam.
The exams will consist of multiple choice (drawn primarily from the textbook) and short answer
questions (drawn primarily from lectures). Please bring an HB pencil and an eraser to each exam to allow
for electronic scoring of the multiple-choice questions. The exams will cover both lecture and textbook
material. The purpose of the lecture is to amplify, explain, and expand upon the textbook material.
Although there will be overlap between the lectures and the textbook, there will also be material that will
be covered in the lectures that is not part of the textbook. Furthermore, some material from the textbook
will not be discussed in class. This means that to be successful in this course you must carefully read the
text and attend the lectures. Please note that during exams, invigilators may ask students to move or alter
students’ seating arrangements with no explanation provided. An invigilator may ask you to move due to
the possible misconduct of a classmate in an adjacent seat. Note that if you arrive more than 30 minutes
late to an exam, you may be refused admittance to the exam and therefore be assigned a grade of “0” on
the exam. Students who arrive to an exam after a classmate has completed the exam and left the exam
room will not be permitted to write the exam. This applies to all examinations.
Examinations will be given on published dates only. Exceptions will be made in the case of medical
problems, in which case a doctor's note is required. Exceptions will also be made for students who have
religious obligations that conflict with an exam date. If you are unable to write an exam due to medical
problems, please contact me before the exam or within 24 hours after the exam. Students who do not
contact me within 24 hours after the exam will be assigned a grade of “0” on the exam. If you are unable to
write an exam due to religious obligations, please notify me within the first 2 weeks of class.
Exam grades will be posted on the course website as soon as they are available. Please allow 1-2 weeks for
grades to be posted. Students wishing to view their exam should make an appointment with the TA.
Students who have viewed their exam and who wish to have their exam re-graded should email me
detailing in several sentences why they think that their exam was unjustly graded within 2 weeks of the
grades being posted. Re-grades will not be considered after the 2-week mark, although students are
welcome to review their exams at any point in the term. Note that due to minor errors that may occur in
grading and/or scoring, exam grades may be adjusted after their original posting. In such corrections,
your grade on an exam may go up or down in order to ensure that all grades reflect the most accurate
assessment of the material. Nevertheless, we will make every effort possible to ensure that such errors do
not occur.
Make-Up Exams. If you must write a make-up exam, you are expected to complete it within the shortest
time period possible at the convenience of the TA. You may be offered only one alternative time to write
the exam and it is your responsibility to be accommodating in this regard (i.e., it is not possible to offer
multiple dates for make-up exams in all cases). You are required to contact the TA immediately upon
confirming your absence with me in order to schedule the make-up. (That is to say, even if your medical
document indicates that you require a week for recovery, you must contact the TA at the start of that week
to schedule the make-up, not once you are feeling better. This is in order to ensure that you write the
exam as soon as possible following your illness or extenuating circumstance.) Moreover, the content
and/or format of the make-up exam may differ from the original version. In instances where you are
unable to accommodate the TA’s schedule, or in cases where a make-up exam must be missed, you
may be asked to contact the Faculty of Arts Academic Advising to mediate the situation.
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Optional Paper. You have the option of submitting one written assignment (8-10 pages) during the
course. This assignment is designed to help you think more critically about the topics we discuss in the
course in an insightful way.
The goal of the written assignment is to examine and review a particular area of interest within the field of
health psychology and to make insightful conclusions regarding this topic. Your paper will be based on a
news story/article on any topic related to health psychology that appeared in print or online since
January, 2013. For example, a recent headline in an online news forum read, “Scientists demonstrate the
connection between stress and cancer.” This would be a suitable topic. The news story/article may be in
paper or electronic format (including video) and is to be used as a “jumping off” point for your paper. The
original news story should be discussed and referenced minimally in the introduction and discussion
sections. The body of your paper will then be used to review relevant research (minimum 5 articles)
related to the topic in order to make clearer conclusions about the original article or news story. Topics
must include both a health component and a psychosocial component or be directly applicable to
health psychology to qualify. Please email us to confirm your topic if you are unsure of its suitability.
The paper should be organized as follows: Start with an overview of the topic discussed in the news story
or article. What is the specific aspect of the story that you will focus on in more detail? Provide a
background to the topic and identify the goals and purpose of your paper (approx. 1page). Using the
findings from at least 5 empirical, peer-reviewed articles, discuss the issue in more depth (these articles
are in addition to the newspaper/magazine article). For example, you might choose 3 articles arguing one
side of the topic and another 3 articles arguing a different perspective. Or, all articles may be on the same
side, but offering slightly different points about the main topic (approx. 5-7 pages). Your conclusions on
the topic should be based on the literature you reviewed and discussed, noting implications, common
limitations in the field, areas of improvement, and suggestions for future research. In cases where topics
involve controversy or debate, you should also make a firm conclusion regarding which “side” or
perspective is the strongest based on the research you reviewed (approx. 1-2 pages).
The written assignment must be typed, double-spaced, in 12-point Times New Roman or similar font, and
8-10 pages in length. This is not including your title page and reference section. It must also adhere to all
APA formatting guidelines as outlined in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association,
Sixth Edition (APA, 2009), with the exception of an Abstract. Please do not include an abstract in your
written assignment (it will be ignored). You must reference a minimum of 5 primary source scholarly
articles from peer-reviewed academic journals. These articles must be relevant to the area/field of
interest. Given that your paper is addressing a recent topic in the media, only recent literature should be
reviewed (approximately 2000 onward; some exceptions may apply, particularly in the case of landmark
or key papers in the field). Primary source articles are those which present original findings for the first
time (and do not include review articles or meta-analyses, although these may be used in addition to your
5 primary sources). First person perspective and direct quoting should be avoided. You must also attach a
printout or photocopy of the news story or article, or an internet address (URL) in the case of an online
video clip. Do not include copies of journal articles reviewed.
Your paper will be graded on such things as writing style, grammar and punctuation, organization, critical
thinking and reasoning, insightfulness and originality of thought, comprehensiveness, quality of cited
references, and adherence to APA formatting. Your written assignment should be at a level which is
representative of a 300 level course and should reflect a high degree of critical thinking. More details
about the written assignment will be presented in class and/or posted on the course website. Paper
copies of assignments must be turned in at the start of class on November 18, 2014, and can NOT be
emailed or given to me or a TA outside of class. Since you have all term to work on this assignment, no late
papers will be accepted without appropriate medical documentation within 24 hours of the due date.
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Papers must also be scanned by “TurnItIn” by 11:59 PM on the day of submission. TurnItIn is a
service designed to detect and deter plagiarism. Through this service, students’ papers are scanned and
compared to over 4.5 billion pages of content located on the Internet or in TurnItIn’s own proprietary
databases. The results of comparisons are compiled into customized “Originality Reports” that contain
several measures of plagiarism. These reports are forwarded to instructors. Details regarding the use of
TurnItIn will be provided in class the week prior to the due date. Papers that have not been scanned by
TurnItIn by midnight on the due date will not be graded and will receive a grade of “0.” Please submit your
paper in the exact same form as the hardcopy submission (i.e., do not remove your title page or reference
section).
Originality reports of 30% or higher should be of concern. If you are worried about potential plagiarism in
your paper, it is strongly advised that you submit your paper early to TurnItIn and, in the case that your
paper demonstrates significant overlap, make appropriate changes before the final submission. Students
will be able to view their originality reports and resubmit before the deadline.
Please visit http://www.turnitin.com and use the following information to submit your paper for this
course: TurnItIn ID: 7948144, Password: health2014. Note that you must first set up an account if you
do not already have one.
Paper grades will be posted on the course website as soon as they are available. Please allow 1-2 weeks
for grades to be posted. Students wishing to view their paper should make an appointment with the TA.
Students who have viewed their paper and who wish to have their paper re-graded should email me
detailing in several sentences why they think that their paper was unjustly graded within 2 weeks of the
grades being posted.
Extra Credit: You may earn extra credit for research participation (at a rate of 1/2 point for 1/2 hour, to a
maximum of 3 points or 3 extra percent) or, as an alternative, by completing a library writing project.
Your earned points are added to your final grade (up to 3 extra percentage points added to your final
grade after any scaling of grades). For complete details, see "Subject Pool Information for Participants" on
the Department's website: https://hsp.psych.ubc.ca/. Please register in this online system as soon as
possible, as deadlines are in place.
Department Policy on Distribution of Grades in Psychology Courses: Courses offered by the
Psychology Department are required to meet a target grade distribution. This is done in order to ensure
that all students are assessed fairly in relation to students in other sections of the same course and to
students in other courses. The target grade distribution for 300-level psychology courses requires that the
mean for the class fall between 66% and 70%, with a standard deviation of approximately 13%.
Accordingly, students should note that the Department may scale the final grades in this course up or
down if the distribution of grades deviates substantially from the target. A student’s grade is not official
until it appears on his or her academic record.
Participation: I strongly encourage and appreciate student participation. Participation may be in the
form of questions or comments posed during class amongst your classmates or outside of class in
discussion with me. I will make every effort to create a classroom environment in which students feel
comfortable to discuss their ideas. If, however, you would prefer to share your ideas with me outside of
class, you are welcome to see me during my office hours or by appointment. In order to encourage and
facilitate participation, I ask that all students support their classmates’ efforts to contribute to class
discussion. General course policies can be obtained from the UBC Calendar on academic regulations.
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Class Etiquette: In consideration of your fellow students, please turn your phones off during class. The
use of laptops in class is an effective means to take notes and record comments related to course content.
However, some students use laptops in class to access Facebook, watch YouTube videos, engage in e-mail
correspondence, and/or work on material associated with other courses. These activities can be very
distracting to those who sit in adjacent seats and can interfere with their efforts to focus on course
content. For this reason, all students who intend to use laptops in class for activities unrelated to the
course are asked to sit in rows at the rear of the classroom. Beverages, snacks, and cold foods such as
sandwiches are acceptable and can be eaten in class; however, foods with strong odours, such as hot
meals, should be avoided as they can be very distracting to classmates who are seated nearby. If you
arrive at class late or need to leave early, do so with minimal disruption. In general, unnecessary noise,
including talking to classmates during the lecture, should be avoided.
Respect and Decency: I will only ever tolerate a respectful and safe classroom
environment. The opinions and perspectives of all individuals are valued and respected,
no matter their age, gender, ethnicity, or sexual orientation. Individuals should feel safe
to express their thoughts and opinions without judgment, ridicule, or discrimination. To
this end, thoughts and opinions should only ever be shared in a respectful manner. In
regards to more sensitive issues, it is advisable that students “think before they speak.”
If a particular statement or behaviour might offend someone or make an individual feel alienated or
threatened in any way, it should not be shared. Educated and respectful opinions, on the other hand, are
always welcome.
Communication with the Instructor and TA: Complex questions are typically easier to answer face-toface, rather than via e-mail. In addition to the instructor, the TA is a great resource and will be able to
provide you with answers to many of your questions. The TA works in close contact with the instructor
and will refer matters if they cannot resolve them for you. We take your questions very seriously and want
to facilitate learning. We always try to get back to you as soon as we can. This can be challenging due to
the size of the class, especially around exam times. So please make sure to allow at least one day for us to
reply, particularly just prior to exams when student requests tend to be high.
Learning Resources: There are a number of useful resources available on and off campus to assist
students in achieving their learning goals.
Study Support: Learning Commons (http://learningcommons.ubc.ca/) is an online resource designed to
provide UBC students with learning and study support. It is an interactive website that provides access to
information on exam preparation, tutoring, on-campus learning workshops, study groups, and technical
tools. The University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC) has a number of useful learning resources
available for students online. A series of helpful study skills handouts (e.g., concentration tips, memory
strategies) from UNBC can be found at: http://www.unbc.ca/lsc/index.html.
Writing Support: UBC students may obtain assistance with writing through the UBC Writing Centre
(http://www.writingcentre.ubc.ca/). The Writing Centre offers courses, tutoring services, and an online
Writer’s Workshop to assist students in developing their writing skills. The UBC Library
(http://www.library.ubc.ca/home/instruct/) provides online information to assist students in conducting
library searches for papers. Time Management: Resources to assist you in managing your time across
courses are available at: http://www.arc.sbc.edu/timeschedule.html.
Academic Accommodation: The University accommodates students with disabilities who have
registered with Access and Diversity (http://www.students.ubc.ca/access/index.cfm). Please let me know
in advance, preferably within the first 2 weeks of class, if you require any accommodation on these
grounds.
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Academic Concession: During your time in this course, if you encounter medical, emotional, or personal
problems that affect your attendance or performance, please notify me. You may be able to obtain
academic concession from the Dean of your Faculty. Please discuss any extenuating circumstances with
me prior to exam dates. In order to ensure equity among the students in the class, accommodations will
not be made after an exam has been written. Furthermore, the relative weight of course requirements will
not be changed for any given student. For further information on academic concession, please consult
Policies and Regulations in the UBC Calendar (http://www.calendar.ubc.ca/vancouver/index.cfm).
Cheating and other Academic Offenses: Cheating, plagiarism, and other forms of academic misconduct
are very serious concerns of the University, and the Department of Psychology has taken steps to alleviate
them. In the first place, the Department has implemented software that can reliably detect cheating on
multiple-choice exams by analyzing the patterns of students’ responses. In addition, the Department
subscribes to TurnItIn--a service designed to detect and deter plagiarism.
In all cases of suspected academic misconduct, the parties involved will be pursued to the fullest extent
dictated by the guidelines of the University. Strong evidence of cheating or plagiarism may result in a zero
credit for the work in question. According to the University Act (section 61), the President of UBC has the
right to impose harsher penalties including (but not limited to) a failing grade for the course, suspension
from the University, cancellation of scholarships, or a notation added to a student’s transcript.
All graded work in this course, unless otherwise specified, is to be original work done independently by
individuals. If you have any questions as to whether or not what you are doing is even a borderline case of
academic misconduct, please consult your instructor. For details on pertinent University policies and
procedures, please see Chapter 5 in the UBC Calendar (http://students.ubc.ca/calendar). Further course
policies can be obtained from the UBC Calendar on academic regulations.
Requests for Letters of Reference: During your academic career, you may require a letter of reference or
recommendation (for admission into a graduate or diploma program, to apply for a research job, etc.).
Unfortunately, I will not be able to accommodate all requests for such letters. I am only willing to write
letters for those students who engage in the course material beyond simply attending class and writing
exams. This means that in order for such a request to be considered, you must participate in class
discussion and/or visit me during office hours to discuss course material (i.e., I must know who you are!).
I am also unwilling to write letters for students whose standing grade in the course is below a 75. If these
criteria are met, sufficient notice must be provided and accommodation is still not guaranteed. I am only
able to write letters of reference for a limited number of students each term.
Final Note: Due to the nature of the course, some students may have personal experience with a topic that
is covered in class. My role as an instructor is to present the current state of research in this area. If you
need someone to talk to or seek advice, you may contact UBC Counseling Services, 1040 Brock Hall-1874
East Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z1, Tel: (604) 822-3811.
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ILLNESS MANAGEMENT

STRESS & SOCIAL PROCESSES

HEALTH BEHAVIOURS

PSYC-314 Schedule of Course Lectures, Readings, & Exams
Start Date

Topic (subject to change)

Readings

Sept. 4

INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY

Ch. 1

Syllabus Review; The Biopsychosocial Model; Spotlight on HIV/AIDS
Sept. 11

IN GOOD CARBS AND IN BAD: GETTING REAL ABOUT THE BASICS
Health Behaviours & Primary Prevention; Research Methods;

Sept. 23

Chs. 3, 4

Cereal Killers

FROM BOOZE TO BACTERIA: CONTROVERSIES OF CONTROL

Chs. 3, 5

Models of Behaviour Change; Addiction; Vaccination & Pandemic Behaviours
Exam #1 Study Guide to be presented on Sept. 25
Sept. 30

*MIDTERM EXAM #1* (1 hour 20 mins, in class)

Oct. 2

FIGHT OR FLIGHT, OR FRENZY? DYNAMICS OF STRESS & COPING

Chs. 6, 7

Stress & Coping; Social Networks & Support; The Role of Animals & Nature
Oct. 9

WIDENING THE LENS: THE TRUE COSTS OF OUR DIFFERENCES
S.E.S.; Health Disparities; Cultural Health;

Oct. 21

Ch. 7

Stress: Portrait of a Killer

AN EYE ON THE PATIENT: FROM TREATMENT TO CARE

Chs. 8, 9

Using Health Services; Patient-Provider Relations; Alternative Health Services
Exam #2 Study Guide to be presented on Oct. 23
Oct. 28

*MIDTERM EXAM #2* (1 hour 20 mins, in class)

Oct. 30

NO ESCAPE: LIVING WITH CHRONIC & TERMINAL ILLNESS

Chs. 10, 11

Living with Chronic & Terminal Illness; Quality of Life; Pain & Pain Management
Nov. 13

AN END IN SIGHT: DEATH, DYING, & GRIEF IN PERSPECTIVE
Death & Dying; Loss & Grief; Caregiving;

Ch. 12

The Alzheimer’s Project: Caregivers

Nov. 18

*OPTIONAL PAPERS DUE AT START OF CLASS* (and to Turnitin by 11:59 PM)

Nov. 20

HOW TO GET IT RIGHT: LIVING FOR HEALTH & WELLNESS

Ch. 15

Successful Aging; Positive Psychology & Health; Course Summary & Wrap-Up
Final Exam Study Guide to be presented on Nov. 25; Final Lecture on Nov. 27
Dec. 2-17

*FINAL EXAM* (2 hours, to be scheduled during exam period)

Although videos clips will be shown throughout the course, ~1-hour documentaries will be shown
on select days in order to facilitate discussion. Content is testable. Attendance is recommended.
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PSYC-305A: Personality Psychology
Winter Term | January – April 2016
Section 004: Tuesdays & Thursdays 2:00 – 3:20 pm; Buchanan A201

________________________________________________________________________________________________
Instructor:
Office:
Email:
Phone:

David King, PhD
Room 2514, Douglas Kenny Building, 2136 West Mall
dbking11@psych.ubc.ca
N/A – please use email for all communications

Office Hours:

Tuesdays & Thursdays 12:50 – 1:40 pm or by appointment.

Corresponding TA*
Supporting TA
TA Name:
Carly Magee
Jessica Flores
TA Office:
Room 3522, Douglas Kenny
N/A
TA Email:
carly.magee@psych.ubc.ca
jessica.p.flores@alumni.ubc.ca
TA Office Hours:
Thursdays 12:30 – 1:30 pm
N/A – by appointment only
*Only this TA will be holding office hours and answering email inquiries (in addition to instructor).
Course Description: This course is designed to provide a broad introduction to the theory and research
in the scientific study of personality psychology. We will cover six domains of personality functioning:
dispositional, biological, intrapsychic, cognitive/experiential, socio-cultural, and adjustment. To facilitate a
broader understanding of the field, the course has been organized more generally according to the three
units: (1) The Basics, (2) The Theory, and (3) The Application.
Students who successfully complete this course will be able to: discuss research and assessment methods
in personality psychology; compare/contrast theoretical perspectives on personality; evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of distinct theoretical perspectives on personality; discuss the associations
between personality and psychosocial functioning and health; apply theory and research to daily life.
Course Format: The format of this course is primarily lectures accompanied by active, in-class
discussions and activities (wherever possible) that utilize various multimedia platforms (including video
clips, movies, thought-provoking images, etc.). A preliminary set of lecture slides/notes will be posted on
the website prior to each lecture. The slides are intended as visual aids to complement the lecture and
may be difficult to follow on their own. It is recommended that you take your own notes in class.
Course Website: This course uses Connect (http://connect.ubc.ca) to make announcements, provide
lecture slides/notes before class, post grades, and supply any other relevant content to be downloaded by
students. Please ensure that this course is registered under your My Connect account. It is your
responsibility to check in regularly for important updates and announcements. Lecture slides/notes will
be posted by midnight (at the very latest) on the day before class.
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING MULTIPLE COURSE SECTIONS: Given restrictions on room capacity,
you are required to attend lectures for the section of the course in which you are enrolled. For security
purposes, you are STRICTLY PROHIBITED from writing an exam in a section of the course in which you
are not enrolled. Attendance will be taken at all examinations; if you are found to be writing an exam in an
alternate section, you may be asked to leave and you will risk being assigned a grade of “0” on the exam.
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VIDEO DISCLAIMER: Although a variety of videos and film clips will be shown throughout the course, any
opinions or attitudes expressed in these videos do not necessarily reflect the opinions or attitudes of the
instructor, the TA(s), the Psychology Department, or UBC.
Textbook: Larsen, R. J., & Buss, D. M. (2013). Personality psychology: Domains
of knowledge about human nature (5th ed.). New York: McGraw-Hill. ISBN-13:
978-0078035357.
Note about using older editions: It is not recommended that you use older
editions of the textbook. Although much of the material is the same, you may
be tested on more recent research findings in the field.
*NOTE: You are not responsible for reading Chapters 4, 7, 12, 15, or 20
(although some of this material will appear in lecture).
Prerequisites: This course requires basic knowledge of psychological concepts and research methods.
Although this course requires this knowledge, class time will not be spent reviewing the required
knowledge. The prerequisites for this course are either: (a) Psychology 100, (b)
Psychology 101 and 102, or (c) 6 credits of 200-level psychology courses (not including
Psychology 205 or 263). First year students are not eligible to take this course.
Course Evaluation: Students will be given 3 exams and the option of writing one paper.


Evaluation Route 1: For those students who do not write the paper, each exam will comprise 1/3
(33.33%) of their final grade.



Evaluation Route 2: For those who choose to write the paper, each exam and the paper will
comprise 25% of their final grade.*

*If you choose to submit a paper, your paper grade will only be counted in your final grade if it improves
your overall grade in the course. If your paper grade brings your overall grade down, you will only be
evaluated according to Route 1. You will not be penalized for doing extra work!
NOTE: You do NOT need to notify me ahead of time of your choice. If you hand in a paper and it improves
your grade, you will be evaluated according to Route 2.
Examinations. All three exams are weighted equally, and therefore each will be similar in length
and scope (i.e., the final exam will not be particularly long or burdensome, despite having more time).
Examinations are non-cumulative. Two midterm exams will be held during class time (1 hour and 20
minutes each in length; see class schedule) while the final exam will be scheduled by the university
during the regular exam period. Two hours will be allotted for the final exam.
The exams will consist of multiple choice and short answer (written) questions (point form responses are
acceptable). The exams will cover both lecture and textbook material; multiple choice questions
will be drawn directly from the textbook, while short answer questions will be drawn directly
from lectures. The purpose of the lecture is to amplify, explain, and expand upon the textbook material.
Although there will be overlap between the lectures and the textbook, there will also be material that will
be covered in the lectures that is not part of the textbook. Furthermore, some material from the textbook
will not be discussed in class (i.e., we will not cover all textbook material in lecture). This means that to be
successful in this course you must carefully read the text and attend the lectures.
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Please bring an HB pencil and an eraser to each exam to allow for electronic scoring of the multiple-choice
questions. Note that during exams, invigilators may ask students to move or alter students’ seating
arrangements with no explanation provided. This may be due to the suspected or observed misconduct of
a classmate in an adjacent seat. Note that if you arrive more than 30 minutes late to an exam, you may be
refused admittance to the exam and therefore be assigned a grade of “0” on the exam. Students who
arrive to an exam after a classmate has completed the exam and left the exam room will not be
permitted to write the exam. This applies to all examinations, including midterms.
Examinations will be given on published dates only. Exceptions will be made in cases of medical problems,
for which a doctor's note will be required. Exceptions will also be made for students who have religious
obligations that conflict with an exam date. If you are unable to write an exam due to medical
problems, please contact me before the exam or within 24 hours after the exam. Students who do
not contact me within 24 hours after the exam will be assigned a grade of “0” on the exam. If you
are unable to write an exam due to religious obligations, please notify me within the first 2 weeks of class.
Exam grades will be posted on the course website as soon as they are available. Please allow 1-2 weeks for
grades to be posted. Students wishing to view their exam should make an appointment with the TA.
Students who have viewed their exam and who wish to have their exam re-graded should email me
detailing in several sentences why they think that their exam was unjustly graded within 2 weeks of the
grades being posted. Re-grades will not be considered after the 2-week mark, although students are
welcome to review their exams at any point in the term. Note that due to minor errors that may occur in
grading and/or scoring, exam grades may be adjusted after their original posting. In such corrections,
your exam grade may either increase or decrease in order to ensure that all grades reflect an accurate
assessment of material. We will make every effort possible to ensure that such errors do not occur.
Make-Up Exams. If you are unable to write an exam for medical reasons, you are expected to complete it
within the shortest time possible at the convenience of the TA. You will be offered only one
alternative time to write the exam and it is your responsibility to be accommodating to the TA (i.e.,
it is not possible to offer multiple dates for make-ups). You are required to contact the TA immediately
upon confirming your absence with me in order to schedule the make-up. Even if your medical document
indicates that you require a week for recovery, you must contact the TA at the start of that week to
schedule the make-up, not once you are feeling better. This is in order to ensure that you write the exam
as soon as possible following your illness. Moreover, the content and/or format of the make-up exam may
differ from the original version. In instances where you are unable to accommodate the TA’s
schedule, or in cases where a make-up exam must be missed, you will be asked to contact Arts
Advising to mediate the situation. Like originally scheduled exams, missed make-up exams will only be
accommodated with medical documentation. If any of these procedures are not followed, you may
receive a grade of ‘0’ on the respective exam.
Other Accommodations. No other special accommodations for assignments, grades, or exams will
be made. For example, exams will not be weighted differently than the above method of evaluation in any
case. Additionally, special accommodations cannot be made for purposes of travel or vacations.
Optional Paper. You have the option of submitting one written assignment (8-10 pages) during the
course. This assignment is designed to help you think more critically about the topics we discuss in the
course in an insightful way.
The paper has three purposes. It will allow students to: (a) practice the application of personality
psychology, (b) explore the personality of an intriguing individual, and (c) think creatively and critically
about the course content. For the paper, students will conduct a psychobiography. Specifically, students
will use up to three theories of personality (e.g., the five factor model of personality, psychoanalytic
theory, attachment theory) to describe, analyze, and interpret the personality of a specific individual.
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Students may choose any individual, including themselves, a family member, a friend, a public figure (e.g.,
a celebrity, a political leader), or a fictional character (e.g., a character from a novel). Moreover, students
may choose to focus on the individual’s personality development across the lifespan, the individual’s
current state, and/or a specific aspect of the individual’s character or behaviour. The audience for the
paper is a person who has already completed Psychology 305A.
The paper should be 8-10 pages in length (excluding the title page and reference section), typed,
and double-spaced; any pages beyond 10 will not be read. A 12-point Times New Roman font and 1-inch
margins must be used. A title page should be included that contains your name, your student number, and
a title for your paper. Any sources of information that are referred to in your paper should be referenced
according to the guidelines provided by the American Psychological Association (i.e., APA).
If you are not familiar with these guidelines, please refer to the APA Publication Manual or inquire at the
University Library for further information. The library has a handout summarizing APA citation
procedures available at http://www.library.ubc.ca/pubs/apastyle.pdf. A tutorial on APA style is
available at http://www.apastyle.org/learn/tutorials/basics-tutorial.aspx. Cite lecture slides as
follows:
x(King, date).
Example: As was noted in class (King, 2016), Freud’s theory ….
Reference section:
King, D. (date). Lecture number [PowerPoint slides]. Retrieved from http://URL.
Example: King, D. (2016). Lecture 11 [PowerPoint slides]. Retrieved from http://connect.ubc.ca.
Slides from different lectures should be distinguished with lower case letters in both the in-text citation
and reference section:
Example: As was noted in class (King, 2016a), Freud’s theory …. In contrast, Maslow said… (King, 2016b).
Although it is not necessary that you use sources of information beyond the lecture material and textbook,
the use of additional resources generally strengthens students’ papers. Accordingly, you are encouraged
to cite additional resources. Note that Wikipedia is not an appropriate source of information to cite in
your paper.
The paper will be graded for content—that is, how effectively you analyzed the individual’s personality.
For example, did you provide a sufficient and accurate review of the theories that you selected? Did you
accurately interpret the theories in your analysis of the individual? Did you support your claims with
appropriate and sufficient biographical evidence? Did you exhibit thoughtful, independent thinking in
your analysis? Were you creative, demonstrating new ways to think about the theories? Did you note the
strengths and weaknesses of the theories that you used? Did you compare and contrast the theories in
your paper?
The paper will also be graded for style, mechanics, and formatting—that is, how well your paper was
written. For example, did your paper contain a clear statement of its purpose or objectives (i.e., thesis
statement)? Was your writing clear, concise, and easily understood, with appropriate word choice and
university-level academic tone? Was your paper well organized, characterized by effective transitions
between ideas and a logical flow? Were sources of information paraphrased appropriately and integrated
effectively into your writing (if applicable)? Were there errors in punctuation, grammar, or spelling? Did
your paper conform to the formatting requirements? Were all sources of information referenced
according to APA guidelines?
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More details about the written assignment will be presented in class and/or posted on the course website.
Assignments must be turned in at the start of class on March 31, 2016, and can NOT be emailed or
given to me or a TA outside of class. Because this is a completely optional assignment, no late
papers will be accepted in any circumstance and no special accommodations can be made.
All papers must ALSO be scanned by “TurnItIn” by 11:59 PM on the day of submission. TurnItIn is a
service designed to detect and deter plagiarism. Through this service, students’ papers are scanned and
compared to over 4.5 billion pages of content located on the Internet or in TurnItIn’s own proprietary
databases. The results of comparisons are compiled into customized “Originality Reports” that contain
several measures of plagiarism. These reports are forwarded to instructors. Details regarding the use of
TurnItIn will be provided in class the week prior to the due date. Papers that have not been scanned by
TurnItIn by midnight on the due date will not be graded and will receive a grade of “0.”
Please submit your paper in the exact same form as the hardcopy submission (i.e., do not remove your
title page or reference section). Originality reports of 30% or higher should be of concern. If you are
worried about potential plagiarism in your paper, it is strongly advised that you submit your paper early
to TurnItIn and, in the case that your paper demonstrates significant overlap, make appropriate changes
before the final submission. Students will be able to view their originality reports and resubmit before the
deadline.
Please visit http://www.turnitin.com and use the following information to submit your paper for this
course: TurnItIn ID: 11367034; Password: personality1. Note that you must first set up an account if you
do not already have one.
Paper grades will be posted on the course website as soon as they are available. Please allow 1-2 weeks
for grades to be posted. Students wishing to view their paper should make an appointment with the TA.
Students who have viewed their paper and who wish to have their paper re-graded should email me
detailing in several sentences why they think that their paper was unjustly graded within 2 weeks of the
grades being posted.
Extra Credit: You may earn extra credit for research participation (at a rate of 1/2 point for 1/2 hour, to a
maximum of 3 points) or, as an alternative, by completing a library writing project. Your earned points are
added to your final grade (after any scaling, i.e., before meeting the department’s standards for grade
distribution). For complete details, see "Subject Pool Information for Participants" on the Department's
website: https://hsp.psych.ubc.ca/. Please register in this online system as soon as possible, as
deadlines are in place.
Participation: I strongly encourage and appreciate student participation. Participation may be in the
form of questions or comments posed during class amongst your classmates or outside of class in
discussion with me. I will make every effort to create a classroom environment in which students feel
comfortable to discuss their ideas. If, however, you would prefer to share your ideas with me outside of
class, you are welcome to see me during my office hours or by appointment. In order to encourage and
facilitate participation, I ask that all students support their classmates’ efforts to contribute to class
discussion. General course policies can be obtained from the UBC Calendar on academic regulations.
Class Etiquette: In consideration of your fellow students, please turn your phones off during class. The
use of laptops in class is an effective means to take notes and record comments related to course content.
However, some students use laptops in class to surf the internet, engage in e-mail correspondence, and/or
work on material associated with other courses. These activities can be very distracting to those who sit in
adjacent seats and can interfere with their efforts to focus on course content. For this reason, all students
who intend to use laptops in class for activities unrelated to the course are asked to sit in rows at the rear
of the classroom. Please also make an effort to type quietly, as such background sounds can be very
distracting for others. If you arrive at class late or need to leave early, do so with minimal disruption.
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Respect and Decency: I will only ever tolerate a respectful and safe classroom
environment. The opinions and perspectives of all individuals are valued and respected,
no matter their age, gender, ethnicity, or sexual orientation. Individuals should feel safe
to express their thoughts and opinions without judgment, ridicule, or discrimination. To
this end, thoughts and opinions should only ever be shared in a respectful manner. In
regards to more sensitive issues, it is advisable that students “think before they speak.”
If a particular statement or behaviour might offend someone or make an individual feel alienated or
threatened in any way, it should not be shared. Educated and respectful opinions, on the other hand, are
always welcome.
Communication with the Instructor and TA: Complex questions are typically easier to answer face-toface, rather than via e-mail. In addition to the instructor, the TA is a great resource and will be able to
provide you with answers to many of your questions. The TA works in close contact with the instructor
and will refer matters if they cannot resolve them for you. We take your questions very seriously and want
to facilitate learning. We always try to get back to you as soon as we can. This can be challenging due to
the size of the class, especially around exam times. So please make sure to allow at least one day for us to
reply, particularly just prior to exams when student requests tend to be high. If the response to your
question or concern is already answered in this syllabus, you will not receive a response by email.
Department Policy on Distribution of Grades in Psychology Courses: Courses offered by the
Psychology Department are required to meet a target grade distribution. This is done in order to ensure
that all students are assessed fairly in relation to students in other sections of the same course and to
students in other courses. The target grade distribution for 300-level psychology courses requires that the
mean for the class fall between 66% and 70%, with a standard deviation of approximately 13%.
Accordingly, students should note that the Department may scale the final grades in this course up or
down if the distribution of grades deviates substantially from the target. A student’s grade is not official
until it appears on his or her academic record.
Learning Resources: There are a number of useful resources available on and off campus to assist
students in achieving their learning goals.
Study Support: Learning Commons (http://learningcommons.ubc.ca/) is an online resource designed
to provide UBC students with learning and study support. It is an interactive website that provides access
to information on exam preparation, tutoring, on-campus learning workshops, study groups, and technical
tools. The University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC) has a number of useful learning resources
available for students online. A series of helpful study skills handouts (e.g., concentration tips, memory
strategies) from UNBC can be found at: http://www.unbc.ca/lsc/index.html.
Writing Support: UBC students may obtain assistance with writing through the UBC Writing Centre
(http://www.writingcentre.ubc.ca/). The Writing Centre offers courses, tutoring services, and an
online Writer’s Workshop to assist students in developing their writing skills. The UBC Library
(http://www.library.ubc.ca/home/instruct/) provides online information to assist students in
conducting library searches for papers. Time Management: Resources to assist you in managing your time
across courses are available at: http://www.arc.sbc.edu/timeschedule.html.
Academic Accommodation: The University accommodates students with disabilities who have
registered with Access and Diversity (http://www.students.ubc.ca/access/index.cfm). Please let me
know in advance, preferably within the first 2 weeks of class, if you require any accommodation on these
grounds.
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Academic Concession: During your time in this course, if you encounter medical, emotional, or personal
problems that affect your attendance or performance, please notify me. You may be able to obtain
academic concession from the Dean of your Faculty. Please discuss any extenuating circumstances with
me prior to exam dates. In order to ensure equity among the students in the class, accommodations will
not be made after an exam has been written. Furthermore, the relative weight of course requirements will
not be changed for any given student. For further information on academic concession, please consult
Policies and Regulations in the UBC Calendar (http://www.calendar.ubc.ca/vancouver/index.cfm).
Cheating and other Academic Offenses: Cheating, plagiarism, and other forms of academic misconduct
are very serious concerns of the University, and the Department of Psychology has taken steps to alleviate
them. In the first place, the Department has implemented software that can reliably detect cheating on
multiple-choice exams by analyzing the patterns of students’ responses. In addition, the Department
subscribes to TurnItIn--a service designed to detect and deter plagiarism.
In all cases of suspected academic misconduct, the parties involved will be pursued to the fullest extent
dictated by the guidelines of the University. Strong evidence of cheating or plagiarism may result in a zero
credit for the work in question. According to the University Act (section 61), the President of UBC has the
right to impose harsher penalties including (but not limited to) a failing grade for the course, suspension
from the University, cancellation of scholarships, or a notation added to a student’s transcript.
All graded work in this course, unless otherwise specified, is to be original work done independently by
individuals. If you have any questions as to whether or not what you are doing is even a borderline case of
academic misconduct, please consult your instructor. For details on pertinent University policies and
procedures, please see Chapter 5 in the UBC Calendar (http://students.ubc.ca/calendar). Further course
policies can be obtained from the UBC Calendar on academic regulations.
Requests for Letters of Reference: During your academic career, you may require a letter of reference or
recommendation (for admission into a graduate or diploma program, to apply for a research job, etc.).
Unfortunately, I will not be able to accommodate all requests for such letters. I am only willing to write
letters for those students who engage in the course material beyond simply attending class and writing
exams. This means that in order for such a request to be considered, you must participate in class
discussion and/or visit me during office hours to discuss course material (i.e., I must know who you are!).
I am also unwilling to write letters for students whose standing grade in the course is below a 75. If these
criteria are met, sufficient notice must be provided and accommodation is still not guaranteed. I am only
able to write letters of reference for a limited number of students each term.
Final Note: Due to the nature of the course, some students may have personal experience with a topic that
is covered in class. My role as an instructor is to present the current state of research in this area. If you
need someone to talk to or seek advice, you may contact UBC Counseling Services, 1040 Brock Hall-1874
East Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z1, Tel: (604) 822-3811.
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PSYC-305A Schedule of Course Lectures, Readings, & Exams
Start Date

Topics (subject to change)

Readings

Jan. 5

INTRODUCTION TO PERSONALITY PSYCHOLOGY

Chs. 1, 2

THE BASICS

Syllabus; Defining Personality; Research Methods & Personality Assessment
Jan. 12

GETTING ORGANIZED, CLASSIFIED – AND STUCK?

Chs. 3, 5

Core Traits & Trait Taxonomies; Coherence, Stability, & Change;
Jan. 26

Steve Jobs

DETERMINING NATURE, NURTURE, & NECESSITY

Chs. 6, 8

Genetic, Physiological, and Evolutionary Perspectives on Personality
Feb. 2

*MIDTERM EXAM 1* (80 minutes, in class)

Feb. 4

PROBING THE PSYCHE: PARENTS, PENISES, & PAVLOV’S DOG
Sigmund Freud; Psychoanalytic Theory; Learning;

Ch. 9

Michael Jackson

THE THEORY

Feb. 15–19 *Midterm Break* ~ No Classes This Week
Feb. 23

THE PSYCHE BEYOND SEX: IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF FREUD

Ch. 10

Neo-Analytic Perspectives; Object Relations Theory; Carl Jung; Dreams
Mar. 1

NAVIGATING SELF, FROM PERCEPTION TO ACTUALIZATION

Chs. 14, 11

THE APPLICATION

Approaches to the Self; Motives, Needs, & Goals; Existential Psychology
Mar. 10

*MIDTERM EXAM 2* (80 minutes, in class)

Mar. 15

SOCIALIZED & SYSTEMIZED: PERSONALITY IN CONTEXT
Social Interaction; Culture & Personality; Sex & Gender;

Mar. 22

Chs. 17, 16
Malala Yousafzai

GETTING REAL: PERSONALITY IN EVERYDAY LIFE

Chs. 13, 18

Emotion & Personality; Stress, Coping, & Health; The Concept of Disorder
Mar. 31

THE REALLY BAD, THE REALLY GOOD, & THE BIG PICTURE

Ch. 19

Personality Disorders; Positive Psychology; Course Wrap-Up
*OPTIONAL PAPER DUE AT START OF CLASS* (and to TurnItIn by 11:59 PM)
Apr. 12–27

*FINAL EXAM* (2 hours, to be scheduled during university exam period)

Although the course will include a number of case studies for illustrative purposes, more in-depth case studies
of influential/famous people will be discussed at the start of each major unit. Attendance is recommended.
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Appendix B

Full Course Evaluations
Included here are full evaluations for
courses taught between 2012 and 2016.
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23/01/2013

Survey Report

Faculty of Arts 2012W1 Survey
2012W1 2012
Course:

University of British Columbia
Arts

PSYC 314 001 - Health Psychology

Responsible
David King
Faculty:

Department:

PSYC

Responses / Expected:

77 / 145

King, David
University Module

Individual
Med. Mode S.D. N Mean

Q1 The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn.

4

5

.76 71

4.3

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

4

5

.64 71

4.4

Q3 The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter.

5

5

.80 71

4.4

4

4

.81 70

4.2

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

4

4

.60 71

4.3

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

4

5

.66 71

4.4

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays, presentations,
etc.) was fair.

Choices / Values: Strongly Disagree=1 | Disagree=2 | Neutral=3 | Agree=4 | Strongly Agree=5
King, David
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Individual
Med. Mode S.D. N Mean

Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were
appropriate, student participation in class was encouraged by the instructor.

5

5

.52 70

4.8

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

4

4

.76 66

4.2

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

5

5

.49 70

4.7

Q10

The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g., through
email, office hours, or by appointment).

5

5

.59 62

4.6

5

5

.39 70

4.9

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

Choices / Values: Strongly Disagree=1 | Disagree=2 | Neutral=3 | Agree=4 | Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 001
*Arts Course Question*

Course

Q12 C onsidering everything how would you rate this course?

Med.

Mode

S.D.

N

Mean

4

4

.73

75

4.4

Choices / Values: Very poor=1 | Poor=2 | Neutral=3 | Good=4 | Very good=5
King, David
Psychology Departmental Questions

Individual
Med. Mode S.D. N Mean

Q13 Evaluation procedures were unfair and unreasonable to students.

2

1

.90 69

1.8

Q14 The instructor was patient when students requested course-related assistance.

4

5

.67 67

4.4

Q15

1

1

.71 53

1.4

1

1

.53 70

1.1

The instructor responded poorly to constructive criticism by students.

Q16 The instructor verbally abused or belittled one or more students.
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp
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Q17 The instructor was able to show practical applications of the subject matter.

5

5

.60 71

4.5

Q18 The instructor communicated at too high a level for the class.

1

1

.99 70

1.7

4

4

1.04 67

3.5

Q20 The instructor spoke with effective pacing, pitch, clarity, and volume.

5

5

.60 70

4.6

Q21 Intelligent, independent thought by students was encouraged.

5

5

.65 71

4.5

5

5

.45 71

4.7

5

5

.49 71

4.6

Q19

Q22

The instructor identified comments which reflected his or her own personal
opinions.

The instructor attempted to answer all questions to the best of his or her
ability.

Q23 The instructor established good rapport with students in the classroom.
Q24

The instructor treated you and other students with equal respect regardless of
sex, culture, or other special characteristics.

5

5

.38 70

4.8

Q25

The instructor used language, examples, or stories that were demeaning
either to women or to men.

1

1

1.10 71

1.5

Q26

The instructor used language, examples, or stories that were demeaning to
members of certain racial or cultural groups.

1

1

.77 70

1.3

Q27

As a result of the instructor's efforts, students became motivated to do their
best in this course.

4

4,5

.84 67

4.1

Q28 The instructor demonstrated a comprehensive knowledge of the subject.

4

4

.50 69

4.5

Q29 The instructor made appropriate efforts to treat students as individuals.

4

4

.53 69

4.5

Q30 The instructor showed little interest in the subject matter.

1

1

.68 70

1.3

4

5

.90 70

4.1

Q31

As a result of the instructor's efforts, you became more interested in the
subject.

Choices / Values: Strongly Disagree=1 | Disagree=2 | Neutral=3 | Agree=4 | Strongly Agree=5
King, David
Psychology Departmental Questions

Individual
Med. Mode S.D. N Mean

Q32 C onsidering everything, how would you rate your instructor?
Q33

How would you rate the feedback you received on your mid-term test(s) from
your instructor and or teaching assistant?

5

5

.69 71

4.5

4

4

.82 71

3.6

Choices / Values: Very Poor=1 | Poor=2 | Fair=3 | Good=4 | Very Good=5
PSYC 314 - 001
Psychology Departmental Questions

Course
Med. Mode S.D. N Mean

Q34

Tests searched for understanding on the part of students, rather than rote
memorization.

4

4

.78 77

4.1

Q35 On the whole, class time was poorly used in this course.

1

1

.85 77

1.5

Q36 The course was poorly organized.

1

1

.62 74

1.4

Q37 The course requirements were clearly outlined to students.

4

5

.72 76

4.3

Q38 You consider this course an important part of your academic training.

4

4

.97 77

4

Choices / Values: Strongly Disagree=1 | Disagree=2 | Undecided=3 | Agree=4 | Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 001
Psychology Departmental Questions

Course
Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
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Q39 How would you rate the contribution of textbook(s) and assigned readings to
this course?

4

4,5

.95 77

3.9

Choices / Values: Very Poor=1 | Poor=2 | Fair=3 | Good=4 | Very Good=5
Q40 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course.
Faculty: King, David
Response Rate: 54.93%

(39 of 71)

I really enjoy this course! The fact that David brings personal stories into class makes it more intimate and
enjoyable. Using YouTube videos was creative and helpful in teaching the material effectively. I think David
- does a fantastic job communicating with the students and he is great at encouraging discussion and thoughtful
comments. Despite the fact I am taking this as a C redit/D/F course, I find myself putting a great deal of work
into it because I enjoy it so much!
The expectations for the paper were unclear. A review of the literature was asked for but the example given to
us was more of an integrated summary. I just didn't really understand what was expected of us and I know
quite a few of the other students felt the same. As for the midterm, I didn't understand why certain marks
were given and the TA seemed very busy during the midterm review sessions so I wasn't able to ask. That
being said, the class was interesting and I appreciated the videos used as it was nice to see the info we were
learning be applied to life. Thanks David!
Perhaps this is my problem only, but there was (and still is for finals) a lot to read in the textbook which I don't
and would not be able to remember all of. It wasn't that the textbook wasn't a good book/resource for
clarity/more information, there was just so much that I just cant remember specifically enough to answer
questions about something within the approx. 20 pages each chapter.
- I found the use of lots of videos redundant.
I was pleasantly surprised by the course, as I honestly signed up for this course knowing it is a requirement
for my Psychology degree. I was expecting to not like the course, but I found that I really enjoy it. I like that
lecture slides were always posted the day before class. I feel that it's better to listen to the instructor in class
and jot down a few notes, rather than focusing on copying everything down & not listening. C ourse content is
interesting & I like the integration of YouTube videos. I also appreciated the fact that there was a chance for
bonus marks for watching a documentary during an optional class. Very interactive with students & encourages
- discussion, Funny & has the class laughing a lot. The midterm was a fair test, the review session he had in
class was helpful. Also includes guest lectures, with Laura Booi being my favourite (I think she is great!). I
should also mention that David is the *ONLY* psychology instructor (or prof/instructor in general) that actually
integrated/talked about his research in detail into the course content. I think it's a nice thing to know because I
think it's important to know what my area my instructors are in. Since David is a PhD candidate, I don't know if
he would be teaching more courses in the future, but if he is I would highly recommend this course. Also, In
class I notice many of the girls have a thing for him :)
There were lots of videos, some of which may have been unnecessary. I felt that some questions on the exam
were very specific because they were based on research findings. It was great that you provided us with a
- rubric for the paper and went over the paper guidelines at the beginning of the term, so that we can
adequately prepare for it. Most professors do not provide a rubric, so this was very helping in determining
what a good paper would look like.
- I like the movies!
He is a great instructor, delivering the material in a very engaging and interesting way. He is extremely
friendly and concerned for student well-being, always available for questions and concerns.
However, the multiple choice section on the exam was surprisingly detail-oriented and seemed to test rote
memorization from the book more than anything else. There were several questions which could only be
answered if one remembered the exact, word-by-word phrasing from the book. I do not think this is
reasonable. Answering some of the MC questions depended on a single word in the paragraph, and I do not
- see how anyone possibly could have answered these correctly (without memorizing the book word-for-word). I
find this a bit puzzling, because this was a wonderful instructor, but the MC wording was sometimes just awful.
The short answer questions, on the other hand, did seem reasonable. C an't comment on the essay evaluation
yet.
Overall, I would recommend this instructor, great enthusiasm for the material, clearly competent and cares
about students, but please do reconsider your exam wording.
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I really enjoyed this class. David is a great professor and it is obvious he is very hardworking. I really liked
that he did exam review because it helped us study better.

- C ome up with more specific learning objectives.
Honestly, David is a really good guy, incredibly approachable and also intelligent. My problem with this course
- is that going to the lectures didn't really seem to be the important thing as much as memorizing the assigned
chapters of the textbook.
-

David is very hip and offers a refreshing perspective on the topics he discusses. I like his use of videos
because they provide more insight on the material than text - it helps to see real people and real situations.
- lectures were a little dry at times but really enjoyed the incorporation of videos in lectures

-

- good looking prof which makes paying attention a little easier
- keep up the decent sense of humour

Dr. King was an awesome professor. I always looked forward to attending his class because he was
entertaining and showed a great deal of knowledge on the subject matter. I really enjoyed the fact that he
- used a lot of examples and videos to further explain concepts, which made learning a lot more enjoyable and
interesting. There are no real negative comments or constructive criticisms that come to mind. Overall, a great
course and professor!
At times, it felt as though the instructor relied on the slides a little too much to guide his lectures. Although this
may be due to the fact that all information was thoroughly included on lecture slides, which was helpful for
studying and reviewing. C lass may be even more engaging if our instructor is in front of/closer to students
instead of behind the podium or computer :P
-

Very engaging and knowledgable lecturer! Very professional while still able to make students feel comfortable
speaking out and discussing in a relaxed setting. Great course, This guy will make a fantastic professor.

-

He is a very passionate and great instructor, however i would like to know exactly what i am going to be tested
on , maybe incorporating learning objectives can be helpful .

Great person, friendly and very personable. Very helpful for meeting outside of office hours. Only thing was
- that you mostly read of the slides rather than incorporating more side notes or going off in little tangents that
is related to course material and is often more interesting for students so class sometimes felt boring
-

I don't feel like 50% of the exam should be based solely on the text book. I feel that the textbook should be a
supplement to what is taught in class not an entirely separate aspect of the course.

-

notes were clear and straight to the point, but putting them online earlier is helpful for those who prints out
notes

-

Thanks for being an enthusiastic instructor! There is nothing worse than a prof who just drones on and on in
monotone. When we looked over the midterm, you gave constructive feedback and even kindly regraded my
test upon request. Also, thanks for putting our keeping our interests in mind when creating your lectures.
I thoroughly enjoyed this course. Please continue being an awesome instructor/prof!

Really enjoyed some of the guest lectures. They provided some changes to lecture style and the expertise
- were very informative. I also liked the videos shown in class. They really helped me understand some of the
important concepts as well as made some topics more interesting.
-

so enthusiastic! best prof I've had in university and I am 5th year. you know a prof is good when he can make
boring material seem interesting and engage you.

May want to stick to the text book a little more and not ask such random questions and don't need to cram all
- that information in there but the non cumulative thing was awesome!! He was also extremely attractive and if it
had not been inappropriate I would have asked him out for coffee
-

Good use of many interesting videos in class. I didn't participate in discussions because I'm socially awkward
but all the in-class discussions were interesting too.

David was a really great teacher who did a great job to coming to the level of the students and teaching with
the perspective of what would be most effective for the students. His was very helpful and established a good
rapport with the class. He did a really good job of helping prepare us for what to expect on the midterms and
- exams and the tests were fair. I really enjoyed his use of media like videos and images, which really helped
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp
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flush out the ideas and show the concepts in practical settings. Overall he gave off a young and hip impression
and I he seems like a super cool guy that I would want to be in another class with. I wish all my professors
were as cool as him
The class was great, Mr. King made the subject matter very interesting and showed a wide range of real-world
- applications. The material was easy to follow, and most of the videos he showed were very helpful and
complementary to the material. Testing was fair and comprehensive.
David King did a great job teaching this class. He made the content interesting and encouraged students to
- take interest into it. It is clear that he is very passionate about the material he talks about in class, and that
transfers over into the body of students. Definitely would recommend him as a teacher to my friends.
-

I would suggest reading less from the power point, and/or expand more on the points made on the power point
slides.
David's passion for the subject matter shines through in each presentation. My time spent learning from him
has been nothing short of an inspiration.
Strengths observed in David's class:

- C ombination of relevant supplementary material with lecture topics - this helped to effectively integrate the
course material with current world issues and events
His empathetic stance to class participation - displayed a very knowledgeable base while openly praising and
elaborating upon the ideas of students that were presented amongst class discussions

-

Awesome and entertaining prof! Every lecture actually stuck with me, and I'd take another class with same
instructor because I love his style of teaching."
Dr.King was an amazing prof! The only problem that I had was that the slides he used in class were incredibly
text heavy, leaving one the options of sitting with their laptop open taking a few notes rarely, or scribbling nonstop for an hour and a half. I personally find (and research has shown) that one can learn more effectively
when there are less slides and more communication between the prof and the class; however, Dr.King was
ALWAYS explaining everything and speaking, but it's hard to read, listen and write at the same time.

-

The slides were also incredibly helpful outside of class, so that's another pro for the slides...
The textbook wasn't very entertaining, but it explained subject matter effectively.
Thanks you Dr.King!!!! I loved this class!!!

-

I thought this course was very interesting and was delivered well by the lecturer. C lass input was encouraged
by frequent class discussions during lectures, which I thought was beneficial.

Your openness to discussion and others views helped with learning outcomes and enhanced the overall
understanding of a particular topic. I really enjoyed this class. My only suggestion would be to make the essay
- a higher percentage and the final a lower percentage.
Thank you and I hope to have you as a teacher again in the future. Good luck with your phD!
For how new he is to teaching, David was a good instructor. The material presented throughout the course got
- a little dry at times, but overall I found it pretty interesting. I enjoyed the course and hope he continues to do
well teaching!
One of my favorite classes by far! David kept us interested and interactive each class and showed great
- understanding towards our issues and opinions. Very reproachful teaching method. I found the class very
insightful and wish I could take more like this one, I am sad its over and that usually doesn't happen!
This was a great course. Interesting teacher with a lot of energy and enthusiasm about subject matter.
Enjoyed the mixture of learning i.e. textbook, personal experience, videos, etc...
-

Personally, I found there was too much based on death and dying. It made me very anxious. Also made it
hard to study. Would have preferred more information on drug use, exercise, etc...
It is hard to stay awake during the class because:
1. The lights are extremely dim.
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- 2. You are reading off the lecture slides. They are very good notes though.
3. There are too many videos.
Good luck with future classes.
Great teacher! Really interesting course material and the instructor kept all subject matter applicable, relevant
- and interesting. Great sense of humour to lighten some of the heavier topics discussed in class. I would love to
take another course with this instructor!!
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Faculty of Arts 2013S2 (Aug 2-9) Survey
2013S2 2013
Course:

University of British Columbia
Arts

PSYC 314 951 - Health Psychology

Department:

Responsible
David King
Faculty:

PSYC

Responses / Expected:

43 / 139

King, David B
University Module

Responses

Individual

[SD] [D] [N] [A] [SA] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q1

The instructor made it clear what students were
expected to learn.

0

1

5

12

25

5

5

.78 43

4.4

Q2

The instructor communicated the subject matter
effectively.

0

2

3

15

23

5

5

.81 43

4.4

Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the
subject matter.

0

3

6

17

17

4

4,5

.89 43

4.1

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through
exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

1

2

25

14

4

4

.65 42

4.2

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

0

5

13

24

5

5

.70 42

4.5

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

2

2

18

21

4

5

.77 43

4.3

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Individual

[SD] [D] [N] [A] [SA] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of
the course were appropriate, student participation in
class was encouraged by the instructor.

0

0

1

12

30

5

5

.52 43

4.7

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

1

5

19

15

4

4

.75 40

4.2

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

0

2

11

30

5

5

.57 43

4.7

The instructor was readily available to students
Q10 outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or
by appointment).

0

0

3

15

21

5

5

.63 39

4.5

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

0

0

9

34

5

5

.41 43

4.8

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 951
*Arts Course Question*

Responses

Course

[VP] [P] [N] [G] [VG] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q12

C onsidering everything how would you rate this
course?

0

1

2

20

20

4

4,5

.68 43

4.4

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Individual

[SD] [D] [N] [A] [SA] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
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Q13 Evaluation procedures were unfair and unreasonable
to students.

21

15

4

1

1

1.5

1

.91 42

1.7

0

1

5

12

21

5

5

.80 39

4.4

Q14

The instructor was patient when students requested
course-related assistance.

Q15

The instructor responded poorly to constructive
criticism by students.

19

12

2

1

0

1

1

.74 34

1.6

Q16

The instructor verbally abused or belittled one or
more students.

35

7

1

0

0

1

1

.46 43

1.2

Q17

The instructor was able to show practical applications
of the subject matter.

1

2

5

13

21

4.5

5

.99 42

4.2

Q18

The instructor communicated at too high a level for
the class.

14

24

3

1

1

2

2

.82 43

1.9

Q19

The instructor identified comments which reflected
his or her own personal opinions.

0

6

13

14

9

4

4

.97 42

3.6

Q20

The instructor spoke with effective pacing, pitch,
clarity, and volume.

0

1

2

20

20

4

4,5

.68 43

4.4

Q21

Intelligent, independent thought by students was
encouraged.

0

0

4

15

23

5

5

.66 42

4.5

Q22

The instructor attempted to answer all questions to
the best of his or her ability.

0

0

3

15

25

5

5

.62 43

4.5

Q23

The instructor established good rapport with students
in the classroom.

0

0

5

16

22

5

5

.69 43

4.4

1

0

2

13

26

5

5

.79 42

4.5

31

8

2

2

0

1

1

.78 43

1.4

32

8

2

1

0

1

1

.68 43

1.3

The instructor treated you and other students with
Q24 equal respect regardless of sex, culture, or other
special characteristics.
Q25

The instructor used language, examples, or stories
that were demeaning either to women or to men.

The instructor used language, examples, or stories
Q26 that were demeaning to members of certain racial or
cultural groups.
Q27

As a result of the instructor's efforts, students
became motivated to do their best in this course.

0

1

10

18

14

4

4

.81 43

4

Q28

The instructor demonstrated a comprehensive
knowledge of the subject.

0

1

5

14

23

5

5

.78 43

4.4

Q29

The instructor made appropriate efforts to treat
students as individuals.

0

0

8

15

20

4

5

.76 43

4.3

Q30

The instructor showed little interest in the subject
matter.

27

13

3

0

0

1

1

.62 43

1.4

Q31

As a result of the instructor's efforts, you became
more interested in the subject.

0

3

9

16

15

4

4

.91 43

4

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Individual

[VP] [P] [F] [G] [VG] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q32

C onsidering everything, how would you rate your
instructor?

How would you rate the feedback you received on
Q33 your mid-term test(s) from your instructor and or
teaching assistant?

0

1

3

11

28

5

5

.73 43

4.5

0

1

17

15

10

4

3

.82 43

3.8

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
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PSYC 314 - 951
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Course

[SD] [D] [U] [A] [SA] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q34

Tests searched for understanding on the part of
students, rather than rote memorization.

0

3

4

23

13

4

4

.82 43

4.1

Q35

On the whole, class time was poorly used in this
course.

22

16

2

3

0

1

1

.86 43

1.7

24

18

1

0

0

1

1

.54 43

1.5

Q36 The course was poorly organized.
Q37

The course requirements were clearly outlined to
students.

0

0

2

20

21

4

5

.58 43

4.4

Q38

You consider this course an important part of your
academic training.

0

7

5

16

15

4

4

1.05 43

3.9

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [U] Undecided=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 951
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Course

[VP] [P] [F] [G] [VG] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q39

How would you rate the contribution of textbook(s)
and assigned readings to this course?

0

3

9

21

10

4

4

.84 43

3.9

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
Q40 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 46.51%

(20 of 43)

The written questions on the exam should emphasize more of making connections to other concepts rather
- than just pure memorization for a 300 level course. I expected to apply the material learned in class to
different situations, not questions that require definitions.
-

Professor King was a very good instructor, one of my best so far. He was very helpful to students when they
needed it and very good at explaining things.

-

Honestly, I wouldn't change anything about this course. David does a fantastic job, keeping material both
engaging and instructive, with a sense of humour. I have recommended his class to several friends.

A great instructor...enthusiastic, knowledgeable and committed to student growth. The course was well- organized and his use of mixed media (videos, etc) helped provide context to some of the more theoretical
material studied as well as enhance the learning experience by adding some variety.
I think David's slides were so good: organized, precise, really points out the key points, so much so that it was
hard for him to elaborate on any of the points, thus a lot of the times, it just felt like he was reading off the
slides. I like that we looked at examples but i think we could have looked at, analyzed and discussed more
examples.
-

Doctor King just read off the slides and honestly, not going to his lectures and instead just go through the
slides and textbook is enough.

presentation could be improved by explaining details of the "point form" of ppt rather than merely reading out
the presentation. Other than this, I was satisfied with his passion and preparation to the course. The sources
(video, clips and articles) that he provided in the class help me a lot to remember and understand some points
visually. time for the midterms and the final was enough and fair.
David's incorporation of video clips during the lectures made the course material much more fun and
- interesting. David is very approachable and encouraged class participation. I'm glad I took this class with
David and would definitely recommend him to other students who are interested in taking Health Psych.
Great teacher. Does his best to make class interesting. Makes all information practical by showing relevant
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=LG0P30P4&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=8…
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- videos. Very likeable personality, cares for his students."
- Great job teaching the course!
- The class makes students clear about what they are expected to do. In-class videos are interesting."
-

The class was easy to understand, interesting, and accessible. As this was the final psychology class I decided
to take in my undergraduate studies, I am glad to have ended with this course.

- Would have liked to have the results for midterms posted earlier.
Dr. King is a fantastic professor!!! Really enthusiastic, engaging and knowledgeable with lots of real world
examples of the material covered. I know he means well and wants to be thorough in his course outline
- because he obviously cares about teaching, doing a good job and student learning a great deal but sometimes
his announcements about course updates are too detailed. Perhaps this is the nature of the course but some of
the material is too general and I found it hard to latch on to the details of a concept that would be tested.
Hi professor, many of us couldn't come to office hours or midterm viewings because they were after our
classes. For those of taking two or more psychology courses in term 2 of summer, classes are usually back to
back.
-

Also, I found the textbook to be amongst the worst I've had for a psychology course. It's not engaging and
covers a wide range of material, but a lot of it isn't covered in sufficient detail. For example, the topic of why
maternal grandmothers invest the most in grandchildren and why paternal grandfathers invest the least.
Overall, keep up the good work!
very good prof, one of the best profs i ever had.
class was very interesting and amusing, never boring.

-

knows how to get attention from students.
thank you!!

I thought the course was well organized and course goals were efficiently communicated to the class. I felt like
at times having the professor had some trouble eliciting group discussions. Maybe introducing an inclass
participation grade via the iclicker or having a discussion section for some classes where there are groups that
answer the questions and hand in a sheet with their answers and names/student numbers. Maybe having more
light in the room might help? I found myself getting too comfortable and lazy when the lights were off, having a
brighter atmosphere may be better :) Other than that, I thought the class was awesome! especially the use of
videos! I found the textbook boring to read at times but thats just a personal opinion, I think it served well to
the purpose of the class. I hope to see Professor King around at UBC for the years to come :) Good luck!
- David was an excellent prof, never boring in his class!!
I really enjoyed this course and you did a really great job teaching the material! Your powerpoints were always
very well structured and you moved through the material at a very good pace (not too fast or slow). I
appreciated the numerous videos which you integrated into the lectures, they make the 3 hours a lot more
- engaging. Really the only thing I could tell you that may improve the course is that it was sometimes difficult to
hear you when sitting next to noisy students. Perhaps using the microphone would have eliminated this
concern. Otherwise this was all around a great course and I looked forward to coming to lectures. You are a
very good professor who seems to understand how to reach and engage his students. Thank you!
David King is approachable and considerate, but can definitely improve this course, by not just solely reading
off the slides, but by making the students leave with something to really think about. He stimulates discussion
well by making the students participate, and engage, during discussion questions, but there is depth lacking in
how he teaches lecture. He could be more clear with his lectures, since by just reading the slides, without
adding additional input, or a further explanation, it makes the student feel like they are not getting the full
learning experience. As students we want to share this knowledge with other people, be excited about the
course, and feel that what we learned was memorable, with the help of more clarity and applications. He could
generally invest more time in expressing the notes, expanding on each of the bullets, rather than having the
videos or the textbook give us the answers. The class tends to end quite early, but it would be nice if it ended
early because of the fact he was fast in teaching effectively, not because he was done reading the slides. The
videos took a whole chunk of the class, and I would suggest not showing all, but maybe the fundamental points
that apply to what we have to know.
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Faculty of Arts 2013W1 Survey
2013W1 2013
Course:

University of British Columbia
Arts

PSYC 314 002 - Health Psychology

Department:

Responsible
David King
Faculty:

PSYC

Responses / Expected:

87 / 235

King, David B
University Module

Responses

Individual

[SD] [D] [N] [A] [SA] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q1

The instructor made it clear what students were
expected to learn.

1

1

1

32

52

5

5

.69 87

4.5

Q2

The instructor communicated the subject matter
effectively.

1

2

4

26

54

5

5

.79 87

4.5

Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the
subject matter.

1

5

8

29

43

4.5

5

.93 86

4.3

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through
exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

2

9

38

37

4

4

.74 86

4.3

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

3

6

31

47

5

5

.77 87

4.4

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

1

10

22

53

5

5

.74 86

4.5

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Individual

[SD] [D] [N] [A] [SA] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of
the course were appropriate, student participation in
class was encouraged by the instructor.

0

2

1

21

53

5

5

.65 77

4.6

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

2

10

25

37

4.5

5

.80 74

4.3

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

0

2

24

50

5

5

.53 76

4.6

The instructor was readily available to students
Q10 outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or
by appointment).

0

0

2

21

41

5

5

.55 64

4.6

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

0

0

16

59

5

5

.41 75

4.8

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 002
*Arts Course Question*

Responses

Course

[VP] [P] [N] [G] [VG] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q12

C onsidering everything how would you rate this
course?

0

1

9

25

43

5

5

.74 78

4.4

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Individual

[SD] [D] [N] [A] [SA] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
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Q13 Evaluation procedures were unfair and unreasonable
to students.

34

24

9

7

4

2

1

1.17 78

2

0

1

4

19

42

5

5

.68 66

4.5

Q14

The instructor was patient when students requested
course-related assistance.

Q15

The instructor responded poorly to constructive
criticism by students.

42

14

3

1

2

1

1

.91 62

1.5

Q16

The instructor verbally abused or belittled one or
more students.

65

8

1

1

1

1

1

.66 76

1.2

Q17

The instructor was able to show practical applications
of the subject matter.

0

0

2

24

50

5

5

.53 76

4.6

Q18

The instructor communicated at too high a level for
the class.

38

30

2

3

2

1

1

.91 75

1.7

Q19

The instructor identified comments which reflected
his or her own personal opinions.

8

9

14

26

14

4

4

1.25 71

3.4

Q20

The instructor spoke with effective pacing, pitch,
clarity, and volume.

1

3

4

23

44

5

5

.87 75

4.4

Q21

Intelligent, independent thought by students was
encouraged.

0

1

3

21

49

5

5

.63 74

4.6

Q22

The instructor attempted to answer all questions to
the best of his or her ability.

0

0

1

17

56

5

5

.47 74

4.7

Q23

The instructor established good rapport with students
in the classroom.

0

0

2

20

50

5

5

.53 72

4.7

0

1

0

13

58

5

5

.51 72

4.8

61

10

0

2

2

1

1

.84 75

1.3

61

11

0

2

1

1

1

.72 75

1.3

The instructor treated you and other students with
Q24 equal respect regardless of sex, culture, or other
special characteristics.
Q25

The instructor used language, examples, or stories
that were demeaning either to women or to men.

The instructor used language, examples, or stories
Q26 that were demeaning to members of certain racial or
cultural groups.
Q27

As a result of the instructor's efforts, students
became motivated to do their best in this course.

0

0

15

24

30

4

5

.78 69

4.2

Q28

The instructor demonstrated a comprehensive
knowledge of the subject.

0

0

3

31

39

5

5

.58 73

4.5

Q29

The instructor made appropriate efforts to treat
students as individuals.

0

0

2

27

39

5

5

.55 68

4.5

Q30

The instructor showed little interest in the subject
matter.

51

18

1

3

2

1

1

.91 75

1.5

Q31

As a result of the instructor's efforts, you became
more interested in the subject.

0

7

8

27

31

4

5

.95 73

4.1

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Individual

[VP] [P] [F] [G] [VG] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q32

C onsidering everything, how would you rate this
instructor?

How would you rate the feedback you received on
Q33 your mid-term test(s) from your instructor and or
teaching assistant?

0

0

9

19

48

5

5

.70 76

4.5

0

7

26

23

19

4

3

.95 75

3.7

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
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PSYC 314 - 002
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Course

[SD] [D] [U] [A] [SA] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q34

Tests searched for understanding on the part of
students, rather than rote memorization.

1

3

11

34

25

4

4

.88 74

4.1

Q35

On the whole, class time was poorly used in this
course.

41

27

4

1

2

1

1

.86 75

1.6

47

22

5

0

1

1

1

.74 75

1.5

Q36 The course was poorly organized.
Q37

The course requirements were clearly outlined to
students.

0

2

5

25

41

5

5

.74 73

4.4

Q38

You consider this course an important part of your
academic training.

0

8

12

28

25

4

4

.97 73

4

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [U] Undecided=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 002
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Course

[VP] [P] [F] [G] [VG] Med. Mode S.D. N Mean
Q39

How would you rate the contribution of textbook(s)
and assigned readings to this course?

1

7

14

29

24

4

4

1

75

3.9

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
Q40 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 43.68%

(38 of 87)

I think there should be an additional slide outlining the learning objectives for each lecture, so as to guide
students when they are studying for the midterms and the final. Slides should also be posted in pdf without the
lines for taking notes, as I like to write my notes directly on the slides in order to help me remember what I'm
talking about.
Dr King was very well organized, the class was well structured and the topics selected were very interesting,
especially for someone aspiring to have a career in healthcare. However, the delivery of the actual course
content and the manner in which the topics were presented was not very engaging. C lass discussions did help
to peak interest, as well as the videos used, but the actual lecture itself was often (for a lack of better words)
dull. Perhaps more changes in intonation and pitch would help, as well as conveying a sense of passion/interest
in lectures as opposed to reading off slides as much. The textbook selected also didn't present course content
in a way that peaked my interest or got me motivated about the course. C ertain sections felt extremely
repetitive and the presentation of many studies made it difficult (especially in the beginning of the course) to
distinguish which parts were relevant to the course/examinable. After the midterm review sessions however,
this became much more clear.
I really enjoyed the videos demonstrating the course material. I felt the lecture slides contained too much
writing, and especially when most of it is read out loud, so much writing on the slides just distracts my
- attention. I feel it might be better to cover slightly less information in a lecture but in more detail. The textbook
didn't really further my information, I felt a lot of it was similar to course content and therefore not relevant to
read all of it again.
Really enjoyed going to the class, the material was presented in an interesting way and I especially
appreciated to use of different media in teaching. I really didn't like the textbook, it was far too wordy and I
- found it difficult to stay focused. Also, the paper only allowing sources after 2010 was incredibly limiting. I
definitely think my paper could have been stronger, and my learning of the topic more effective if appropriate
sources were less limited.
-

I feel like there were lags in class time. Sometimes class moved really slowly due to lack on content. Maybe
some clicker questions to keep students engaged
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Sometimes he gave us too much time on discussion and it's somehow awkward to discuss among ourselves,
because i do not know anyone from the class.
-

But overall speaking, he's a good prof who cares about his students and willing to provide helps when we
needed.
-David is very respectful to students!
-David is passionate about the class
- I was very inspired to learn more about health psych
- I found every class interesting and I loved being in class learning
-the first midterm was marked a little too hard I think (especially on the long answer part)

-

-the essay was a very difficult assignment ( but fair I guess)
-David showed he cared about student learning
-you could tell David put effort into the class
-the textbook is so uneffective, really dry, not always applicable to what we learn in class, maybe David should
consider getting a diff textbook

I really liked how you responded to students' emails so quickly! It was really valuable for me, because
sometimes it was very urgent. Also, thank you so much for having bright smiles when you were
communicating to the students! Really that encouraged me to seek out your help when I was stuck on the class
materials. Sometimes, I feel afraid to email/ask questions to professors thinking that they might not want to
spend extra time with the students. But you certainly broke that wall for all of us! I also very appreciate your
discussion sections! It helped me make friends in the huge class! :) My last comment would be that please
emphasize the benefits of the alternative medicine. This field of medicine is constantly growing and positively
impacting so many people! Please spend some time in the future lectures to identify some common myths
about alternative medicine and focus on the proven positive effects and benefits of the alternative medicine!
Thank you for teaching us this term!
I think that the use of other forms of learning, including videos, made it easier to understand certain terms and
- concepts. The page dedicated to this course also had very interesting articles that were relevant to course
material.
the textbook was dry and went on and on. Most chapters could have been summed up in half the pages
presented. We were asked to read parts of the textbook and chapter section that where never cover or tested
on - this was a waste of our time. Lectures where too focused on what a health psych does ie focused on how
they conduct research and not enough on theories and understanding the minds of healthy and ill ppl in our
- society and how others treat them. The lecture of pain was very poorly done. Marking times for exams where
way too long one up to 3wks which is ridiculous. Further, on exam study suggestion tips David said that class
notes where enough and we did not have to study from the textbook; not true. We needed to study both to do
well. Sometimes what David said in class contradicted what he wrote in the class outline or study outline - this
was confusing as one did not know what to trust
David King is very organized and thorough in presenting course material that is not only synonymous to the
- textbook readings, but also provides useful alternative, real-life examples and case studies in order to increase
our grasping of Health Psych concepts.
Dr. King is a wonderful professor who tried very hard to engage students in the course content and to make
the material relevant. Unfortunately, this was hard to do (by no fault of Dr. King) but rather, because the class
was so large. It was intimidating to speak up in class, and to remedy this, Dr. King gave opportunity to discuss
questions in small groups a few times, which I thought was very helpful. The clips/movies he showed were
very relevant to the course material and reinforced learning. Dr. King is very approachable and really helpful
when approached. I really enjoyed the class and I learned a lot!
Dr. King's clear and smooth method of articulation makes the lecture easy to follow along, allowing us to think
more about the critical aspects of the material rather than getting caught up on the basic concepts. The videos
are also really helpful in getting us to think about the course material. Though the teaching style encourages
- critical thinking, I hope that exams in future classes could include more questions requiring critical thinking and
application, and be a little less heavy on memorization. But overall, I really enjoyed the lecture material and
the professor's teaching style.
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David King was a great professor - I wouldn't change anything. it was refreshing to have clear expectations of
EXAC TLY what he wanted from us for the exams. We knew where to study, what to study and what areas to
focus on, it was really great. Nice to have a young, fresh teacher who is clearly knowledgable, motivated,
passionate and engaging.
The class was too big, therefore the interaction with students was poor. I didn't feel very motivated for this
- course, since a lot of information that was told in lecture, was also in the book. I didn't feel very challenged,
but I'm not really sure in which way that could be improved.
- you're so funny and i love the videos you shared in class!
- None.
-

Lecturing seemed limited to reading off the slides. A more engaging approach/improvement of lecturing skills
might help. Otherwise nice course
I thought you did a great job at teaching, answering questions from students, tests/assignments were fair and
had easy-to-read slides that were straight-forward!

To keeps things a bit more interesting in terms of presentation, perhaps walking around a little and
- expressing/showing more passion would be nice?? I could tell you were really interested and passionate about
health psychology, but at times it sounded a little monotone.
Have a great winter holiday! C heers!
- Enthusiasm of teaching and the material covered made learning and attending lectures helpful.
- Amazing Prof, very passionate and motivating. Would take his class every semester if i could.
Thank you so much for the wonderful course Dr. King! I really enjoyed it; it is probably one of my favourite
courses I've taken so far. I appreciate the effort you took to find videos and other flash media to keep us
- engaged during class. You were always helpful when we had questions for you after class as well.
Thank you for making this course so interesting. Have a great winter holiday!
Maybe include more material in lecture than what is on lecture notes (reward students who come to class
more?) Great enthusiasm, material was kept interesting, good use of videos pictures and cats :), I liked how
the proferssor felt relatable and shared personal stories, marking on tests were hard and very specific, I felt
as though I knew the content however if I missed out a detail I received no marks for it
Engaging and interested in material.
-

Videos helped engage class on material.

- I enjoy this course thoroughly
The lecture slides had too much information on it and the instructor would just read everything that was on the
slides. I think it would be more effective to have less info on the slides. Also if there are less info on the slides,
- students would be able to be more engaged because they will be able to add more info to their notes. Whereas
if all the info is already on the slides and the instructor doesn't have much to add, it's really easy to zone out
and not pay attention (cause we could really just read it all ourselves).
- Thanks for teaching us!
david is a super awesome lecturer. UBC would benefit a lot if they have more lecturers like david. He is very
passionate ,kind and energetic!!!! very awesome! The material is explained very clearly and he is clear what
he wants from students. The material is well-organised. They are inspiring and engaging as well! He often
- shows some really nice videos!!! Also, he is super willing to help!
He often reply emails and always provide time for students! He gave great opinions to students on essays as
well which shows that he cares about student!!!!!! AWESOME PROFESSOR !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
This was my favorite class of the semester! Thank you so much for being so enthusiastic when delivering the
- material, it helps making the class interesting and the one and a half hour fly by! The death and coping lecture
series was a bit too long for my taste compared to the other lessons but other than that, the class was perfect
Your classroom lectures in general were engaging and effective. The animal models really ARE helpful in
remembering concepts, so I think they were effective. I thought it was good that you broke up the monotony
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=OPIPZIQ0&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=Z…
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- of straight lecturing with interesting and relevant video clips. There were some hiccups with technology at
times, but I think you were much more worried about them than anyone in the class... don't worry about it too
much and relax for a bit =) Overall I think you made a very positive contribution to the class, making the
material more interesting than I would have originally thought it to be.
Sometimes students had their hands raised for quite a while, but possibly because of the setup of the
classroom, this wasn't always noticed. Other than that, I truly loved this course. The professor seemed to
- really care about the students and made an effort to make each class engaging, interesting, and relevant. I
wasn't that interested in the topic at the beginning of the semester, but this has become one of my favourite
classes and I've recommended it to many of my friends.
Great teacher! All I would say is please add numbers to the powerpoint slides, it would have been so helpful if
- I could have just written down a number in my notes and jotted down notes by it, so then I could go back to
that slide and it would have been easier to find.
Dr. King you're an amazing professor. I'm not usually at a loss for words, but you have inspired me beyond
anything I can properly articulate. You bring hope to your students and light to even the grimmest of subject
matters. I hope you remain a part of UBC , because I know from experience you contribute greatly to the lives
of your students! I'm still shocked at how you were able to make a class interesting with such a redundant and
- dull text book. I mean that respectfully.
Thank You,
Isaiah Smith

-

David King is an amazing instructor. I definitely learned a lot from him, and it was always a joy to attend
lecture.

I felt like at many times the lecture was basically reading out of the textbook which made me disinterested and
feel like the class time wasn't a good use of my time. Sure, it was good review and hearing something twice is
always a good reinforcement, but I would prefer a lecture to expand on the textbook assuming we've read and
understand it already. Of course there are some more difficult concepts to grasp that are very helpful to be
explained in class (id: spillover v crossover) but I think every student would benefit from being expected to
know the basics when they come to class. I think that would motivate me personally to read the text before I
come to class as well, and I'm sure I'm not the only one that would benefit from some more external
motivation.
I thoroughly enjoyed having Dr. King as an instructor this semester. He easily established a good rapport with
students and always made the subject matter interesting and relatable (even on topics like death and dying!). I
really liked his use of short video clips to illustrate the concepts we were discussing and to put them into
context. I think it enabled me to get a lot more out of the class material than I would have by simply reading
the textbook. I found the last few lectures on new trends in health psychology, such as positive psychology,
the most interesting. Dr. King was always very accessible and responded quickly to emails. I would definitely
take another course with Dr. King. I hope he has better working technology in his next classroom!

-

Huge David King fan, most approachable prof I've ever had, which is super rare, especially at UBC . Still knew
his stuff and was honest about what he didn't. Totally deserves FT and pumped I've got him next semester.

I think David was not only my favourite prof/class this semester, but one of the best I've had in my academic
education so far. David is a very effective orator - clear voice, good pace - and makes very good use of class
time (powerpoints are clear and concise, and I appreciate the various animals scattered throughout the
semester). I also appreciate how helpful David as a prof, both during class and outside of class time. Questions
asked are answered to the best of his ability (in class and via prompt emails), and I think the hints he gives us
before midterms and exams are the best hints a prof has ever given me. Really setting his students up for
success. I like that he incorporates his own opinions and current news into the subject, because it makes our
Health Psych more applicable. I've really taken on an interest in health and being health conscious, so I'm
really glad I took this course with David because I really learned a lot and broadened my perspectives on
things. I really hope to take a class with him again before I complete my undergraduate (I couldn't fit David's
class in my schedule for next semester :(!) Thanks for a great semester, and best of luck to his teaching
career.
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Faculty of Arts 2013W2 Survey
2013W2 (2014)
Course:

University of British Columbia
Arts

PSYC 305A 004 - Personality Psychology

Unknown
David King
Role:

Department:

PSYC

Responses / Expected:

52 / 201

King, David B
Responses

University Module

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

The instructor made it clear what students were expected to
learn.

0

1 2 19 30 52

4.5

5

5

.67

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

1

1 4 24 20 50

4.2

4

4

.83

Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject
matter.

1

5 6 22 18 52

4.0

4

4

1.01

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams,
essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

1

1 3 17 29 51

4.4

5

5

.84

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

1 7 23 21 52

4.2

4

4

.75

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

2 4 23 23 52

4.3

4

4,5

.77

Q1

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Responses

*Arts Instructor Questions*

SD D N

Individual

A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the
course were appropriate, student participation in class was
encouraged by the instructor.

0

3

2 16 30 51

4.4

5

5

.82

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

1 11 22 16 50

4.1

4

4

.79

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

0

1 12 39 52

4.7

5

5

.48

The instructor was readily available to students outside of
Q10 class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by appointment).

0

0

5 12 23 40

4.5

5

5

.71

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

1

1 13 34 49

4.6

5

5

.63

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 305A - 004
Responses

*Arts Course Question*

Course

VP P N G VG
Q12 C onsidering everything how would you rate this course?

0

N

2 5 24 21 52

Mean Med. Mode
4.2

4

4

Std
Dev
.77

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5

King, David B
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Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses
SD D

N

Individual

A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

3

Q13

Evaluation procedures were unfair and unreasonable to
students.

Q14

The instructor was patient when students requested
course-related assistance.

Q15

The instructor responded poorly to constructive criticism
by students.

28 13 2

0

0

Q16

The instructor verbally abused or belittled one or more
students.

41

7

1

0

0

Q17

The instructor was able to show practical applications of
the subject matter.

0

3

Q18

The instructor communicated at too high a level for the
class.

Q19

The instructor identified comments which reflected his or
her own personal opinions.

Q20 The instructor spoke with effective pacing, pitch, clarity,
and volume.

30 16 0
0

1

50

1.6

1

1

.92

1 18 24 44

4.5

5

5

.66

43

1.4

1

1

.58

49

1.2

1

1

.44

2 23 24 52

4.3

4

5

.80

27 20 3

1

1

0

51

1.6

1

1

.69

9

46

3.4

3.5

3,4

1.21

5

4 14 14

1

2

5 19 24 51

4.2

4

5

.92

Q21

Intelligent, independent thought by students was
encouraged.

0

1

4 22 25 52

4.4

4

5

.71

Q22

The instructor attempted to answer all questions to the
best of his or her ability.

0

0

1 18 33 52

4.6

5

5

.52

Q23

The instructor established good rapport with students in
the classroom.

0

1

3 22 26 52

4.4

4.5

5

.69

0

0

2

9

4.7

5

5

.52

34 11 1

0

1

47

1.4

1

1

.73

34 10 1

0

3

48

1.5

1

1

1.02

The instructor treated you and other students with equal
Q24 respect regardless of sex, culture, or other special
characteristics.
Q25

The instructor used language, examples, or stories that
were demeaning either to women or to men.

The instructor used language, examples, or stories that
Q26 were demeaning to members of certain racial or cultural
groups.

39 50

Q27

As a result of the instructor's efforts, students became
motivated to do their best in this course.

1

1 10 23 16 51

4.0

4

4

.87

Q28

The instructor demonstrated a comprehensive knowledge
of the subject.

1

0

6 22 23 52

4.3

4

5

.81

Q29

The instructor made appropriate efforts to treat students
as individuals.

0

0

7 18 26 51

4.4

5

5

.71

51

1.7

1

1

.93

4 11 17 15 49

3.8

4

4

1.09

Q30 The instructor showed little interest in the subject matter.
Q31

As a result of the instructor's efforts, you became more
interested in the subject.

26 17 5
2

2

1

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Responses

Psychology Departmental Questions

VP P F

Individual

G VG N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q32 C onsidering everything, how would you rate this instructor?

0

1

5 20 26 52

4.4

4.5

5

.73

How would you rate the feedback you received on your
Q33 mid-term test(s) from your instructor and or teaching

0

2 17 19 13 51

3.8

4

4

.85
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assistant?
Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
PSYC 305A - 004
Responses

Psychology Departmental Questions

Course

SD D U A SA N Mean Med. Mode
Q34

Tests searched for understanding on the part of students,
rather than rote memorization.

0

4

4 29 14 51

Std
Dev

4.0

4

4

.82

Q35 On the whole, class time was poorly used in this course.

22 24 4

1

0

51

1.7

2

2

.70

Q36 The course was poorly organized.

27 20 3

1

0

51

1.6

1

1

.69

Q37 The course requirements were clearly outlined to students.
Q38

You consider this course an important part of your
academic training.

0

0

0 23 28 51

4.5

5

5

.50

2

6

9 20 14 51

3.7

4

4

1.10

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [U] Undecided=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 305A - 004
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Course

VP P F G VG N Mean Med. Mode
Q39

How would you rate the contribution of textbook(s) and
assigned readings to this course?

1

3 6 29 13 52

4.0

4

4

Std
Dev
.88

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
Q40 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 53.85%

-

(28 of 52)

Excellent professor, super fair and clear, if I ever have an opportunity to take another course with him I will
definitely take it.

Awesome Professor. Very organized, detailed and provides detailed lecture slides. Exams were fair, and
- students were prepared for which areas in textbook/lectures to 'focus in on' for the exam questions. I would
highly recommend Dr. King as a professor.
I took David's Psyc 314 class last summer, and was so profoundly changed for the better that I took his
personality psych class, despite the fact that I started out with little interest in the subject. After our first week
of class I found myself taking a great deal of interest in this course, which was also apparent in all the students
- I sit with during class discussions. He was extremely available for lengthy discussions on a variety of topics
outside of class hours both in his office, and via email. David utilized the perfect combination of lecture,
answering questions, visual media such as short videos, and class discussion to emphasize learning and critical
thinking. I enjoyed this experience so much that I wish I could take the course again for the first time.
-

While the lecture content was generally good, the textbook contained a number of sexist and heteronormative
assumptions, particularly the evolutionary psychology chapter which was infuriating to read.

Dr. King is considerate, interested, and creatively presented the material. I appreciated his examples and
videos, learning of the course could be aided by an optional tutorial. Bridging the material in the textbook & the
slides would be great to do in a smaller group. I thoroughly enjoyed and found a great deal of value in this
course. Dr. King is a unique professor in that he is also a good instructor.
- Loved David! He knew the material well and made it interesting to us. Very good prof!
I did not enjoy the lectures for this class AT ALL. While the actual course material was fairly interesting, the
lectures were extremely dull. Not only did the professor simply read off of PowerPoint slides (not adding any
additional information) that were posted online prior to class, he did so in a monotone way that did not inspire
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=V53D43D5&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=…
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in me any interest in what he was saying. The lectures were essentially useless as all the information given in
class were on the slides. I would recommend putting less information on each slide and fill in pertinent
information verbally during the lectures. Attendance levels in class steadily dropped as I believe students
realized that the lectures were not providing any relevant information other than what was already posted
online. I found myself frustrated every time I arrived in lecture and, more often than not, spent that time
completing assignments for other classes.
Overall speaking, David is a good teacher, very approachable, and helpful!

-

He always tries his best to answer students' questions and also, respond really fast and effective via email.
One suggestion- turn on more light in the classroom, sometimes it's hard to stay awake with dim lights.

- Keep up the class discussions - our class was really quiet and awkward, but the discussions were helpful.
Interesting material, good teaching methods (use of videos, transparency-outline of test material, case study
- applications). The way material is taught is ok - not enthusiastic but not monotone, but have a tendency to talk
to self instead of class
The instructor had great energy levels, and put forth great examples of real life people pertaining information
we were learning.
-

Loved how personal examples were used, made me feel connected to instructor even though lecture hall and
class were large.

I enjoyed the course with Dr. David King as my instructor. He always gives appropriate examples in order to
- further learning, and I personally appreciate that because it gives an dimension to the material. I would
definitely recommend him to other students looking to take psychology courses.
I understand the material during class but on the exam, I don't know what but it looks much harder. Easier
- exam?
Having taken a course with Dr. King in the past, I knew what to expect in terms of teaching and evaluation
- style. The course was well organized and the instructor made every effort to make the subject material
interesting. All in all, A+ prof who I would be happy to have teach another of my courses in the future.
A list of learning objectives before each lecture would be helpful. Other than that, I have nothing but praise for
Dr. King. I was very fortunate to have him as an instructor for Psych 314 as well. He is very patient,
respectful, approachable, and knowledgeable. If he doesn't know the answer to a question, he will
acknowledge it. I enjoyed talking to Dr. King about Psych 305 itself and other miscellaneous topics!
- lectures were sort of dry - just reading info off slides does not encourage active listening/participation
David is a cool guy. Always well-prepared for lectures, very pretty slides and he is able to offer interesting
perspectives for the course material. Lectures themselves are a bit boring to be honest, repetitive of what the
textbook covers. However, I feel like this is much like an intro-psych course that it touches on almost
everything. I wish there were less concepts, but the learning could go into more depth.
Although Dr. King seemed very passionate about teaching, he did not seem very passionate about personality
psychology. He presented some interesting ideas in class, but did not show too much enthusiasm when he was
teaching the concepts in the course. Perhaps it was because the course material itself was quite dry, but I
could not get myself as engaged in personality psychology as I did in other psychology courses. However, Dr.
King was very open to questions in class and also encouraged lots of student participation. Time management
could have been improved, as a lot of slides ended up being skipped because we didn't have enough time.
-

He was a good instructor but a bit monotone at times. It is difficult to feel engaged in such a big lecture. But he
organized the content well and explained well the concepts!

-

He did a very good job teaching this course. The material was mostly based on real life instances which made
the course even more interesting!

David delivered the material in an effective manner and was engaged with the class. He wanted his class to do
- well and encouraged participation even though it was a big class. The use of videos was great to get the
message across.
- 2 midterms and a final is the best and most fair evaluation method in my opinion.
- I personally found the class a little dull but I'm not sure whether it's the fault of the instructor or the content.
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=V53D43D5&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=…
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- I loved how he gives specific study guides prior to every exam. It is very clear and helpful. Rather than having
to memorize a bunch of data and such it is nice to know which areas to focus on. Enjoyed his lectures!!
It was great that you always gave examples as case studies (especially celebrities/historical figures).
Having videos to support the material was also a great tool as it helped putting visual images to the content of
- the course.
And thank you for having done this lecture on Jung, it gave a different perspective on psychology.
- You were a very good professor and have helped me learned a lot this semester. Thank you.
This class was very interesting, I especially liked how we focused on case studies to apply the theories we
learned. Perhaps more interaction with the class can be encouraged by asking everyone to find a group of 4 or
5 near the beginning of the semester, as in such a big class it is hard to talk to others. This way when asked
for our opinions we can discuss in groups. Overall a very interesting class and very approachable prof.
- really amazing prof

https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=V53D43D5&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=…
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Faculty of Arts 2014W1 Survey
2014W1
Course:

University of British Columbia
Arts

PSYC 314 001  Health Psychology

Department:

Responsible
David King
Faculty:

PSYC

Responses / Expected:

50 / 144

King, David B
Responses

University Module

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

The instructor made it clear what students were expected to
learn.

0

2 3 21 24 50

4.3

4

5

.76

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

0

0 7 16 26 49

4.4

5

5

.72

Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject
matter.

0

0 4 20 26 50

4.4

5

5

.64

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams,
essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

4 7 25 14 50

4.0

4

4

.86

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

1

2 7 14 26 50

4.2

5

5

.97

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

1 5 18 26 50

4.4

5

5

.75

Q1

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Responses

*Arts Instructor Questions*

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the
course were appropriate, student participation in class was
encouraged by the instructor.

0

1 3 21 25 50

4.4

4.5

5

.69

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

0 8 15 27 50

4.4

5

5

.75

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

0 1 13 36 50

4.7

5

5

.50

Q10

The instructor was readily available to students outside of
class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by appointment).

0

1 6 14 17 38

4.2

4

5

.81

1

1 1 19 28 50

4.4

5

5

.80

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314  001
Responses

*Arts Course Question*

VP P N G VG N
Q12 Considering everything how would you rate this course?

0

0 4 21 25 50

Course
Mean Med. Mode
4.4

4.5

5

Std
Dev
.64

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
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Q13  Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course.
(Important note: After this question, you will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor
for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 60.00%



(30 of 50)

I enjoyed the documentaries shown in class. They were really interesting and applied directly to what we were
learning.

I have hated every other psychology class that I have ever taken because they've always been so boring, but
David made this class really interesting. I liked how he incorporated HIV/AIDS into the learning concepts
because it helped relate everything we were learning in class to an epidemic that the world is currently facing,
 making the material we learned more interesting for us. Also, the videos he uses in class are really
appropriate for the material being taught and they add interest. Also, loved how he would sometimes share
personal stories and experiences with the class during lecture because it really made me realize how
passionate he was about this field of study and how much he actually wanted to teach.
Dr. King communicated course material clearly and effectively. He gave concise guidelines on what to study
and it really helped that he omitted 1 lecture for each exam and that he clearly told students what to expect on
the exam (ie. MC from textbook and SA from lectures), it really guided my studying and made me more

efficient and successful. The information provided in the course was interesting and touched on many aspects
on health. He gives ample disclaimers for potentially disturbing videos or depressing content and really cared
about our wellbeing and making sure we didn't faint. Thank you!


I really enjoyed the approach you took throughout this course  the class discussions were valuable and I
especially enjoyed the guest lecturers.
My prof clearly laid out what was expected from the course and the learning objectives.
He made the lecture entertaining by providing video clips/longer videos/discussion questions in order for us to
understand material. we had the chance to think critically as well.
He was enthusiastic about teaching the material (except for the chronic pain/death sections)



he came to class prepared and open to questions
Something for improvement: I usually felt the last 10 minutes of lecture a bit rushed in discussion (I find the
most useful part). Maybe learning less material or spending less time on other "less" important concepts from
that lecture.



The powerpoint presentations sometimes got boring because of it was just a copied out version of the
textbook. There wasn't any elaboration or interesting information presented with the textbook material.



Due to its nature, the course covers A LOT! I feel like I learned so much and gained applicable skills to live a
healthy life. This is one of the courses where I value what I learn more than the mark I get.

  end depressing classes on a more positive note!
 The course content isn't the most interesting, but David did everything he could to make it the best it could be.


Material covered in this course was quite interesting. I would have liked it to touch on additional
interdisciplinary teams and fields of study in relationship to health psychology.
This is the best psychology course I have taken so far in my university career. Professor King, kept the class
interesting and was respectful to peoples inputs, even when they were not correct.



Last year, I thought that health psych would be the last class I would take in the psych department because of
not so great experiences I have had in the past, yet after this class I will definitely be considering more
psychology courses.
If I could make a suggestion is would be to not have the guest lecturer he chose for pain, it was by far the
most boring lecture I have sat through. I tried to get better notes from other class members and after asking
multiple students in both lecture times, none of them had notes because those who attended the lecture found
they were unable to listen to the guest lecturer as did I.

https://eval.ctlt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O2JWJJWK&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rb…
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 N/A
Thank you for a very engaging, interesting, and well thought out course! I was quite hesitant to take this
 course, but David definitely changed my mind about the subject matter, entirely. I have learned quite a bit and
am interested in studying more about this subject!
 Try not to laugh at your own jokes haha.
I liked that you brought in guest speakers. However when we had a guest speaker on pain it would have been
nice if you spend a bit more time on this. I found the guest speaker a bit difficult to follow. My other comment
also has nothing to do with the prof but more so my frustrations with scaling. I find it difficult to grasp the fact

that I'm going to try really hard in this course to get a 70 but that this might be impossible because Dr. King
has to scale our grades down. This does not help people who are applying for grade school, or other programs
and need a certain GPA average. When you have to scale up or down it is not a true reflection of a person
hard work. This to me is very troubling.
Overall, Professor King is truly amazing at teaching. He is so passionate, and wants to inspire other students to
take interest in the subject matter. He used a variety of different forms of media to present class material
 which kept the students engaged. At times the material was a bit rushed due to time restraints. Overall, I
thought that the evaluations used (tests and paper) were fair. He gave students the opportunity for
improvement if needed.
 too many slides that you would rush through them too much


 the videos were helpful

I enjoyed this course and I felt that David effectively conveyed the course content and was always
enthusiastic. I enjoyed that he so clearly had interest in the subject matter. My only note is that I felt David
sometimes acted as though he was not taking the perspective of the students. Often when students asked
questions if he thought they were off topic he would simply not address them. I understand that he had a
specific flow to the course that he saw as being the best, but he used this to discount student thoughts on two
or three occasions. I also was frustrated with how David handled the lecture with content that he knew had
made students uncomfortable (and faint) in the past. He laughed as he explained that some students had
fainted, and as he was telling us all about fainting and what to do if we felt that it might happen to us. He
clearly didn't think critically about how this having happened in the past does mean that some individuals are
uncomfortable with that content. I felt incredibly anxious during this lecture, because I felt as though David
 was telling us "Hey, just to let you know this content might freak you out! haha!". I understand that I may
have had an adverse reaction that other students didn't have, but I felt like David primed me to feel
uncomfortable with the content. I was even more uncomfortable when students did end up fainting, and he
shrugged it off as though it was fine.
I felt that the content shown in the videos was not markedly different from anything shown in other classes,
and that all David needed to say was that we were going to watch videos that had a very medical aspect, and
that if people are uncomfortable with that then they would be free to leave the room. I personally felt that
having made a big deal out of it exacerbated my own worries about the content and eventually lead me to
leaving the lecture and missing the rest of the content.
 Dr. King needs to hold more office hours.
Overall, I did enjoy the content in this course. Sometimes I felt that Professor King shutdown student's
questions in order to continue the lecture, which made it somewhat intimidating to ask questions. I understand

that sometimes we need to proceed with the lecture in order to cover all of the material required, but maybe
phrasing that in a better way (not as blunt, maybe)
I really enjoyed the class. The notes in class were informative and succinct and David's passion for the subject
was evident as he taught, which compelled me to actively listen and make an effort in class. More explanation
of the grading process in psychology and the amount of detail expected in midterm exam answers would be

appreciated. Coming from geography, I was unaware of the effect a grading curve could have on the actual
marking process. Anyways, David was a great teacher who showed passion and made the class quite fun by
incorporating a good mix of levity and material. I would take another course with him again.
Professor King is a very straightforward professor. I think his use of study guides for exams is fantastic and
very useful.
https://eval.ctlt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O2JWJJWK&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rb…
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Sometimes I don't like how he seems to push things onto people, especially in the last lecture it seemed like
he was trying to push how people should live their lives, although what he said are true points, but the
approach should be more of an encouraging approach rather than a "you must do this!" kind of approach.
His communication via email is admirable; most of my professors do not send back lengthy responses, but
King sends back well written and thorough responses to emails  VERY helpful, so that was great.
Overall, he's a good professor and his lecture slides are well organized and well set up!

The lectures were always very engaging, I appreciated the integration of YouTube videos and movies as it
really helped clarify many important topics in the course and make them more digestible. However it seemed
there were a few moments of students questioning the way certain topics were presented and discussed and
the professor seemed a little uncomfortable or nervous in dealing with this criticism. Just more confidence and
readiness to defend some of the points discussed would really help maintain his credibility throughout the

course because he really does know what he's talking about and is passionate about the material. The only
other suggestion would be to make the optional paper mandatory. I think it is important to get experience in
academic writing in upper year psychology classes and it seems that many courses have an optional paper and
students are not forced to go out of their comfort zone and expand their skills. Writing a psychology research
paper would prove to be a great learning experience for many students.
 Great work, keep it up!
Lectures seemed very well prepared and the pace was engagingly fast. The humor and general atmosphere
made class fun to attend, the discussions were just right in number, no more than necessary, and made the
material engaging. The one thing I can think of to suggest is to make the class more of a challenge. This
 suggestion isn't to suggest any lack of skills actually, since the skills you display as a teacher right now meet
my expectations for a great teacher. Rather, the material wasn't very challenging as the tests showed, so
perhaps in the interest of the students (not just the department), find ways to challenge students more,
hopefully making the class more enjoyable academically.
I truly enjoyed the class and how the concepts were explained with videos/movies and class discussions.
However I felt that the way the topics were presented were more like a discussion rather than a professor

giving a formal lecture (which was nice, and I enjoyed that) but I felt that it made it harder to understand what
exactly you wanted us to know for the exams.
 Provide sample multiple choice questions before the midterms



I really enjoyed your class this semester. You're very engaging in lecture and I enjoy your humour (and
seeing pictures of your cat). Your ppts were easy to follow and it was clear what the learning objectives were.
I'm so glad you didn't use comic sans. I really enjoyed the videos you showed in class  it added a lot of depth
to what we were learning. I especially enjoyed Cereal Killers.
I wish that exams would be based more on lecture content than textbook content. Since we spend so much
time on lecture, it doesn't really make sense to me as to why it's only the majority of the exams are on
textbook content. Personally, I think that the textbook should just be a supplement to what we learn in class.



Probably one of the most well prepared lecturers I've ever encountered, knows his subject and material, good
discussions as well that help students apply knowledge to aspects in the field.
Please DONNOT do negative scaling.
Its detrimental to a student's enthusiasm to learn n perform.
AND please DONNOT compare a successful student to a struggling one who comes to you for help asking why
they scored low and reply to them that they are NOT studying the right way by giving them the example of
what the highest mark in the course is, it IS WRONG!

 Put yourself in the shoes of the struggling student n try, just try to EMPATHIZE! Its a good virtue to have as an
instructor.
NEGATIVE SCALING needs to be STOPPED!
University should measure its standards by encouraging every student to achieve to their max potential by first
n foremost NOT tsrating off the course by saying "IM GONNA SCALE DOWN IF YOU SCORE HIGH." Its not
encouraging interest in the course, or for learning in general. Please donnot do that!
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The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting
the recipients of two faculty teaching awards, presented
Q14
annually. Please check below if you would like to nominate your
instructor for this teaching award.
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Responses: [YES] Yes=1
Q15  Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching
award. Nominations that have written justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously!
Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 38.00%

(19 of 50)

Unlike many other professors, he was one of the very few who seemed like they actually wanted to teach
students and help them learn and enjoy the field of psychology. He made class really interesting by including
videos, personal experiences and other stories that related to the subject matter and made it more relatable

for students. He made me want to come to class because I knew it wasn't just going to be another boring hour
and a half lecture like all of my other classes, but one where I would actually enjoy what was being taught, no
matter how dry the material was.


Effectively brought teaching materials into the real world and lives of students. Aimed to instill lasting life
lessons in students.



Dr. King is an exceptional lecturer as he explains class material clearly and takes time to inspire his students
and provoke thought.

He was a knowledgeable professor who was wellprepared and took the time to make sure the students
understand the concepts being taught. Had discussions and short video clips to help drive home the messages.

Was always engaging his students into learning more and making us think critically about common themes that
always came up (for example, the biopsychosocial model).


Helps students stay up to date on current events that are relevant to course content (for example, with his
Facebook Page for the Course)

 He really worked hard to make the course material interesting and inspire passion in the content.
Doctor King keeps the class very interesting and respects of all opinions and questions. He had some very
informative videos and great class discussion that follows. This is the first time I have seen a professor have
 meaningful discussion in such large lecture halls, and a professor who manages to do that really represents the
great things that can come out of such a large school such as UBC.
 N/A
David did a good job to engage students even in subject matter which was relatively dry. He was exceptionally
wellprepared in posting slides the day before class (MUCH APPRECIATED), giving students the chance to
review them before attending class.
 Also King's notes are clear enough that if you miss a class, you can feel confident you can get most of the
content from his slides...unlike many other profs. This is a huge advantage, especially for those who get sick
etc.
Would recommend.



David's lectures create a very open, engaging, and inviting learning space for students to think beyond the
subject materials, and to further apply the knowledge learned in the course to the outside world. He has
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effectively created a space that allows for active learning and participation from his students. I thoroughly
enjoyed this course, and I hope to take another course with David some time in the future!
 I found him an effective teacher, and was great at keeping the class engaged.
David King exemplifies how all professors should be teaching. He is enthusiastic about his subject, and
genuinely wants his students to succeed. He used real life examples, and videos to engage with the students.
As well, he would allow ample time for both class discussions, and smaller group discussions. I believe that
UBC does not enforce strong practices that professors have to follow, and as a result many professors are not

up to standard. Professor King goes above and beyond, and his lectures are by far some of the most well
organized, and interesting that I have experienced during my time at UBC. I would love the opportunity to
have him as a professor again, and would recommend him to any student at UBC looking to gain a positive
class experience.
The teacher comes across a as very knowledgeable and involved with the given course. With his own stories,
experiences and pictures he gave a personal touch to the lectures. This was the first course that made me feel

sad that the last lecture had ended. The course health psycology not only gave me inspiration to learn more
about this field but also motivated me to put more focus on my own health.
King is a very enthusiastic teacher, and I felt that he really knew his lecture material. He seemed very
 passionate about the material he was teaching, which made me more interested in the class. I really liked how
he promotes a lot of discussion within the class, so that we have an opportunity to share thoughts or concerns.
Perfect balance between informative lecture, discussion, and media. Treated each student's response to in
class questions with the utmost respect. Related current health issues (ex HIV/AIDS) to many topics in the

course, showing how they may be applicable to the real world. Always came to class with a fantastic positive
attitude, which was quite contagious and, in my opinion, facilitated learning.
David's lectures are extremely well prepared. He manages to fit in a lot of good information into the class
time, which gives it a fast pace and makes it more enjoyable. He connects with the class through his humor
and agreeable demeanor, and mixes things up with documentaries and guest lectures for other perspectives
and narratives, all making it fun to attend. He's knowledgeable and able to answer questions about the
material well, which he encourages during discussions. He's honest and admits when he can't answer questions

outside his area. He challenges students to be critical about the information we hear and presents multiple
sides to debated topics. He also gives a fair chance to pass the course with 3 exams and an optional paper. I
struggle to suggest anything that David could improve on. All the qualities I mentioned above David displays
with above average skill. He meets my expectations of a good teacher, and one of the best I've had in 3 years
of postsecondary.


Doctor King is the most passionate teacher I have had so far at UBC. He cares about his students and
appreciates and accepts input from everyone and responds respectfully and with great insight.

David King has been the best psychology professor I have had. I specifically chose to take Psyc 314 because
of him. He's always engaging in his lectures, especially since he uses multimedia to give us examples, and

help us think critically about concepts. He encourages us to apply what we learn to our life, and be open
minded as well as ethical. He's very considerate towards students.
I DONNOT wish to nominate this instructor for the award.
 His TA though, will be a GREAT instructor. She is a genuinely caring and very intelligent person. PLEASE hire
her instead to teach this course. She's great!!!
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Faculty of Arts 2014W1 Survey
2014W1
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University of British Columbia
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PSYC 314 002  Health Psychology
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David King
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PSYC
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77 / 245

King, David B
Responses

University Module

SD D N
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A SA N Mean Med. Mode
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The instructor made it clear what students were expected to
learn.

0

5 5 28 37 75

4.3

4

5

.86

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

1

2 6 36 30 75

4.2

4

4

.81

Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject
matter.

1

2 12 28 31 74

4.2

4

5

.89

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams,
essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

7 6 34 25 72

4.1

4

4

.90

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

2 12 32 29 75

4.2

4

4

.79

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

1

3 7 32 31 74

4.2

4

4

.87

Q1
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King, David B
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Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the
course were appropriate, student participation in class was
encouraged by the instructor.

0

1 4 30 39 74

4.4

5

5

.66

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

2 16 34 22 74

4.0

4

4

.79

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

1 1 22 51 75

4.6

5

5

.58

The instructor was readily available to students outside of
Q10 class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

0

2 8 24 31 65

4.3

4

5

.80

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

1 5 25 45 76

4.5

5

5

.68
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PSYC 314  002
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4
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.98
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Q13  Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course.
(Important note: After this question, you will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor
for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 64.94%

(50 of 77)

A lot of the lecture material is inherent in the slides; perhaps leave the basic information on the slides and go
indepth about lessorknown studies and implications (and test these implications on the examinations). This

will hopefully inspire more interest and give positive reinforcement to those who choose to attend lecture to
gain added information.
Instructor is not always prepared for class, or openly expresses fatigue ( the instructor has to teach another
section in the morning before this afternoon section)


 lecture material and textbook material has very little overlap > material lecture is more of an
oversimplification

Near the end of the course, I felt as if Prof. King was more or less readings off the slides, I understand that the
content at this point in the course isn't as appealing to the students, but it still was a little more difficult to
 attend the class when I knew I could usually read the slides and feel caught up. I did though appreciate the
way he prepared us for the exams, by saying how many questions were going to be tested, what chapters,
ext.


I enjoyed most of the lectures very much. Liked class discussions and guest speakers. Movies were a good
idea to present material.

Nice guy and all but sometimes is a little mean with his comments (I felt he was a little harsh and rude at times
and was upset a few times by what he's said) and will call students out when he really doesn't need to, unless
 the student is being disrespectful but not once was I disrespectful and he basically called me out/pointed in my
direction and I was definitely not happy. Also doesn't set clear expectations for textbook material. But he's a
good presenter and good at encouraging class participation and really passionate about the material.


Not a very lively course  I can read the slides at home and get the same benefit I receive from coming to
class. The prof just reads right off of the slides...

The course topic and material is great. However, there is a focus on self study to read the text, and I always
feel that the text should just be used as a supplementary tool only. I feel that the course should be set up
where all essential examinable concepts should be covered in class. I was quite frustrated by the amount of

material that we were just supposed to pick up by reading the text. I loved the conceptual longanswer
questions on the MT's, but i found that the multiple choice were often too specific and did not facilitate overall
understanding.


Great lectures. Material is interesting but dry. Thanks for making the lectures more engaging by using
discussions and videos.

 lecture notes are all over the places.
I found the midterms to be too long and I was very rushed. I did not have time to go back and check my work.
Some of the multiple choice questions I found to be a little ambiguous, however the written questions were
fair.
 Overall I enjoyed the class! The lectures were interesting and I enjoyed having the guest speakers. I
appreciate how organized and clear the lecture notes are. Often lectures that are 1.5 hours seem very long
and hard to get through, but this class was not. The documentaries and video clips kept the lectures engaging
and I looked forward to coming to class!
One way to improve this course, since the content can come across as a little boring, would be to show more
 videos, even just short clips. In addition, the guest lecturers were quite interesting, so adding one or two more
might help make the course a bit more interesting.
 He should expand office hour to help students understanding with course materials
Some practise multiple choice questions might be a good thing to consider adding to study guides. Otherwise,
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the multiple media approach to teaching the material was very informative and enjoyable. I was very happy
 that the PDF format had the three slides on one paper. In addition, I was very impressed with how quickly Dr.
King responded to my emails. He was also very approachable and sincere in his concerns for student's
learning the material, rather than simply regurgitating it. Dr. King is a very good lecturer, and I would
definitely take a class instructed by him in the future.
Please start using the mic regularly. It is quite difficult to hear you when people are crunching around us or
typing furiously. Also please start repeating the questions asked. It is hardly ever the case that I can even

hear a single word of what point someone raises. Also numbering the slides when presenting them makes the
process of taking note much less cumbersome for the students.


Show more videos to make lectures more interesting but tone down on the graphic images and videos, some
people may react differently than others

Really enjoyed the open discussion bit of the class, and everyone's opinions are listened to and combined into
the lecture. Interesting subject matter but hard to understand what we can be tested on sometimes  not much

I can write down learning that "stress is bad" for example. But overall really fascinating and enjoyable class,
with awesome (and hot) prof.
If you're running short on time for your lectures, you should try to bring up points you missed in class when
you show the documentaries. Most of the documentaries did not need to be played fully. Only 1020 minutes

of each documentary was enough to understand the key points you are trying to convey. It may allow you
some more breathing room depending on how dense your lectures are.


He is very good! The textbook is not good. Is not written in a very student friendly way. From all the info of
one chapter it could be explained in fewer pages. It is very time consuming to read the whole chapter.

The lectures and case studies that were presented in class were interesting, and the lecture objectives were
helpful in guided learning. However the lecture material and text material were often times disjointed, and
expectations for what was required of us to learn or understand from the text book was unclear in the
beginning of term. Efforts were made later to improve this communication to the class, however the text book

itself I believe should be changed. It is unclear in its headings and often times appears to be redundant in the
topics it discusses. It is also a collection of studies and research works that have been conducted in Canada,
and instead of summarizing in each chapter in an organized manner these results and include the references at
the end of the chapter, the text places all of it in its paragraphs: making it that much harder to follow.
 The passion for the material, as well as learning as a whole was very inspiring.
I thoroughly enjoyed the course, as one of my first psychology courses (and first courses here in general)
taken at UBC  it has set the standard high for the remainder of my psychology courses. I think David's style
of teaching facilitates the content of the course in an applicable way, and makes it easily approachable when
studying for the exam.
A few things I would say to improve the course is to integrate textbook material into the class, in any way,
 because it puts a lot of ownership on the students to read the material and assume the importance of the
topics by ourselves before we're given the exam criteria. I feel it could facilitate a better understanding of the
material if the instructor had links from the text to lectures, as that's where we get the majority of the
information from (such as having the page numbers associated with the important models or topic).
Also, the smiling Asian lady should be named.. she was used so many times throughout the semester, it could
add a bit of humor.
 I love all the animal videos!!!!
The material was interesting but the TEXTBOOK WAS AWFUL!! NOT university standards AT ALL. There were
many grammatical and spelling errors and the format was extremely confusing. The content is interesting of
the text is interesting but presenting in a VERY confusing manner. The teacher, I felt, would dodge some of the
 students' questions and not really answer questions that were being answered. Sometimes it felt like he was
quite frustrated with the student's questions and opinions. Though he encouraged participation and is
undoubtedly an unjudgmental individual, he made a few passive aggressive comments that I felt alienated
him and the class.... boo.
Dr. King was a very nice and effective professor. His passion and knowledge in health psychology was shown
through his teaching within the class. He is very prepared for every class and treats everyone with respect. His

combination of different teaching styles through lectures notes and videos created more dimension in learning,
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and different perspective of learning the concepts more effectively.
 more detailed slides and examples


It would be really helpful for the class if you repeated comments and questions raised by students so that the
rest of the class can hear them. But overall I was very happy with this course and the teaching.

 Good course, enjoyed it thoroughly. Marking was fair.


continue to encourage student participation and use examples to demonstrate the ideas presented in class.
This course was well done.

The personal touches to lectures were highly appreciated and helped remember course material well as get to
 know you as a person. You could plainly see the passion you have towards the subject manner and are very
approachable and skilled in your area of study. The animal examples were great. Loved the course!
 Very caring about his students, really great at communicating class content
I didn't like how much time was dedicated to talking about fainting as a warning before watching a video of a
nurse drawing blood. I normally never get queasy or even lightheaded in these types of situations, I regularly
donate blood and am able to watch the nurse put the needle in. However, when there was so much discussion
 about the symptoms of fainting and what to expect in the video it actually made me feel lightheaded. This is a
really minor suggestion though. I really enjoyed the rest of the course, the material and the way it was taught
was excellent.



I really liked your critical thinking portion in your class as it allows us to apply what we learned right away and
consider more aspects.

David shows a lot of passion in health psychology, and as a student, I can see that he cares a lot about the
 health area in psychology. Not to mention his love for animals! He's a good prof that wants the best for us
students.
What you should improve on:
 Use a laser pointer: it was realy unclear what you were talking about during class when there was a bunch of
stuff on the slides
 There was SO much information per lecture, I would suggest cutting down (e.g. the extra information,
concepts that were unclear that you did not find important)
 Provide an outline or concept map for each lecture or the first slide: lectures were sometimes hard to follow
because of the amount of information we discussed
 Again, lectures were too long (not in terms of time, but sheer information): you would rush through quite a
few slides, or just read off them. Maybe present them a bit different...the last lecture had a lot of flow so I
would suggest using that style for the rest of the lectures...like..guide the lecture so that the questions leading
to each concept come up naturally...?
 More concise slides: e.g. Active aging slide  you really only need one sentence here but it's got 3 sentences
repeated in different ways = confusing
 Repeat the questions being asked in class before answering them...ALL OF THEM!
 Don't say "I don't see why people think____" because maybe there are people in class who think like that...
 You really need to choose a better textbook or provide way more specific information about how to read it.
Do you know how painful it is to read? it is SO disorganized. I know you put up some guidelines before each
exam but honestly, I'm going through all that pain to study it the first time around. Spare me! Perhaps provide
learning objectives for each chapter?...I don't know but my other professors say "Only read pgs #  # and
focus on these concepts". Help us out  some of us need grades (yes, learning is all well and good but for grad
school, they couldn't care less. they care more about GPA). I almost burnt out from this class because of the
textbook. It was, ironically, a source of chronic stress for me because of the ambiguity!


 Clearer questions for the short answer questions
 Honestly, some of the multiple choice questions do not have a clear answer  even the "correct answer" you
chose was not easily justifiable. That's not too fair. Just test us on stuff that we can reasonably answer/that is
not subjective.
 You said you wouldn't ask us questions like "Smith (2006) said..." but you did on the second midterm :(
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Things you did great:
 Optional paper: appreciated but need more clarity about the topic (that's why I did not write it, it was much
too vague in terms of 'what constitutes as psychology')
 You are VERY VERY VERY nice, and super approachable :)
 You have great videos and you put up your slides in a timely manner
 You generate discussion: but provide a summary slide that actually lays out the correct answers (i.e. people
offer their opinions and it is not always clear what is correct and what is not)
 Use more discussions to build rapport with the class...maybe talk to different students
 Thank you for including hsp credit!!!
 Thank you for all the recommended videos and for showing documentaries in class!
 Guest lectures were great: maybe provide learning objectives for those beforehand? and skeletal notes to
use during class (like print them out for that class for us to use)
You are such a descent guy and your last lecture really showed that you had a lot of knowledge to offer the
class. Incorporate that into the rest of the term!!!
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!



sometimes rude towards students that asked too many questions; may be an important develop skills to
handle those situations more professionally
Professor King was enthusiastic in the material and conveys the material with ease and in a away that stuck
with me while I was studying.

 The only thing to improve on is that when students ask questions he has a tendency to answer them without
repeating the question again so that the rest of the class can hear.
However overall it was a great course.
Good content, interesting lectures. Exams were difficult to do well on even after knowing the learning
 objectives due to the broadness of the written questions. It was difficult to ascertain what the questions were
asking since they were very general and vague in nature.


Great lecturer! I think David is very knowledgeable on the subject of health psych and I believe that he will
continue to improve!

 Sometimes it's a bit rush


Lectures are a bit dry as the prof reads the lecture slides... However, the exam reviews were very helpful as it
was clearly stated what the prof expected us to know for exams. Thanks!

 Have more interesting examples
 You're doing everything right, keep at it.
It has been a true honour having David as a professor for Health Psychology. His slides are always clear and
informative and his lectures are always engaging despite occasionally having mundane information to go
through. He is very responsive to emails and very approachable. I liked that he included video clips to change
 up the speed of his lectures and to keep students engaged. They also help me when I'm studying in
remembering concepts or ideas. The only suggestion I would have would be to reiterate what students say
during classroom discussions as it is difficult to hear students in such a large lecture hall. I was truly inspired
by David's last lecture and enjoyed the way he related all of the course concepts to our daily lives.
 NA
Firstly, I would like to thank David for being a very effective instructor who really inspired my interest in this
subject. He is very well prepared for the lectures and delivered them very well to help students' learning. I like
the videos he shared in class too. I enjoy reading the links he shared on the course page on Facebook,

however, I often question the reliability of the sources of the articles (I am just doubtful about how must I
should trust the sources) as most of the articles are from popular nonpeer reviewed sources. If he could
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clarify them while posting that would be better.
His style of teaching was good, got the main ideas across effectively, showed relevant videos, etc. I liked the
 final lecture which tied everything together. I think the course material itself was just all over the place, for the
first half of the term at least. But professor King did a good job to bring everything together.
 lectures were really really really dry. ( not the material, the way it was presented)
 I found the youtube clips (especially ted talks) in the additional material slide each week really interesting
and useful


 I really enjoyed the challenges given in the last lecture
 it was really inspiring and great to hear about how we should view our health in a global context (ie last
lecture)  I'm especially glad you talked about the issues with palm oil

Please indicate more clearly what to take away from the textbook in preparation for examinations. The book is
filled with information, some relevant and some not, and his study guides do not exemplify what to discard

from the text. It is highly unlikely students are going to go through 35+ pages per chapter and attempt to
memorize everything.
David, you are an incredible teacher and person, as well as one who we all really cherished. Thank you for
putting yourself out there and sharing so much with us. You really made us look at Health Psychology in a new

way and consider many things we wouldn't have before. It really saddened me that I wouldn't be in your class
anymore.

King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses
YES
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the recipients of two faculty teaching awards, presented
Q14
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instructor for this teaching award.
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award. Nominations that have written justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously!
Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 33.77%

(26 of 77)

 i do not wish to nominate my instructor for a teaching award
I only took Psyc 314 because I needed a facultyapproved elective for my program and this was one of the
few that fit my schedule. However, this turned out to be my favourite class of the semester! Dr. King made the

lectures interesting by showing lots of documentaries and video clips related to the course content and bringing
in guest lecturers.
He is fabulous with teaching. He clarifies everything, encourages students to be involved in lecture, and repeat
 what students said during discussion time so that other students understand it more clearly. His speaking style
also enhances understanding with the course materials.


he cares for his students and makes sure that we get something out of this course. one of the best professors I
have had



The class is very well structured because it's not purely academic but inspire to work after the degree by
bringing up important discussions and inviting guest speakers

https://eval.ctlt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O2JWJJWK&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rb…
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 He is very interested in the course, shows very interesting and detailed research on the topic. Is very
knowledgable!
 David is extremely humble and effective at portraying the class material in a way that very easily absorbed.
I thoroughly enjoyed the course, as one of my first psychology courses (and first courses here in general)
taken at UBC  it has set the standard high for the remainder of my psychology courses. I think David's style

of teaching facilitates the content of the course in an applicable way, and makes it easily approachable when
studying for the exam.
Dr. King is very passionate in his field of study health psychology and it is shown through his teaching. I will
 like to nominate him for the teaching award because I think he can inspire others in his knowledge of health
psychology that everyone can relate to on a daily basis.
 passionate about what he teaches and influences students to be the same
David King is a fantastic teacher, very passionate about the material and clearly enjoy engaging with students
 and helping them to have a better understanding of the field of health psychology, and its importance in our
daily lives.
Fantastic instructor who takes teaching seriously and supported students without any hesitation. Easily
 approachable for questions and extremely helpful in providing more information about any topics. He did an
awesome job in presenting the course and evaluating fairly.
Dr. King is able to lecture in an engaging and effective way using his power points and in class explanations.
He encourages class participation and student discussion despite such a large lecture size (200) and manages
 to keep a casual and more oneonone feel with his students when he lectures. His classes feel more
egalitarian/ he provides a classroom environment where people feel free to share their thoughts and ideas on
the course content. He's an awesome teacher.
 knowledgable, shared opinions on research and findings, effective communicator
He is an incredible professor who incorporated his personality and especially personal passion for the subject
 immensely. One of the best courses I have ever taken. He has the drive and skill to do amazing things.
Incredibly inspirational.
Professor King really cares about his students and their learning. He's receptive to student requests, and is
very clear at communicating class content. He's an engaging professor and always encourages participation to

keep a discussion going. It's evident that he is passionate about the subject he teaches, which helps inspire
students to learn.
David King is an outstanding professor. He is approachable and very welcoming towards students and their
questions. Also, I appreciated how much effort went into his lectures; the slides for each lecture were posted
 the night before and he made them available in both PDF and PPT formats. Not only was David enthusiastic
about the subject material during class, but he posted relevant articles about health psychology to a Facebook
page for students to enjoy.
Professor Kind designs good quality slides along with interesting lectures which has highly motivated me to
 engage in not just the material learned in class but apply the material to everyday topics such as our choice of
diet.


Professor King was a very effective instructor and passionate in the subject. He conveyed the material in a
way that sparked my intrest and made me genuinely look at health in a different manner.

 He took the time to fully listen to my concerns/questions. He was very easily approachable
 n/a
David is an amazing professor who truly inspires students by relating course content to their lives. He is one of
 the most engaging and well prepared professors I have had the pleasures of learning from. Throughout his
lectures, you can tell he is very passionate about his work.
David is a very effective instructor who really inspired my interest in health psychology. He is very well
 prepared for the lectures and delivered them very well to help students' learning. He is very considerate of
students' feelings and learning, and I think many students appreciate that a lot.


He's passionate about the material, and tries to show us a new perspective in regard to the material we are
learning about and its application with real life situations.

https://eval.ctlt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O2JWJJWK&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rb…
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serious interest in subject matter and explain concepts to students. the way class is taught is interesting and
engaging through proper use of video clips, documentaries, guest lecturers, and cat pic. david has a facebook

page for those interested to learn more. he gives very detailed test outlines and does everything he can to
help when appropriate.
David is a person who is extremely empathetic and as a result, the care and concern that he handles his
course material with is something to be treasured. He is extremely wonderful to listen to and the depth with
which he cares about his students and health psychology shows in his lectures. I was sad that I wouldn't be

able to learn from him as much as we did on what it is to live a meaningful live and successfully age, as well as
how our life must be lived through a "biopsychosociospirituoecocultural" way. He is fully deserving of a
nomination and this award.

https://eval.ctlt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O2JWJJWK&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rb…
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Faculty of Arts 2014S1 Survey
2014S1
Course:

University of British Columbia
Arts

PSYC 305A 921 - Personality Psychology

Responsible
David King
Faculty:

Department:

PSYC

Responses / Expected:

48 / 181

King, David B
Responses

University Module

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

The instructor made it clear what students were expected to
learn.

0

0 1 14 32 47

4.7

5

5

.52

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

0

0 2 18 27 47

4.5

5

5

.58

Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject
matter.

0

1 2 14 30 47

4.6

5

5

.68

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams,
essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

2 1 26 15 44

4.2

4

4

.70

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

1 1 20 25 47

4.5

5

5

.65

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

0 1 14 32 47

4.7

5

5

.52

Q1

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Responses

*Arts Instructor Questions*

SD D N

Individual

A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the
course were appropriate, student participation in class
was encouraged by the instructor.

0

0

3 16 28 47

4.5

5

5

.61

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

0 12 20 12 44

4.0

4

4

.74

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

0

0

39 47

4.8

5

5

.38

The instructor was readily available to students outside of
Q10 class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

0

0

0 22 19 41

4.5

4

4

.50

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

0

1 10 35 46

4.7

5

5

.49

8

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 305A - 921
Responses

*Arts Course Question*

VP P N G VG
Q12 Considering everything how would you rate this course?

0

Course
N

0 3 21 23 47

Mean Med. Mode
4.4

4

5

Std
Dev
.61

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
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King, David B
Responses

Psychology Departmental Questions

SD D

N

Individual

A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

3

Q13

Evaluation procedures were unfair and unreasonable to
students.

Q14

The instructor was patient when students requested
course-related assistance.

Q15

The instructor responded poorly to constructive criticism
by students.

21 13 1

0

0

Q16

The instructor verbally abused or belittled one or more
students.

38

8

0

0

0

Q17

The instructor was able to show practical applications of
the subject matter.

0

0

Q18

The instructor communicated at too high a level for the
class.

Q19

The instructor identified comments which reflected his or
her own personal opinions.

1

3 10 19

Q20

The instructor spoke with effective pacing, pitch, clarity,
and volume.

0

Q21

Intelligent, independent thought by students was
encouraged.

Q22
Q23

1

1

44

1.9

2

1

1.07

2 20 18 42

4.3

4

4

.85

35

1.4

1

1

.55

46

1.2

1

1

.38

0 22 25 47

4.5

5

5

.50

46

1.7

2

1

.85

9

42

3.8

4

4

.95

1

2 15 27 45

4.5

5

5

.69

0

0

1 19 27 47

4.6

5

5

.54

The instructor attempted to answer all questions to the
best of his or her ability.

0

0

0 17 30 47

4.6

5

5

.48

The instructor established good rapport with students in
the classroom.

0

0

1 20 25 46

4.5

5

5

.54

0

0

0 14 32 46

4.7

5

5

.46

35

6

0

3

2

46

1.5

1

1

1.08

36

7

0

2

1

46

1.4

1

1

.87

The instructor used language, examples, or stories that
were demeaning either to women or to men.

The instructor used language, examples, or stories that
Q26 were demeaning to members of certain racial or cultural
groups.

22 18 3

3

2

0

The instructor treated you and other students with equal
Q24 respect regardless of sex, culture, or other special
characteristics.
Q25

19 18 2

Q27

As a result of the instructor's efforts, students became
motivated to do their best in this course.

0

0

5 25 13 43

4.2

4

4

.62

Q28

The instructor demonstrated a comprehensive
knowledge of the subject.

0

0

0 21 26 47

4.6

5

5

.50

Q29

The instructor made appropriate efforts to treat students
as individuals.

0

0

4 22 21 47

4.4

4

4

.63

Q30

The instructor showed little interest in the subject
matter.

47

1.5

1

1

.65

Q31

As a result of the instructor's efforts, you became more
interested in the subject.

5 21 19 47

4.2

4

4

.80

27 18 1
0

2

1

0

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Individual
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VP P F

G VG N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Considering everything, how would you rate this
instructor?

0

0

How would you rate the feedback you received on your
Q33 mid-term test(s) from your instructor and or teaching
assistant?

0

4 22 17

Q32

2 15 29 46

3

46

4.6

5

5

.57

3.4

3

3

.74

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
PSYC 305A - 921
Responses

Psychology Departmental Questions

Course

SD D U A SA N Mean Med. Mode
Q34

Tests searched for understanding on the part of students,
rather than rote memorization.

0

2

6 23 13 44

Std
Dev

4.1

4

4

.78

Q35 On the whole, class time was poorly used in this course.

21 22 1

0

1

45

1.6

2

2

.74

Q36 The course was poorly organized.

25 17 1

0

0

43

1.4

1

1

.54

Q37

The course requirements were clearly outlined to
students.

0

0

0 15 30 45

4.7

5

5

.47

Q38

You consider this course an important part of your
academic training.

0

4

8 20 13 45

3.9

4

4

.90

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [U] Undecided=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 305A - 921
Responses

Psychology Departmental Questions

Course

VP P F G VG N Mean Med. Mode
Q39

How would you rate the contribution of textbook(s) and
assigned readings to this course?

0

1 9 23 12 45

4.0

4

4

Std
Dev
.75

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
Q40 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 52.08%

(25 of 48)

Thank you Dr. King, I really enjoy coming to the class. I like your attitudes, how you try to make the subject
and the materials clear.
- I feel proud when you present some Arab or Muslim individuals with positive effective personality like Twakul
Kurman.
I couldn't add any suggestions because you simply don't need any.

-

multiple choice questions on the first midterm came from definitions in later chapters in the book, who ever
made the test should maybe just double check that the terms come from the chapters being tested on.

Very dedicated Professor! Even during a time of a personal, difficult event colliding with his teaching schedule,
he still made the effort to upload a virtual lesson online to guide students with their studies. This is very
unexpected and its the first time I've seen a prof this fair and dedicated to his students' academic progress! Go
King!
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O8N6BN6C&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=…
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Great teacher. Makes the three hour class pretty interesting considering the long time. Adds videos to lectures
- to help better understand the concepts which I found really helpful. You can tell he is passionate about what he
teaches. Overall very great class, and can't think of any improvements.
- N/A
Professor is attractive, hence a large percentage of class googley eyed girls wanting attention. During in-class
discussions and feedback the professor would pander towards students answers and include those answers in
- the final. I would say many of his tests represent his perspective on the lecture material rather than fact. He
needs more assertiveness in class discussions, i want to see myself and students get the wrong answer so i
know how to find the right one.
Dr. David King really did a great job with fitting the tremendous amount of information required by the course
- into such a short period of time. Even though there were a lot of information to cover, David was able to go
through the materials clearly and in a way that made the class interesting and fun!
I liked having Dr. King as a professor for he was very nice and answered my emails right away, however, I
found the course material to be crammed into each lecture with him sometimes not being able to finish and me
at lost for figuring out what was important to study for the exam. I found that he would leave important details
to the very end of lecture and I had to run to another class and then that information would be on the exam
- and I would suffer the consequences. This was the first psych class I have done average in and I think it may
have been due to the crammed information in each lecture. The course content was also not very interesting to
me so this may have led to my average outcome in the course. Overall, I slightly regret taking the course for
it's content and amount of material, but agree that Dr. King is a good professor and treats his students fairly
and respectfully.
The use of videos in this course was a great aid to lecture material and kept class interesting, which is
- especially important considering lectures were 3 hours. The prof also showed passion for subject material and
effectively communicated with the class.
Off topic:
- He is a great professor. I look forward to taking another class with him!

- Good prof! Enjoyed classes and actually paid attention during lectures.
I really enjoyed having David as a professor this term. He made the content enjoyable to learn and the
- environment of his class was very positive. I felt very safe by David including a "positive space" badge on his
syllabus and thought that was a small step that indicated so much. Thank you!
Great professor, he did a wonderful job of teaching the course.
-

-

My only comment otherwise, would be it was a lot of information for a condensed summer semester.
I think professor King did a thorough and excellent job teaching the course for a condensed summer class,
everything was clearly organized, midterms were fair and the teaching was superb!

There are too many assigned readings for a summer course when the students are taking two or more classes.
It is quite hard for students to try to memorize detailed information from the text in order to answer the
- multiple choices. It would be better if students are only tested on what is taught in class, rather than have the
students focus on both the text and the lectures. Usually, the texts are used as supplements. But nevertheless,
the instructor is fair and very enthusiastic and happy when he teaches.
I took this course with David after taking Psyc 314 with him and loving both him and the course. Personally,
David helped me realize that I want to go into health and why health is important to me. David's the kinda guy
you wish you were friends with because he's so cool and awesome and you share all the same interests. He is
a genuine, likeable, relatable (for me anyway), sweet guy who really shows concern for his students in what he
wants us to take away from his classes. Despite this being his first time teaching Psyc 305 in the summer, I
- admire that his lectures are so organized (his ocd tendencies reflect in his work/teaching, in a good way), as
well as his strength in the dedication he showed to our class even when personal things came up this term. I
feel like David really makes an effort to make this class easy for his students - not in a GPA-booster way, but
in that he tests our knowledge in clear and applicable ways, and that we will do well if we study well. Great
effort at keeping this course interesting despite its dry material. Great professor, I hope he gets more
recognition for his work!
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O8N6BN6C&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=…
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Considering this was the first time this course was offered in summer term and we ran out of time for a couple
of our lectures, pacing the longer lectures and making sure there is sufficient time to go through all the slides
is all I can suggest to improve this course. Otherwise, everything else - encouraging class discussion, showing
videos, the way the slides were presented - was well done.

-

Dr King is a knowledgeble professor and he delivers course content very clearly. He shows passion in the
material he is teaching and he tries his best to make the class interesting by showing video clips,
advertisements, images and so on. He emphasizes on the practical stuff.His lecture slides are pretty clear.
Maybe included more close-ended short answer questions that more related to concepts rather than openended questions that involve different answers.

David King is the best Psychology professor I've had in my 3 years at UBC. Psychology at UBC often feels very
conservative and in many of the classes I've taken the professors and their course content feel quite outdated.
I was pleasantly surprised to learn about topics in a very current real-world context, and David's relaxed and
authentic teaching style was extremely engaging. I can't express how much I appreciate his inclusion of
gender and sexuality topics, and furthermore, his political stance against sexism and homophobia specifically.
Far too often these important messages are wholly left out of classroom discussions, leaving myself and other
women in the class to feel quite uncomfortable, or even at times, of lesser importance than the other students.
Thank you thank you thank you :)
If I were to have one criticism of the course, and I'm not sure if it had to do with the acoustics in the room, but
- it was sometimes a bit hard to hear when sitting in the very back of the room. Overall though super interesting
course and an amazing instructor. Loved the selection of pictures also!
- Really enjoyed this course and his lectures. He always made the content interesting and applicable
I looked forward to attending class because the lecture material was interesting and David made it very
relatable! As something to improve on, I found it difficult to hear what he was saying unless I was seated very
near the front of the room (which made it more difficult to view the projection which was very high up)
- because he spoke fairly quietly and quickly for people who do not already know the various terminology to pick
up on. It may have been better if he used the microphone at the front of the lecture hall. With that said, I
realize that the layout of the room may not have been the best for this type of lecture. Other than that, I liked
David enough as a professor to take his 314 course next term!
- Fun, informative, welcoming setting!
David was a very good instructor. He presented the textbook material very clearly and at a perfect pace (not
to slow to make it boring and not to fast to make it hard to follow). His lectures were well-presented and wellthought-out. The slideshow before the class (and the awesome music) and the course material deck showed
that he put a lot of thought into preparing for the class. He included relevant and interesting case studies and
examples which made the course material more applicable. The exams were challenging and required the
students to think critically and apply the knowledge. David encouraged participation from the students and
responded with respect and encouragement to the students' comments. When the students went up to him
after the class to ask questions, he was very friendly, warm and patient in answering the questions. I would
recommend and have already recommended David's class to other students.
David asked the students to "leave him alone" during the break because he needs the down time. While it is a
perfectly reasonable request (and I can imagine it must be challenging to teach a 3-hour class twice a week), I
think it could have been asked more respectfully. He could simply set the expectation in the beginning of the
- term that he will not be available during the break but only available after the class for questions.
He also asked the students not to eat "food with a strong odour" during the class. Again, the request is
perfectly reasonable, but he gave an example of someone from the last term who sat on the front row and ate
food with an odour so strong that he said he was distracted by the smell. I have to wonder if it was the type of
food that David is familiar with and grew up with, would David have found the food smell offensive? It was
implied that the food was an ethnic food eaten by a non-white student, and I found the comment extremely
offensive. He could simply ask the students not to eat food that has a strong odour during class out of respect
for the fellow students and himself.
He mentioned several times while he was clicking through his deck, "I don't know what why this picture is
there," about some of the photos in his slides. I can understand he meant to be funny, but I think his comment
took away from his credibility. I would recommend that he takes out the slides if he does not know why those
pictures are there, or don't say anything and let the students enjoy the interesting pictures he chose.
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O8N6BN6C&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=…
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I honestly can say that this is one of the best PSYC courses I have taken and I will remember David as
wonderful professor. I loved his style of teaching, his exams were fair if you actually studied and he has a
great passion for what he taught. I've gained new perspectives from his class and I really appreciated how well
- rounded he was with his teaching. His use of case studies, class involvement, fair exams, wonderful personality
and genuine interest in what he taught along with the honesty to let us know what he did and didn't know
really made the class for me. I wish him all the best and hope that I can take another course with him. Also he
looks like Puck from Glee!

https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=O8N6BN6C&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=…
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Faculty of Arts 2014S2 Survey
2014S2
Course:

University of British Columbia
Arts

PSYC 314 951 - Health Psychology

Responsible
David King
Faculty:

Department:

PSYC

Responses / Expected:

26 / 173

King, David B
Responses

University Module

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

The instructor made it clear what students were expected to
learn.

0

0 2 15

9

26

4.3

4

4

.59

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

0

1 3 13

9

26

4.2

4

4

.77

Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject
matter.

0

0 5

5

15 25

4.4

5

5

.80

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams,
essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

2 8

9

26

3.8

4

4

.92

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

0 3 10 13 26

4.4

4.5

5

.68

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

1 3

4.3

5

5

.83

Q1

8

7

14 26

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Responses

*Arts Instructor Questions*

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the
course were appropriate, student participation in class was
encouraged by the instructor.

0

0 2 10 14 26

4.5

5

5

.63

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

0 4 15

26

4.1

4

4

.64

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

0 1

20 26

4.7

5

5

.52

The instructor was readily available to students outside of
Q10 class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

0

1 2 10 10 23

4.3

4

4,5

.79

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

0 1

4.6

5

5

.56

5

8

7

17 26

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 951
Responses

*Arts Course Question*

VP P N G VG
Q12 Considering everything how would you rate this course?

0

Course
N

0 4 9 13 26

Mean Med. Mode
4.3

4.5

5

Std
Dev
.73

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
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King, David B
Responses

Psychology Departmental Questions

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode
Q13

Evaluation procedures were unfair and unreasonable to
students.

9

Q14

The instructor was patient when students requested
course-related assistance.

1

0

Q15

The instructor responded poorly to constructive criticism
by students.

13

Q16

The instructor verbally abused or belittled one or more
students.

Q17

0

26

1.9

2

2

.78

1 14

9

25

4.2

4

4

.85

8

1

0

0

22

1.5

1

1

.58

23

1

1

0

0

25

1.1

1

1

.43

The instructor was able to show practical applications of
the subject matter.

0

0

3 12 11 26

4.3

4

4

.67

Q18

The instructor communicated at too high a level for the
class.

11

9

5

Q19

The instructor identified comments which reflected his or
her own personal opinions.

2

1

6 10

Q20

The instructor spoke with effective pacing, pitch, clarity,
and volume.

0

Q21

Intelligent, independent thought by students was
encouraged.

Q22
Q23

0

0

26

1.8

2

1

.86

5

24

3.6

4

4

1.11

2

3 11 10 26

4.1

4

4

.89

0

1

2 14

26

4.2

4

4

.73

The instructor attempted to answer all questions to the
best of his or her ability.

0

0

2 12 12 26

4.4

4

4,5

.62

The instructor established good rapport with students in
the classroom.

0

0

2 16

26

4.2

4

4

.58

0

0

1

7

17 25

4.6

5

5

.56

20

3

1

0

1

25

1.4

1

1

.89

22

2

1

0

0

25

1.2

1

1

.46

8

26

4.0

4

4

.83

The instructor treated you and other students with equal
Q24 respect regardless of sex, culture, or other special
characteristics.
Q25

10 7

Std
Dev

The instructor used language, examples, or stories that
were demeaning either to women or to men.

The instructor used language, examples, or stories that
Q26 were demeaning to members of certain racial or cultural
groups.

1

9

8

Q27

As a result of the instructor's efforts, students became
motivated to do their best in this course.

0

1

6 11

Q28

The instructor demonstrated a comprehensive knowledge
of the subject.

0

1

2

14 26

4.4

5

5

.79

Q29

The instructor made appropriate efforts to treat students
as individuals.

0

0

2 13 11 26

4.3

4

4

.62

Q30 The instructor showed little interest in the subject matter. 19

5

1

0

26

1.4

1

1

.88

As a result of the instructor's efforts, you became more
interested in the subject.

1

5

9

11 26

4.2

4

5

.86

Q31

0

9

1

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Individual

VP P F G VG N Mean Med. Mode Std
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Dev
Considering everything, how would you rate this
instructor?

0

0

How would you rate the feedback you received on your
Q33 mid-term test(s) from your instructor and or teaching
assistant?

1

5 10 5

Q32

3

7 16 26

5

26

4.5

5

5

.69

3.3

3

3

1.10

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
PSYC 314 - 951
Responses

Psychology Departmental Questions

Course

SD D U A SA N Mean Med. Mode
Q34

Tests searched for understanding on the part of students,
rather than rote memorization.

Q35 On the whole, class time was poorly used in this course.
Q36 The course was poorly organized.

1

2

5 12

11 12 1
9

14 2

Std
Dev

5

25

3.7

4

4

1

1

0

25

1.7

2

2

.73

0

0

25

1.7

2

2

.60

Q37

The course requirements were clearly outlined to
students.

0

0

2 16

7

25

4.2

4

4

.57

Q38

You consider this course an important part of your
academic training.

1

1

5 11

6

24

3.8

4

4

.99

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [U] Undecided=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 951
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses

Course

VP P F G VG N Mean Med. Mode
Q39

How would you rate the contribution of textbook(s) and
assigned readings to this course?

0

3 9 6

7

25

3.7

4

3

Std
Dev
1.01

Responses: [VP] Very Poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [F] Fair=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very Good=5
Q40 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 61.54%

-

(16 of 26)

You are an amazing teacher! Can show more videos to encourage learning, overall i really enjoyed listening to
your lectures :)

The pacing of the lectures could be a little improved so we didn't have to worry about skipping slides or
speeding up at the end of lecture. Sometimes the most interesting subjects appeared at the end of lecture. I
- like the addition of videos with the course, it helps solidify the information in a more tangible way. However,
sometimes it is hard to directly relate the information learned in class to the stuff in the textbook. Perhaps it's
designed this way so we learn different things in class and at home but it can be confusing sometimes.
-

I suggest changing a textbook or tell the publisher to carefully edit their books again, because there were
numerous typos and mistakes in the texts which confused me while studying.

-

Thank you David, wonderful prof, great course! I really enjoyed the material and the way David taught it. As
always, I greatly appreciated having the "positive space" logo in the syllabus! :)

- no
https://eval.olt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=NUXM4XM5&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview…
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Nice, organized powerpoint slides with all the necessary information. Tried to incorporate different videos that
- were applicable to the course content to make the material less dry, which was good. Midterm was generally
fair, except there were some questions that weren't fair and also the written portion is very ambiguous in my
opinion and the marking seemed too subjective.
- While the textbook did communicate information effectively, there were frequent typos in the text.
-

The course could perhaps use an additional TA to assist with marking in the summer since it was such a big
class and was accelerated.

Lecture pacing was too fast with too much material. Although examples were interesting and useful, it would
have been clearer to use less examples and focus more on the take home messages. "Short answer" Questions
on exams were too long, open-ended and should have been much clearer in terms of what was expected.
Applications questions were good, but should have been clearer in terms of what was required. "Correct"
answers were too narrow. Sadly, the evaluation does not reflect the interest, time spent or critical thinking of
- the students. Seems like making sure that marks fit into Psychology Department mark distribution guidelines
without having to scale down was the most important aspect for the prof. Otherwise, the course was
interesting, informative and applicable to the real world.
Class size was TOO large!!! not enough support from TA - marking was not reflective of knowledge and
extremely subjecti
- bring in more pets!
He needs to look at a way of making the class more interactive found it hard to focus for 3 hours and all the
information was provided on the slides and I found I would tune out part way through class. He may need to
either provide blanks or something to make the class a more essential to attend and then students may be
able to pay attention. He did try to have discussions but he would skip over them as we were always short on
time. Test marks took forever to come out. Received the first marks back a day before the exam didn't provide
us enough time to change study tactics if we did not do well on the first exam.
The professor always encouraged the students to engage in the lecture/significant topics and think critically.
The exams were always predictable and fair related to the lectures. The professor was very creative and
interesting in the ways that he delivers the lectures to the students by using videos/pictures appropriately. He
is always respectful to the students and tries to understand and answer all the questions raised from them. I
am satisfied with this course as well as the instructor and they trigger my interests greatly toward health
psychology and its future aspects. Thank you!
- nA
I thoroughly enjoyed this course with this instructor and it was definitely an eye-opener for me. Each video
was a great enhancement to my learning. I would have liked to see more time spent on the HIV/AIDS topic
and seeing it made more relevant to the course. As some of us are working towards being health care
providers, it would have been useful to gain more insight regarding this population.
- the instructor taught well and was awesome
- Speaks a little too fast... It's my only complaint.
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Faculty of Arts 2015S2 Survey
2015S2

University of British Columbia
Arts

Course: PSYC 314 951 - Health Psychology

Department: PSYC

Responsible Faculty: David King; Mark Lam

Responses / Expected:

40 / 198 (20.20%)

King, David B
University Module

Responses
SD

Q1 The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn.

Individual

D N

A

SA

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

1

20

15

39

4.3

4

4

.71

0

3

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
University Module

Responses

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

Individual

SD

D

N

A

SA

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

0

2

21

16

39

4.4

4

4

.58

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
University Module

Responses
SD

Q3 The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter.

Individual

D N

A

SA

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

1

19

14

39

4.2

4

4

.75

0

5

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
University Module

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA
Q4 Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

1 3 17

8

N

Mean Med. Mode

29

4.1

4

4

Std
Dev
.71

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
University Module

Responses

Individual

SD

D

N

A

SA

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

1

3

20

15

39

4.3

4

4

.71

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
University Module

Responses

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

Individual

SD

D

N

A

SA

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

0

4

20

15

39

4.3

4

4

.64

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev
Q7 In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were appropriate, student participation in
class was encouraged by the instructor.

0

1 0 21 15 37

4.4

4

4

.62

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Q8 High standards of achievement were set.

Responses

Individual

SD

D

N

A

SA

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

0

5

16

13

34

4.2

4

4

.69

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5

King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Q9 The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

Individual

SD

D

N

A

SA

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

0

1

16

19

36

4.5

5

5

.55

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5

King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev
Q10 The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

0

0 5 13 12 30

4.2

4

4

.72

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

Individual

SD

D

N

A

SA

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

0

0

15

23

38

4.6

5

5

.49

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314 - 951
*Arts Course Question*

Responses

Q12 C onsidering everything how would you rate this course?

Course

VP

P

N

G

VG

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

0

6

18

15

39

4.2

4

4

.70

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
Q13 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course. (Important note: After this question, you
will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 37.50%

(15 of 40)

- Great Teacher! Openness and respect towards students fostered a interesting and connected class.
- He is awesome! Well prepared, engaging and very approachable. My second class of his that ive taken, simply because I wanted to keep learning from him!
Very good at relating things to everyday life.
- A better lecture hall location would have greatly helped. C hemistry building lecture hall was very hot and poorly ventilated.
Since the course is co-taught, it's difficult to evaluate a second instructor based on a handful of lectures. I've had one lecture with Dr. King so far. He is very
knowledgeable, and he's doing very well, especially seeing as though he's just jumped into a class midway through and has to start teaching. I'm sure Dr.
- King will be a great instructor.
- He showed passion in what he is teaching and did a good job engaging the classes with discussion questions.
- Only have had him for one lecture but I would say some examples of exam-like questions so that we know what kinds of material he wants us to know and
in which depth
- Sometime you change the power point slides too fast for me to follow since I take hand written notes most of the time.
- Unfortunately, only got to have him for 3 lectures due to the way the time was split between the 2 professors, but from the little bit of time he taught us , I
liked him!
- Professor King is an extremely passionate educator and I really enjoyed being in his lectures even though it was only for the last module.
Even though we only had Dr. King for two classes, I could already tell that he's a very good instructor. He's funny and posts interesting videos which is very
- helpful for keeping us energized during a 3-hour lecture. Wish we had more classes with him because he is very knowledgeable and obviously interested in
the course material.
- a microphone would be great so that students in the back can hear. also would appreciate repeating students questions when answering so that other
students can hear it as well
Dr. King had something unexpected come up which caused him to cancel the last class, even though it was probably not his fault it was a little frustrating not
- being able to learn the last material and ask questions about the final. He said he would post the last class with his recording but we are now less than a
week away from the final and nothing has come up and we do not know if the structure of the final will be more like the first or second midterm.

In terms of the optional paper, I would have been more likely to choose this option had it been a 5 to 7 page essay rather than 8 to 10 pages. Had I done
- this as part of the course, rather than going the route of having my grade be based on the 3 exams, I feel like I would have had a deeper learning
experience. 10 pages just seems like a lot of work for a condensed summer course!
Dr King was an engaging lecturer, and presented information clearly. His use of video content was helpful, and he offered additional personal anecdotes that
made course content more engaging and relevant to students' lives. The lecture topics that Dr King covered were particularly challenging in terms of the
subject matter (chronic illnesses, grief, bereavement, death, etc.). On a personal note, my older sibling had lymphoma, and my partner died suddenly last
- year, and so I felt quite anxious about attending lectures on chronic illnesses and death as these topics are sometimes emotionally triggering for me and
often difficult for other young people to relate to. I feel that Dr King handled the material effectively, and presented content in a way that had a humanizing
quality and acknowledged people's individual experiences - thank you for that, I definitely appreciated it. Overall, this course was really interesting and
engaging, and both Dr Lam and Dr King are clearly passionate about the subject matter and about teaching.
- Dr King was great, no complaints at all.
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Q14 The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting the recipients of two faculty teaching awards,
presented annually. Please check below if you would like to nominate your instructor for this teaching award.

Responses

Individual

YES

N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

9

9

1.0

1

1

0

Responses: [YES] Yes=1
Q15 - Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching award. Nominations that have written
justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously! Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 15.00%

(6 of 40)

- He is an effective instructor who actually shows passion in what he is doing.
- An amazing and passionate educator! He is a clear speaker who ensures that his material is well-explained and provides clear expectations on what to study
for and prepare for the exams.
- Made the course interesting by using animal examples and showing videos.
- He was an awesome instructor. and easy to understand him.
- David is engaging, charismatic, and very knowledgeable about the subject matter - a great teacher all-around!
Dr. Lam and Dr. King are passionate about Health Psychology. Both wished to expand more and explain more about other important branches of Health
- Psych but it is unfortunate that due to the summer semester, time was constricted. Overall, they deserve to receive an award because it is evident that they
are hard workers and enjoy what they do fully.

Faculty of Arts 2015S1 Survey
2015S1

University of British Columbia
Arts

Course: PSYC 305A 921 - Personality Psychology

Department: PSYC

Responsible Faculty: David King

Responses / Expected:

38 / 195 (19.49%)

King, David B
University Module

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA

N

Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q1 The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn.

2

0 1 15 20 38

4.3

5

5

.95

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

2

1 3 15 16 37

4.1

4

5

1.04

Q3 The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter.

1

1 6 13 17 38

4.2

4

5

.96

Q4 Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

2

1 4 24

38

3.9

4

4

.92

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

4 3 16 15 38

4.1

4

4

.94

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

2

2 3 15 16 38

4.1

4

5

1.09

7

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev
Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were appropriate, student participation in
class was encouraged by the instructor.

0

0 0 16 21 37

4.6

5

5

.50

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

1 4 21 11 37

4.1

4

4

.70

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

1 0 16 21 38

4.5

5

5

.64

Q10 The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

0

0 6 16 13 35

4.2

4

4

.71

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

0 2 7 29 38

4.7

5

5

.56

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 305A - 921
*Arts Course Question*

Responses

Q12 C onsidering everything how would you rate this course?

Course

VP

P

N

G

VG

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

2

0

4

19

13

38

4.1

4

4

.96

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
Q13 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course. (Important note: After this question, you
will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 55.26%

(21 of 38)

- Great prof, very passionate! Maybe use a microphone to project voice but other than that no concerns
- Althought the extra class content was interesting, being told only after that the information would not be on the midterm was frustrating. Focusing this type of
time/content more on information that would be on exams would be more appercaited.
- I don't have anything to add. I think that Dr.King was a good professor and tried to make the course as interesting as he could given the material.
- When interacting with the audience maybe you could repeat the responses (summarized or not) given by the student. Not everyone has a voice that carries
to the rest of the lecture hall, especially in a large course like this one.
- Everything seemed fine and dandy.
I think too much time was spent on theories that are not longer used. I understand the interest in looking at theories that were important in the progress of
- psychology, but the emphasis on the history could have been saved for people majoring in psych. As I was just taking this course out of interest, I was
disappointed that more time wasn't spent on modern theories and debates.
The style of teaching combined with the subject matter at hand made 3 hour lectures difficult to sit through, making truancy an attractive option, especially
- when it would be possible to cover all the material at home by way of the book and lecture slides. The course would be improved next year, if the instructor
made the format of lectures a little more engaging. Perhaps reduced lecture time with more time to engage the material during discussions sessions.
To improve this course, I think Dr. King could elaborate more on the case studies. That is, the content that we went through in class when discussing
particular individuals was either trivial or gone over too briefly. The application questions regarding the case studies counted at least six to twelve marks on
the exams - and this was worth a lot! However, I found that the style in which we chose to analyze the case studies made it seem as though there really
wasn't much to worry about - the concepts could be easily applied, or we could use common knowledge. However, I found that the case study questions on
- the exams required us to take a whole other approach into analyzing the individuals. In other words, I feel as though the lectures are misleading in a sense
that they potentially influence students to overlook the depth in which we really need to go in to to analyze the individuals selected for our case studies. I
also found that Dr. King would briefly describe some concepts, but would usually not elaborate too much, particularly if those concepts were "abstract." So,
overall, I think Dr. King could improve the course by simply elaborating! Other than that, I think Dr. King is a fair professor who genuinely cares for student
learning. He is very organized and he showed this through the format of his lecture slides, the midterm guidelines, as well as his lecturing. He also responded
promptly to emails, which I greatly appreciated! Keep up the good work, Dr. King!
- I didn't like how the exams were very tricky. This is the first time I did so poorly on my first midterm in Psychology in my whole academic education.
- Sometimes I had to strain to hear him. A cordless mike might be a good idea?

The questions asked on exams and in class are not always worded clearly or well and looking at the answer keys for short answer questions on exams it is
- not always clear that the question asked reflects the answers required for marks. Sometimes questions are unclear if you want the definition, an example, or
the research on a particular topic. Gets confusing and given the space provided we don't always have time to consider everything, students will most likely
write the one thing that they think the question is asking for. If you're asking for all three, state clearly. Write better questions.
- David connected with the students, was engaging and charismatic. He certainly encouraged the class to be active in his lectures (even when we were very
responsive) He was honest with expectations and treated all students with respect, fostering excellent discussions.
-

The non chalaent presentation of course material made it difficult to determine the importance of the information.

I found that having dedicated a chunk of time to looking at, for example, dreams and sleep, but then not having a single question on the exam that
- addressed those topics a waste of time. I also didn't like how we rushed through one of our lectures to quickly cover the material, only to end even earlier
than usual (and we normally leave early anyway). Aside from those two aspects, the case studies were an interesting way to engage with the material and
the slides were organized in a way that it was never too much of one thing (always a good mix/sequence of info, question, video, food for thought).
- It would be better if this course was more challenging/engaging. There's some interesting stuff but I feel as though it could have been better presented. You
didn't seem very enthusiastic or passionate about your subject matter. Not too bad though, I did enjoy the course. Thank you!
- Great prof ! Kind, caring and exams were fair. A lot of work but very fair
This professor did an excellent job in both delivering and inspiring students in learning/honing in the course material. He used much creativity in deriving
relevant practical world matters in relation to course material which facilitated in the consolidation of knowledge for this specific course. Furthermore,
- professor David King did an exemplary job of inspiring students to see the 'big picture' of material learned from the course and its application to the real
world matters. Lastly, professor David King also created a safe learning environment which enabled students to express and participate/engage in classroom
discussion without fear of judgement nor criticism. Thank you professor David King for this well taught class and for sharing your inspiration in life with your
students. His passion for teaching this course was evident in each classroom lecture/discussion that was facilitated.
- I thought this was a great course overall, and can't think of too many suggestions for improvement - that being said, it might be fun to add an iC licker
component to the lectures, as I think it might help with students' engagement with the material.
- Suggestion for the instructor: to repeat student's questions and answers during class so the rest of the class can hear and follow along.
When writing exams, Professor King did not worded properly of what he expected as an answer. His wording is very vague that we are not sure what kind of
answer he expects as a full answer.
I wish in the future he could tell us more about his expectations. His review slides were not useful and sometimes quite misleading (Eg. he would test us on
something he said he won't be asking).
- very good instructor. Difficult exams, but otherwise good. A bit too much material for a summer course, hard to keep up.
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Q14 The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting the recipients of two faculty teaching awards,
presented annually. Please check below if you would like to nominate your instructor for this teaching award.

Responses

Individual

YES

N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

18

18

1.0

1

1

0

Responses: [YES] Yes=1
Q15 - Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching award. Nominations that have written
justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously! Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 31.58%

(12 of 38)

Professor King is a great prof. This was my first semester at ubc and this was both the perfect class and teacher to make my transition easy! He allows group
- participation, even in a big class of 200+ students and allows for students to earn the most marks they can with the optional paper and bonus participation
hip labs! He is passionate and kind and makes it clear he wants to see the students succeed
Dr. King is both realtable and helps make the subjects interesting. With him as my prof I'm excited to go to class and I feel like he is superb at connecting
- with the student's interests while facilitating their absorbtion of the concepts and how to apply them. I would recommened his classes to any of my friends
which shows how much I enjoy his teaching style.
Dr. King created an open and trusting atmosphere in the classroom. I usually don't feel comfortable asking questions, but I had no problem doing so in his
- class. He also was very concerned with making sure everyone understood the material. He would spend as long as needed taking to people after class and
during the break to insure their questions were answered thrououghly. Finally, he was able to make what otherwise was fairly dry material, interesting and
relevant.
- David was an exceptional teacher for personify psychology. I would recommend his class to everyone.
- David King is a very effective instructor who seems to genuinely care about his students' learning. He makes subject matter interesting and shows
enthusiasm towards his lessons.
- Both the material and the way it was presented was engaging and interesting. After speaking with Dr. King, I felt encouraged to stick with it, even when I
was not doing as well as I had hoped.
- Great effective communication skills, listens to students, engaging, helpful.
- David King truly cares for his students and what their education. He wants to see them succeed and understand the material. He was readily available during
break, after class and during officer hours for extra help. He made learning outcome expectations very clear.
Professor King really challenged his students to see how the material he was presenting was applicable to our daily lives and could help us grow in a positive
- manner. He put emphasis on respectfully addressing all aspects of a given issue, rather than just presenting one side or his biased opinion. He was quick to
respond to emails, and was always prepared for lectures.
Professor David King taught the class very well and was very effective in inspiring his students in developing a good understanding of personality theory. His
passion for teaching this course was evident in each classroom lecture/discussion that was facilitated. Given that the this professor is still relatively new in his
- career as a professor, I have no doubt in mind that he will continue to excel and to transcend with each subsequent years of teaching as a professor.
Professor David King is very well deserving of this 'teaching award' due to his effectiveness in delivering course material to students, his ability to inspire
students in various ways, his creativity/passion for this field of study which is contagious and most importantly, his ability to speak the truth with regards to
worldly matters. Thank you.
- I found Dr. King to be an engaging, clear, and charismatic lecturer. Before taking this course, a few other psychology majors had mentioned to me that
PSYC 305 wasn't worth taking, which had me rather concerned - thankfully, David's great teaching proved them wrong!
- David King showed great interest in the subject matter as well as his students and kept the class very interesting with his kind and funny personality and
effective teaching methods. He made three hour lectures fly by!
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74 / 202 (36.63%)

King, David B
University Module

Responses
SD D N

Individual

A SA

N

Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q1 The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn.

0

2

3 46 23 74

4.2

4

4

.64

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

0

2

7 43 22 74

4.1

4

4

.69

Q3 The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter.

1

5 10 33 25 74

4.0

4

4

.93

Q4 Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

1 12 41 20 74

4.1

4

4

.69

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

4 16 40 14 74

3.9

4

4

.78

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

3 10 39 22 74

4.1

4

4

.77

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev
Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were appropriate, student participation in
class was encouraged by the instructor.

0

1 5 31 37 74

4.4

4.5

5

.68

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

1 6 46 19 72

4.2

4

4

.62

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

1

6 10 37 20 74

3.9

4

4

.92

Q10 The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

1

0 18 33 13 65

3.9

4

4

.77

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

0 1 42 31 74

4.4

4

4

.52

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 305A - 001
*Arts Course Question*

Responses

Q12 C onsidering everything how would you rate this course?

Course

VP

P

N

G

VG

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

4

12

35

23

74

4.0

4

4

.83

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
Q13 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course. (Important note: After this question, you
will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 50.00%

(37 of 74)

The prof made it clear that he wasn't passionate about the subject which really reverberated through the class. Leaving out personal statements of
- disinterest might help to keep the energy up. It seems like he would enjoy teaching health psych more - this was by far the most engaging lecture of the
term.
- n/a
- Give more noticve when cancelling class
I have taken a course with Dr. King in the past, and he showed great passion for teaching and the subject that he was teaching. He was the one who inspired
me to continue studying Psychology with a focus on Health Psychology. However, I sense that there's a difference in his commitment level, such as the
- cancellation of a couple classes, in comparison to two years ago. Perhaps, this is due to his multiple responsibilities and longer commute, which is
understandable for most students. The course content and teaching style was still amazing and engaging (inclusion of videos, case studies and discussions),
but class cancellations did (more or less) affect how I perceive Dr. King's dedication for this course.
- I feel like the instructor went over the lecture in a really quick speed, its hard to students to capture all the material he is trying to teach , if the prof will slow
down his speed, I think it will be more effective for students to learn
- Sometimes felt that he was just reading off the slides however the slides were very informative.
- Have more then midterms, cause if a student dows not do well in exams this course is hard. Respond to emails.
Professor King was great. He should not be afraid to say that he disagrees with a student's response if it is wrong. Sometimes Professor King would seek
- answers from the class - he would get a response that obviously wasn't quite right but wouldn't make it clear that that was the case - I think that has the
potential to confuse students.
- Professor is a responsible prof. He answered students question in very detailed way. add the review session for midterm and final exam.
- The class was very dense in information and content was given in a bit of a rushed manner. It was all very interesting however and David King is a good
lecturer. I enjoyed his use of real life examples.
lectures were very dull and boring; professor simply read off slides in class. C lasses were cancelled an hour before class or sometimes without notice at all;
- some people travel an hour and a half to get to UBC . Although many lectures were cancelled or professor did not show up, the content covered were not
minimized at all whatsoever. 3-4 classes were missed, resulting in 2 weeks of material that were missed but still being tested
- His voice makes the class very engaging. he is very approachable and friendly. He makes the class very interesting and fun to attend. He brings in realize
examples to get the material across to students.
- This course was very organized (both in class and in the expectations) and I really appreciated this.

- I was really satisfied with the variety of the topics covered
- none
- I really liked that we have a study guide to help me study
- I don't think anything needs to be improved in this course. It was my favourite of semester. The material is interesting and Dr. King communicates it in a
relevant and interesting way.
I thought it was very irresponsible and inappropriate as a professor to miss 3 classes relatively close together and then proceed to test us on a significant
chunk of material he never covered in class due to his absence. I also thought it was a waste of our time to cover a LARGE chunk in class on dreams and
dreaming that would not be tested when that time could have been used to cover materials which we would be tested on, especially when he
- missed/cancelled so many lectures.
If this were to happen again I think it would be more effective and appropriate for the professor to instead test his students on the material covered, and not
the material that was neglected due to absence.
I think that it would be beneficial to take some of the information off of the powerpoint slides. This forces students to have to come to class to take down
- notes, making them engage in learning a little bit more. I also thought that a lot of the material didn't really relate to personality and was a reiteration of
things learned in psych 101 and 102. All in all, the material was decent and I liked that Dr. King was approachable and interested in engaging students in
discussion.
- he should give us some review questions for the midterm and final exams. he should give us some details about the questions in the lectures(for example,
the questions showed on the lectures' note, there should be some answers on that too)
- This course was great. David's teaching style was effective in the sense that he delivered a lot of material during every lecture but made class fun and
enjoyable at the same time.
- I enjoyed the case studies and how what we learned applied. However, I found the material we learned in class to be not very in depth and the pace was
very fast. I was disappointed that we went through everything very briefly as some of the concepts were already taught in first year psychology courses.
Everything seemed slightly repetitive. Sometimes it felt like Dr. King wasn't interested in the topic, and because of that I think it made the students
- uninterested. Maybe if he could find a way to make the slides more engaging. The videos were good. I think they added. I didn't like the case studies much.
I felt like I didn't learn the material that was on the exam.
David brought a very positive and relaxed atmosphere to the class.
- However sometimes I wish the course content went more in depth, at times it felt like David was afraid to be more thorough and philosophical which would
have made the course more rich and effective. He laughs a lot to shake off tension whenever subjects like this comes up. A lot of the times I felt like there
was a veil laid across the subject material which was unfortunate because personality psychology is fascinating. I know David is capable and has the passion
to present the material beyond the shallow demeanor because of his blog.
I thought that the lecture slides were very organized, what was expected to learn was quite clear. Lecture slides contained interesting and entertaining
elements.
The only thing that was kind of an issue was the missed lectures in the middle of the term, but we were still on track towards the end of the term which was
good.
- Great teacher, you are clear and keep things interesting. Few missed classes during the semester but we all understand life happens. I enjoyed this class.
C ute cat pictures were a good bonus.
- In class discussion should include answer to the question
- I liked the teaching style - combining lecture with case studies that were related to the lesson. It definitely helped me remember some concepts that I would
have forgot. It also helped me think more in depth beyond the material by applying it to figures that were generally well known.
- Encourage more student discussion, outline exams more clearly in class, respond to student concerns about exam marks.
Thank you Dr. King, it was a really interesting course! I really enjoyed learning the material and you made it really interesting to learn with all the videos,
and pictures shown in class to illustrate concepts. I really liked the life lessons on the last class.
For future classes, it would be best to tell more in advance if you have to be absent or can't teach a day we usually have classes, even if I know it was not
entirely your fault.
- I would have appreciated earlier notice of class cancellation, as often times, I was already on the way to school or was not notified at all. However, in terms
of course material, I enjoyed lectures, videos, and discussion, and I thought there was a good mix of all of it.
It was hard to understand what exactly he wanted us to learn for the exams as sometimes he would say that some stuff we didn't need to know yet it would
- show up on the test in multiple questions. Stuff we never talked about in class also showed up on the exam. He didn't really seem to care how well we were
understanding the material as much as just getting through the lecture
- If he could keep the pictures on the slides from lecture on the slides for us to download, that would be good. Talked really fast but somehow we still fell
behind (and the material he didn't talk about was still tested!!), so perhaps some restructuring of the course is needed.
- Very clear teaching, case studies were fun and helped apply concepts to real-world situations. More interactive activities may improve the course.
- An interesting and engaging prof with relevant experiences and examples.

-

I gave the course a "poor" rating for one main reason: the actual material is tremendously vague, inapplicable, general, and mostly consisting of 70 minutes
of "this is a theory", and then 10 minutes of "but it's mostly wrong". David King did an excellent job with the case studies and trying to make the material
engaging, but it felt more like a 100/200 level survey course that asks harder questions on examinations.
The new format of test-taking does not benefit this course. C hallenging students to synthesize early big-five concepts further on in the course always made
for interesting anecdotes, and could have been beneficial in a cumulative setting.

- It would be great if more time was spent on personality disorders (maybe two lectures instead of just one).
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Q14 The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting the recipients of two faculty teaching awards,
presented annually. Please check below if you would like to nominate your instructor for this teaching award.

Responses

Individual

YES

N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

25

25

1.0

1

1

0

Responses: [YES] Yes=1
Q15 - Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching award. Nominations that have written
justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously! Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B

Response Rate: 24.32%

(18 of 74)

- He is a great professor! His lectures are very interesting and he does a good job with engaging the class in group discussions and with case studies.
- Very interesting course - teacher was always prepared and provided easy way to learn and think about things in an everyday situation
- Professor King encourages discussion in class and actually uses real life examples to explain concepts. He is clear in what he expects us to know and doesn't
focus too much on memorizing.
- Awesome prof
Professor David King prepared the students for every lecture and very effectively delivered the course material. Even when he said the material would be a
- little dry, he made it interesting and easy to learn. Though the lectures went through the material quickly, it kept the focus of the students. The optional
essay was a very effective learning strategy for students and the exams were fair and even fun to take!! (i.e. zombie apocalypse question, interesting
scenarios). I would highly recommend him as a professor.
- Responsible,humorous,patient professor. He made a lot of supplement and resources to let us understanding the content.
Dr.King wholly understands the concepts he is teaching, and is one of the few professors I have ever had that will appropriately direct students if their
- comments are misguided or incorrect. Dr.King is a great teacher, testing and retesting during his lectures - the first class I've ever felt encouraged to do the
readings before the lectures so I could participate during. The lectures are fun, informative, clear, and the exams are fair - testing us on important theory
with direct application. If UBC had more instructors like Dr. King I would have a permanent smile on my face, and a glowing brain to show for it.
- He is very well prepared and very approachable. He makes his lectures fun and intresting and worth waking up super early for.
This Prof. was passionate in his subject and that passion was reflected in his teaching style. He was was a knowledgeable and confident speaker and inspired
- class participation. Even though I am not a pysch major, let alone an arts student, I was inspired to learn more about the courses topic because of the way
this prof. taught this class.
- Enthusiastic about content matter, very engaging, friendly and a pleasure to learn from.
Dr. King was always well-prepared for class and communicated effectively. He inspired further interest in the material by stimulating class discussions and
- challenging us to think of examples. Dr. King kept the material relevant and used current examples to further the explanations. I thought the exams were
very fair and thoroughly enjoyed his class and teaching style!
David's positive attitude and passion for this subject matter sets him apart from many other professors. It is evident that he cares about his student's well- being and he genuinely wants to make the learning environment the best he possibly can make it. This course with David has been one of my favourite
courses I have taken this far at UBC .
- Professor King showed a genuine interest in his teaching material, and was very organized in terms of his lecture slides. He applied the concepts in
interesting ways which helped me to understand the course material better and also how to apply what I have learned in real world scenarios
- - he prepares the lectures very well, has a lot of konwledge, makes everday life examples, engages students in thinking beyond the topic, answers all
questions with patience, etc.

-

More than concepts, Dr king taught us life lessons. He applied psychology to our daily lives and taught psychology as a way to be better human beings, have
more compassion for others as we learn about humans in this discipline.
He is very passionate about what he teaches and encouraged class participation which made the lecture and material even more interesting.

- Very clear teaching, information was presented in a friendly, down-to-earth manner.
- Dr. King, is very clear about what he expects from students, he encourages his students. His lectures and exams are interesting and fair. He also inspires his
students to be better humans in society!
- His lectures are well planned and presented. He engages the class/students with discussions and debates. He is an excellent professor/lecturer, one of the
best that I have had.
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Responses
SD D N

Individual

A SA

N

Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q1 The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn.

0

3

5 30 22 60

4.2

4

4

.79

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

0

3

6 27 24 60

4.2

4

4

.81

Q3 The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter.

0

3

7 22 27 59

4.2

4

5

.85

Q4 Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

3

7 30 19 59

4.1

4

4

.80

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

2 12 24 22 60

4.1

4

4

.83

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

1

1

4.2

4

4

.83

7 28 23 60

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev
Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were appropriate, student participation in
class was encouraged by the instructor.

0

0 3 23 34 60

4.5

5

5

.59

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

0 13 24 20 57

4.1

4

4

.75

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

1

2 9 24 22 58

4.1

4

4

.90

Q10 The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

0

3 12 18 15 48

3.9

4

4

.90

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

0 2 16 41 59

4.7

5

5

.54

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 305A - 002
*Arts Course Question*

Responses

Q12 C onsidering everything how would you rate this course?

Course

VP

P

N

G

VG

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

1

1

9

30

19

60

4.1

4

4

.82

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
Q13 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course. (Important note: After this question, you
will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 48.33%

(29 of 60)

I would suggest clarifying what he expects on the written portion of the exam or explain how a student should go about answering the questions. I felt some
- questions ended up requiring more information than I had written down; for example, I did not know we had to have definitions of examples to questions
that did not explicitly state that those were needed, even though I knew the definitions and examples. as well, those written questions that have a greater
deal of subjectivity should have more lenient marking.
I wished the instructor could go through course material in a more detailed manner. Most of the time, he only rephrased his slides rather than making
- essential elaborations. Besides, he was always very rush in conveying the material. I barely understand what he is saying because he spoke so quickly which
made students lose of interest in this course.
- -very good course, extremely clear material and well explained/taught with examples
- -found it engaging, especially using three "case studies" on the different people to apply theories upon
some lectures were rushed to compensate the classes that were unexpectedly/expectedly cancelled, led to much simplified elaborations and less student
participation.
- Too many technical difficulties that have hindered the progress of the lecture, be more readily prepared for the presentation.
Slides can be more concise, and include more of personal elaboration not just direct word for word from the textbook
- N/A
- I really like the case study when the professor effectively engaged the student in analyzing the personality. The application of in class theory really helped
me understanding the course material. Sometimes a little bit confused about the degree of textbook material to know.
- Sometimes the lectures are rushed and midterm marks were returned late. Other than that, he's a great instructor and that makes the lessons more
interesting by giving personal/real life examples.
The course content is dry sometimes, but there is a lot of content that can interest people. The pace of the course is very fast in lectures, but that could be
- because of the overload of content. It becomes hard to keep up during lectures. I also was not a big supporter of how grades were based solely on midterms
and finals.

I was disappointed that three of the classes were cancelled. I also thought the delivery of the material could have been more organized. He was very good at
- inviting discussion and seems like a very intelligent, fair-minded, considerate person, but I found the overall delivery of information was not as structured as
I would have liked. The classes on health psychology (pertaining to personality) were very well-executed and is clear that it his area of expertise.
The professor skipped lecture 4 times in one semester. Two of which were unannounced and no reason was given for his absence. For many students like
myself, it takes a significant amount of time to get to class and rushing into an empty lecture hall with a "No class today! :)" message on the black board is
quite infuriating. It was noted in the syllabus that one of the days would be free of class but since the professor missed so many lectures, he decided to have
- class on that day. At the beginning of the semester I had made plans for that free day but had to cancel my plans and go to school because the professor
missed too many classes. I am sure I'm not the only student to have made plans on a day where there were not meant to be classes and had to cancel them
on the fault of the professor. Overall, I am sure many students would appreciate if the professor made an effort to go to class and not waste everyone's
time. As for lecture itself, the slides were heavy and the professor's pace was too fast. A lot of time was spent on letting students 'think' about a question
which I found was unnecessary. Whole classes were dedicated to watching youtube videos.
Because of the classes are so big, and there is a lot of participation from the students to talk, it was really hard sometimes to hear what was said or
- answered. A minor detail, but it could be nice if you repeated the main points in what is said from students so everyone is able to keep up with the
discussions.
I suggest trying to incorporate textbook material into the lecture slides with greater clarity. This may involve eluding to the page number in the textbook on
certain slides. The lecture slides could have less images. Professor did a good job of inspiring interest in the topic. The case studies helped to add substance.
- The professor showed extensive knowledge in regards to the class topic. It would have been appreciated if he had shared a little more about his background
in personality psychology and the topics that he researches I depth. The professor communicated well with students; the class discussions spiced the lectures
up. That the prof welcomed these discussions was appreciated.
While I feel the exam questions were not exactly unfair, I felt as though I didn't have a good sense of what kind of answers were required in order to
achieve full marks for the short answer questions. I think if you gave an example of a short answer question, as well as an appropriate response to it, as
- part of the study guide, I would have had a better sense of how to construct my answers on the first midterm. In fact, after getting feedback from the TA
regarding my answers to the first midterm, my second midterm mark went up greatly, despite not changing my study habits at all; the only difference was
having a better notion of how detailed the answers should be. I think just a small addition like this could greatly improve the overall effectiveness for how the
exams (particularly the first exam) tests students' learning.
- Great instructor, his passion for personality psychology shows. Great integration of videos throughout lectures to help engage students' learning. At times,
slightly too much material to cover, sort of makes learning difficult when there is a rush to get through the material, but did not happen often.
Overall great work! Perhaps work on making your slides clearer in the future (include a bit more info) and making your lectures have a clearer
- outline/direction. Overall the course made sense, but it sometimes lacked direction during lectures (or it wasn't clear what we should take notes on/where
the lecture was going)
- He integrated a lot of relevant media into our classes that made it really interesting, which included a lot of documentaries where we got to apply our
knowledge from the course to evaluate them. I found this really effective and made the class more interesting.
- It is very difficult to predict when something will go wrong, but it is always good to have a backup plan when technology fails you.
On the first day of school on Sept. 8, there was no class due to Imagine Day. I wasn't aware of this so I would have appreciated getting an email from him
so I didn't show up for class.
- David is obviously a very kind person and this really showed through in his lectures. He definitely encouraged participation and was always respectful of all
opinions. But please don't apologize for the course content! Yes, some of the theory is dry but your passion for whatever the topic is will see us through it!
Overall, I enjoyed the course and I appreciated David's open, thoughtful, encouraging teaching style. Thank you!
- I honestly would not change a thing. I thought that the format of this course, and the way that Dr. King presented the material, was quite sufficient to my
standards. The mix of multimedia (especially in the case studies), in particular, were very engaging and relevant.
David was an overall effective instructor, he was enthusiastic and engaging during lectures. Although due to some unfortunate instances, the class felt a bit
- rushed. Otherwise the course was great, especially the last lecture, where the course was wrapped up nicely and promoted positive aspects of psychology
and applications. Keep it up!
The readings for this course were quiet dense and that made it hard to keep up with the readings. It might be helpful to take out a chapter or two so that
- more attention can be paid to each chapter. The course overall was really interesting and I like how the course was split into three sections of focus. Thank
you!!!
- One suggestion is that during class discussions, it would be helpful if he could repeat what a student just said because sometimes the student speaks too
softly. Overall, his lectures are amazing, and his smile is adorable. I hope he's teaching health psychology again this second term of summer.
Help us to narrow down what you expect us to learn from the readings. The readings contain a lot of information that was not testable, perhaps give specific
- page suggestions. I enjoyed more of the latter part of the course, as I felt it was more related to "personality" psychology (material after the second
midterm). Overall a great course and was interesting to hear the class discussions on global topics that concern us.
- Might be better not to have scheduled days where class was cancelled so that more material can be covered more effectively.
- Prof King shows concern to his students learning and encourages participation, which is good. Also liked how he used a lot of case studies to convey the
material. However, sometimes he's going way to fast I was unable to make sense out of the material.
Professor King's lectures were very coherent and easy to follow, his slides were designed well for students to understand, he was always available to meet
and was responsive to emails. He left alot of class time available for student discussions to initiate interest in the course material which was very effective.
He was very approachable and supportive when student's had questions before or after lectures.
I think that my only small frustration in the course was related to the fact that deadlines were very strict and if you missed the deadline for the paper you
- would not be able to hand it in late. I understand that it's within his right to exercise that rule but I think its problematic to view every student as identical in
their ability to commit to strict deadlines. Some students have full time jobs while being at school, some are mom's with kids, some are only taking one
course and have all the time in the world to complete the essay. All students have different social/environmental circumstances - some student's will
naturally have more time then others because they don't have responsibilities outside their education, while other students will not have as much time as
their peers due to any number of possible reasons. Student's are not all equal in their background and history outside the classroom. By giving more leeway
for a deadline the professor is not spoiling her/his students and fueling their sense of "entitlement", she/he is recognizing the reality that there is a world
outside the classroom that can present barriers or support for strict deadlines depending on students family structure, financial status, mental health, etc.
- Sometimes the material was very dry and class felt long and mundane. More case studies would be interesting.
The case studies were very engaging and by applying concepts, it really helped learn the course material. The professor was very enthusiastic about the
- subject and encouraged class discussion. I enjoyed finding partners to discuss concepts such as the different personality-illness models and applying this to
other parts of the course may be effective as well.
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Q14 The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting the recipients of two faculty teaching awards,
presented annually. Please check below if you would like to nominate your instructor for this teaching award.
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N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev
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1.0

1

1

0

Responses: [YES] Yes=1

Q15 - Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching award. Nominations that have written
justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously! Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 25.00%

(15 of 60)

- n.a
- - very effective teacher, very engaging, always has a full classroom, seemed to care and seemed very interested in the subject he taught, welcomed
discussions with students, just all around a great experience with this instructor
Dr. King makes his lectures engaging and uses various different types of media to communicate the lecture material. He provides an optional paper to
students, as well as mixtures of multiple choice and short answer questions on midterms. This shows how dedicated he is to testing students based on
different styles of learning and skill sets, and allowing them to demonstrate knowledge of the material in different ways. In addition, he provides students
- with some information on possible volunteer positions, which is valuable for those of us aspiring to attend graduate school. He encourages class participation,
discussion, and attendance without giving marks for attendance (which do not really reflect attained knowledge). He is fast at replying to emails, and
available outside of class time. His lecture slides are clear and well put together, and inclusion of case studies is valuable in that it allows students to apply
the material. Overall, Dr. King obviously puts a lot of thought and effort into his teaching, and is knowledgeable and passionate about the material.
- Good teacher, very enthusiastic and passionate about the course. Engages with students in discussions
- He engages students during lecture and he makes the lecture interesting.
Professor King encouraged active participation and discussion in a large lecture format, which is difficult. He prepared contemporary case studies to make
- the curriculum more engaging and always treated students kindly and with respect. He presented all of the material in a very engaging way, doing his best to
make even the dullest material more interesting.
Professor King lead me through an inspiring and intellectual semester in personality psychology. His ability to capture the students attention with relatable
- study-cases and concrete lectures was highly efficient and profiterable as well as interesting and funny. I have recommended this class to many other UBC
students, since it has given me a broader knowledge I can use not only in my future carriere but also in my everyday life.
David King is one of the best psychology teachers I have had. He finds new creative ways to teach content and goes out of his way to make his lectures and
- tests applicable. This above and beyond teaching really brought the content to life. His pop culture references and application examples were a refreshing
style of learning mixed with strong content lectures. His lectures were also extremely engaging and a great place for discussion. Overall he is one of the best
teachers I have had at UBC .
- David is very knowledgeable in personality psychology and it shows in his teaching. He is a very informative and engaging instructor.
- He taught the information very well. Interesting and easy to follow lectures.
- He is very interesting and lectures are interesting as well.
- He is really approcheable and engages the class in conceptual thinking
This professor is a really clear speaker. He explains things clearly and uses real life examples; and constantly encourages students to develop critical
thinking and participate in class discussions by analyzing personalities of famous characters in class (like Steve Jobs, Michael Jackson, and Malala Yousafzai).
This not only helps me to understand the concepts but also remember them and apply them to my daily life. He also frequently pauses in between his
- explanations to let students finish taking notes. Although there is a lot of material to be learned during class, the way he talks somehow makes the
atmosphere less intense. The class discussions really show that he is one of the most open-minded professors who listens to students' opinions and give
immediate feedback -- this and along with the class material has changed and broadened my perspective on a lot of aspects of life. He is also friendly and
really nice to talk with during office hours. Somehow he understands student's perspective and adjust his way of explaining things to that. Overall, he is a
great teacher.
David King is a motivated professor that cared about how and what his students thought of the course. With frequent class discussions, we were able to
- engage in global topics that helped students spark interest in them. Overall a professor that truly cared about the material in class and what students
opinions were of them. Also his humorous personality helped to make the 1.5 hours in class go by much quicker :) Thank you for such a wonderful semester!
- He is a very kind and passionate individual about his topic. Always engaged students with interesting anecdotes and also brought pop/modern culture figures
into the lectures such as Malala which makes the concepts more applicable and relevant.
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Q1 The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn.

0

2

3 26 30 61

4.4

4

5

.73

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

0

0

8 22 31 61

4.4

5

5

.71

Q3 The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter.

0

0 10 18 33 61

4.4

5

5

.75

Q4 Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

2

6 28 25 61

4.2

4

4

.76

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

2 12 24 23 61

4.1

4

4

.83

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

2

4.3

4

4

.74

4 28 27 61
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Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were appropriate, student participation in
class was encouraged by the instructor.

0

0 8 18 34 60

4.4

5

5

.72

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

0 8 23 30 61

4.4

4

5

.70

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

1 3 20 37 61

4.5

5

5

.67

Q10 The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

5

1 11 19 22 58

3.9

4

5

1.18

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0

1 2 18 40 61

4.6

5

5

.64
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G
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Med.
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0

1

7

25

27

60

4.3

4

5
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Q13 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course. (Important note: After this question, you
will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 50.82%

(31 of 61)

- Most lectures were very rushed. I would have liked to have had the entire 2.5 hours of class but have the lecture less rushed. The speed at which he spoke
almost sounded stressed, which crossed over to his students, or at least me. Other than that, I really enjoyed his class.
Great integration of short clips, real-life anecdotes where appropriate (in relation to health psych), made the content interesting in lecture. Wasn't a fan of
- reading the textbook because a lot of the material seemed intuitive but felt that if I didn't go through everything I would miss what would end up on the
midterm/final. The study guide posted to C onnect helped. Make the optional paper fewer pages. The length made it almost seem like quantity was valued
over quality of discussion/analysis.
Liked all the materials we learned in the class, but did not appreciate the fact that everything felt a bit rushed and many materials needed to be skipped. (In
fact, some of the classmates I talked to shared my sentiment that we are not getting our money's worth for this course. We remained in the class because
by the time we realized this, it was too late to switch into another course.) Although you had mentioned that you wanted us to develop some critical/original
- thinking regarding the topic, we had very little chance or reason to do so. (I.e. regurgitation of lectures & textbook materials was enough for exams.) Also
felt that a break in the middle of the class was necessary, as it was impossible to remain fully attentive to the lecture for 110 minutes straight. (This is
coming from a student who had taken 5 summer courses and a night class in previous years without much problem.) But really did like the way things were
presented (incorporation of media sources+humour) and how well-organized the course was.
I fully understand that you had to leave right after class to catch the ferry, but that made this class very strenuous for two reasons: 1.) My brain melts after
an hour of class, so to pay attention so intently for two straight hours of INTENSE lecturing in the evening was torturous, and 2.) I wasn't able to ask
- questions after class at risk of making you late, so the student-instructor relationship felt somewhat blocked. On a totally different note, I don't think I've
heard the word "Um" said by anyone so many times, so that was pretty impressive. Overall, even though I wasn't even a little bit interested in the content of
the course to begin with, you presented it in a way so I slowly developed an interest in many of the topics, and now I educate others on extremely important
topics like stress and its effects or whatever else we learned in class.
I really enjoyed this course, I think David taught in a way that made it not only interesting but also useful for students. From the course I have learnt skills
that I can use in my own life.
For improvements, I would say maybe to slow down a little more. I know that it is difficult because we are under time constraints, but at times I felt that he
was just rushing to get through all the slides.
I really enjoyed this course, and the prof really opened our perspectives and provide interesting anecdotal evidence of main concepts. I like how he pushes
- us to adopt healthier lifestyle and really apply what we learn in outside course. The exam were difficult but fair in accuratetly testing student understand of
the material. My only concern is that although the prof explicitly states what he expected us to know for the exam. I still find the questions on the exam are
still quite vague in what its asking or really what points is the professor looking for specifically one asking for factors contribute to changes in health trends.
The limited amount of time we had in class due to the professor's transit issue made it somewhat difficult for me to feel engaged as a student. It would have
- been more interesting if guest speakers were able to come in and if more in-class discussions were initiated. Also, the professor was always pressed for time
and would often rush over a lot of important information.

Your enthusiasm was good, but you had a tendency to read off the lecture slides. C lass discussions felt a little forced, but overall were very helpful. I would
- recommend reevaluating some of the textbook questions you picked, as many were off topic and had little to no contribution to the class learning objectives.
The class average would have been much higher without these unnecessary questions.
Since our lectures were shortnened by one hour each week, it would have been helpful if the amount of info we were expected to learn was decreased or if
we were given more direction as to what we should be focusing on for exams. It was dissapointing that there was no compensation made for the shortened
- lectures (like financial , or more supplemental info, exam prep material from Dr. King). Also, I felt that the textbook had SO MUC H information it was hard to
figure out was was important, since all of the material seemed important. However, Dr. King is a great lecturer and despie the issues state above, lectures
were engaging, informative and well done.
- I appreciated the structure of the course.
- See the nomination note. Great class, great prof, would recommend, would take again. Good notes, good use of textbook, great interesting delivery, great
use of media and lots of information from lots of sources.
- Not much can be done to improve the course.
- Exam guides are very useful but could still be improved in such a way that could make it easy for students to narrow down their studying topics.
- This class should not be scheduled to be 2-3 hours at night. The paced of the course this term was a little bit too fast.
- The content of the course was pretty dry, but you did a really good job of making it clear and engaging.
The course was insightful, having 3 exams was helpful but not good if you suck at doing exams as it is the only way you are assessed. C ontent was often
- skipped over if there wasn't enough time which was wrong, not making it clear if we will be assessed on it. The slides looked like he just used it year after
year with updates not made, not a lot of effort seemed to made, he just rocked up which didn't make me want to learn. Disappointing from the good reports i
heard about David,
Despite the large size of the class, he finds ways to encourage student participation. The incorporation of media and recent example in the course helped me
understand the course curriculum better. The study outline was very informative and both midterms were fairly presented. The nature of the course being 2
- hours a week, with a fewer classes due to holidays made it difficult to cover some addition topics. However, he managed to make the 2 hours effective and
engaging. I appreciate how Dr. King was always respectful and conscientious of diversity in all the topics we covered during the course and the level of
clarity he provided for the class in all matters.
- he needs to be available to students..after class he says he has to leave early so ask questions before class. while before class he just arrives five minutes
till start of the lecture.
- C ourse material was good
- Very heavy course readings
-

- C lass was too rushed, a three hour class should be 2 hours and 50 minutes, not 2 hours - this was unfair to students
- If I had known the course would he been rushed, and that the instructor would not be available for office hours I would have dropped the course

- great prof!
-

Would have liked to have the midterm 2 mark back before the paper was due.

- Adding pictures of Atticus the cat and other pictures of animals to illustrate examples on lecture slides really draws in student attention! :)
- the course was very good, very informative. the instructor was well prepared every lecture, and makes the lecture interesting. he is very cooperative.
Dr. King was an awesome instructor. One thing I would say to improve the course is talk a little bit slower in lecture. I was in the Monday evening class, and
- yes, there is a lot of information to get through, but it would have been more beneficial if he talked a little slower at times, and also paused for a few minutes
in the middle of lecture. Other than that, he was great :)
This class was great! I learned so much and felt engaged the entire time! David is very interesting and has a great style of teaching! My only complaint is
- that it was only once a week so it felt like we were rushing through the material. I would have liked to have it twice a week and I think it only would have
added to my overall great experience.
- Professor King was well prepared for class and had materials ready prior to the lecture. It would be better if he could turn up the microphone as it was hard
to hear him on some days.
Great lecturer! There was a lot of content that I felt was gone over quite quickly - but that was just due to lack of time. I really enjoyed the last lecture - especially because the second last one on death and dying was almost too depressing. The video clips shown were very effective - my favourite one was the
last one on gratitude. I love courses that go above and beyond the course and really impact your life!
- An effective instructor, no complaints
Overall, great course. One thing that really bugged me though was that the class was cut short every time by about 20 minutes minimum due to the
instructor's living arrangement and commute. There were over a hundred students in that course paying upwards of $500 each for the course. Personally, I
think it's only fair that we receive the full curriculum and don't get short-changed on valuable class and valuable lecture time. That said, the instructor did his
- best to cover ground for it within the allotted time, but this likely sped up the rate of lecturing, which at times may have been hard to keep pace with. An
additional class on another date, or some other way of making up lost lecture time would have been appreciated. Otherwise, I was very happy with the
instructor's lecture style, and the course material and information I learned. I hope that the instructor will find a way to prioritize giving students the full
amount of time they paid for in the future. Best regards
This is not directly about PSYC 314, but it would be great if UBC provided a psychology course with more extended and specific information about
bereavement, grief, loss, and emotional trauma, although not only in relation to palliative care. I'm majoring in psychology because I hope to eventually
- work as a grief counselor--obviously this will involve further education, specialized training, and practical experience (I'm currently a bereavement support
volunteer)--but in general, there seems to be very little instructional material available to undergrad students on these topics. Death and grief is something
that affects everyone at some point or another. I think that more information and learning opportunities on this would help raise awareness and be of
interest to students. Thank you.
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Q14 The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting the recipients of two faculty teaching awards,
presented annually. Please check below if you would like to nominate your instructor for this teaching award.
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Q15 - Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching award. Nominations that have written
justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously! Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B

Response Rate: 31.15%

(19 of 61)

- Dr. King was so kind, respectful with us, I really appreciated his understanding when I had a problem with the final exam date.
He is very kind and responses to email quickly. He has a very clear way of teaching style so that students are easy to follow him. The material in class is
- explained clearly, and it's easy to know his expectation and it;s not too difficult to follow his instruction. I took both his personality and health psych, and
they go pretty well.
I was interested in this class at the beginning but Dr. King presented it in a way that encouraged fascination. I loved this course a lot. It kept me interested
- the whole way through. I also was able to apply things I learned in practical ways in different areas of my life. I often found myself sharing what I learned
from his class with friends and starting discussions. It has changed the way I perceive health and many other things. Great course, great prof, kept me
interested even though it was a long, once a week class. Way to go!
- Professor King is very passionate about his work. He is also well informed and knowledgable on his field of study. It makes learning from him a lot easier.
- He made boring content interesting, and encouraged a lot of critical thinking as opposed to pure memorization.
- David makes a psychology class very fun and interesting.
- Dr. King is a very engaging and effective instructor. He is able to relate to students using recent examples from the media. He is always respectful of
students and diversity within the range of topics he covers. I appreciate the level of clarity he provided for the class in all regards.
David King was a very engaging lecturer. He expressed thorough understanding of the various Health Subjects we discussed by applying them to various
- situations and linking concepts together. I really liked how he lectured on topics grounded in theory but didn't focus the lectures on the theory, but focused
them around application- This helped me have a deeper understanding of the topics, and made lectures more engaging and interesting.
- i do not
- Very engaging teacher, was funny and kept me engaged the whole night class. Did a good job teaching material
- Dr. King is clear, responsive to questions, and has inspired interest in health psychology and global health problems.
-

well prepared and cooperative.

Dr. King is very knowledgeable. He was always prepared for lectures and could answers students' questions with ease and respect. He tried to make his
lectures interesting and at times, light-hearted if we were going over heavier material. I liked his additions of videos because they broke down the lecture a
bit, and also helped us to visualize some of the topics we had been discussing. He promoted questions and discussion in class, which is awesome. The one
thing that I think sets him over the top for me was the fact that he let me write my midterms at a later date. I didn't have a direct midterm conflict, but I had
- asked Dr. King if I could write my midterm at a later date. He could have laughed at me and said no way, and either have told me to suck it up or drop the
course, but he didn't do either of those things. Instead, he talked to me and said that if I found a time that worked with the TA, it should be fine. So even
without a conflict, Dr. King considered my midterm schedule, considered how stressful it could be, and actually accommodated me. I think this was
something he nor Alex had to do, as it likely made things more difficult for them, but they did it anyway. I am so thankful for that, and think that something
like this is what makes him an awesome instructor! He cared about me and actually helped me out.
The classes were very well-organised, and he always presented the material in such a way that makes it super interesting for students. In addition, Professor
- David King also made the effort to share personal experiences at times, and for these types of class subjects, that can help many students who either
identify with those experiences, or find extra confidence to continue in their studies thanks to the professor's passion for the subject and their own life
experiences. Overall, a greatly enjoyable course where I learned a lot!
Dr. King is an absolutely phenomenal instructor with a true passion for what he teaches. It was truly a pleasure to attend his lectures and I left each class
- feeling improved and inspired. His love for psychology is contagious, and I would highly recommend him to absolutely anyone who wishes to pursue their
studies in this department.
- Led a very engaging class, was always interesting
- Dr. King, is very clear about what he expects from students, he encourages his students. His lectures and exams are interesting and fair. He also inspires his
students to be better humans in society. I think more professors should incorporate his style of lecture into their curriculum.
- Dr. King made course material interesting and relevant to students and facilitated class participation (even though we were a larger class). It was clear that
there was thought put into the presentation of material and supplementary aids used, which made for good class experience.
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learn.

1
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Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

1
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4.2

4
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Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject
matter.

0

1 8 20 18 47

4.2

4

4

.78

Q4
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1
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4.1

4

4
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1
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4.1

4

4

.78
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(20 of 47)

I would have preferred if there was a larger distinction between textbook and in class material. It seemed that
quite a lot of what was covered in class was just rehashing what I had just read from the textbook.

 NA
 I enjoyed Dr. King's use of case studies to illustrate the various concepts that were being taught in class  it
really helped make the abstract concepts and theories more concrete and tangible.


 There were times where classes were kind of boring and monotonous because information was just being
read from the slides, which often drew materials from the textbook.

 More inclass group activities, or some small assignments may help to improve the learning experience.


I really enjoyed 305  the case studies were a really effective way to practice theories in action, definitely a
nice change to many of the concept based psychology classes. I'd love more class discussion!
Very clear slides and expectations.
Very fair with the optional paper being only there if it increases the grade.





However, it only seemed that most of the exams were based on book (summarized in lecture) and no content
only on lecture.
I think class participation should be marked as well. The optional essay is also a good opportunity for those
who have fallen behind to catch up.

 no


There were some days where he kind of just said what was on the slide, but in a different way and didn't add
any value to the slides. That was sort of a waste of my time. But other than that  he was an effective teacher.



Be sure you explain to students, if they are not doing well in the course, who they should go see with
questions and concerns about their grade and what they can do about it.

I loved that the paper was optional. The exams were very fair and actually challenged our thinking, rather than
 simply asking us to regurgitate information like many other course exams do. The case studies were a creative
way of applying the material we were learning. I wouldn't change anything about the way this course is taught.
 Arrive a little earlier to class.
 A lot of content on lectures hard to study for exams but overall great prof, he made the class very interesting


I liked how the course was set up and the split up of the exams. It made it bearable and easier to execute
studying.

Overall the course was interesting and Professor King was a good lecturer. I found the information very
relevant and engaging. Aspects where I have rated Neutral or Disagree have to deal with the fact that
expectations for what we needed to know on exams were sometimes not communicated clearly. I don't mean
to sound harsh, but Professor King often said that we just needed a general idea of subject matter. I found this
to be untrue when it came to exams. Short Answer questions especially required a high level of understanding
 for adequate performance. I am not blaming the professor for my poor performance on the first exam, but I do
believe that he should stress the importance of knowing details in order to do well. Besides this, and having a
better understanding of this after the first exam, I was able to do better on the second exam after knowing
what to expect. I just think in the future, professor king should emphasize that we need to go beyond the
general information. Overall, it was a great course and very enjoyable.



One of the best professors I have had at UBC. Extremely passionate and made learning the material very
interesting!
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I enjoyed the course. some parts weren't interesting to me but the prof made it interesting by adding in person
anecdotes

David King really goes above and beyond for his students. He is always available during his office hours and
through email and answers questions with a lot of detail in order to ensure the student has proper clarification.
 He inspired me to work hard and to excel in my studies. He is easy to talk to and very approachable and was
always willing to help me. Hands down, my favourite prof at UBC. I also love that his exams really make you
think critically about the information. They are challenging but fair.
 Love the class and its aspects. I really like how he encourages to speak in class by presenting case studies.
I think the optional paper was great for the class. I personally do think think that an effective way to learn is to
apply it to the outside world. The material for the class were interesting and the case studies that you chose
were also very interesting! I think the sections were broken up well (not too much for the students to handle

as there are a lot of readings to be done for the textbook portion). Except maybe the final if it is possible to cut
down a chapter. Other than that, it's a great course and I enjoyed it as well! And I also like how you include
recent research going on about certain topics in personality psychology as well.

King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses
YES

The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting
the recipients of two faculty teaching awards, presented
Q14
annually. Please check below if you would like to nominate your
instructor for this teaching award.

16

Individual
N Mean Med. Mode

16

1.0

1

1

Std
Dev

0

Responses: [YES] Yes=1
Q15  Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching
award. Nominations that have written justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously!
Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 25.53%

(12 of 47)



always tried hard to increase students' interest by showing relevant videos that most students could relate to,
and giving out many examples to help more efficient understandings



I would nominate this instructure for the teaching award because, he was quite effective in making the subject
interesting and relate the subject to real life examples.



He is very dedicated to his teaching and brings innovative ideas and teaching methods to help students
understand the material

 no
 Passionate lecture. Contents are clear.
David's lectures were both engaging and informative at the same time. He made learning intriguing and from
what started off as a somewhat quiet class, turned into a class where students were comfortable to speak up
and share their thoughts. The environment was fun to be in and I felt like I learned more than just memorizing
information  it stayed in my mind and I feel like i really grasped concepts. He taught the class more than just

text, he encouraged the class to take the content of the work to be able to use it in real life to fully understand
and respect others from multiple perspectives. The real life examples he used helped to understand
information in more way than one I feel like it created a way for all types of ways that people learn to
understand.
I really enjoyed this class and Dr.King as a professor. He is easy to approach and very kind. It is obvious he
 cares very deeply about his field and enjoys teaching it. There are some professors who obviously love what
they do, but cannot always lecture well. Dr.King has an obvious passion AND can teach effectively.
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Dr King presented the material in very clear ways and interesting ways that provoked strong interest and
inspiration in the subject!

This is instructor was one of the best that I have had throughout my time here at UBC. He made class very
 engaging and interesting to attend and listen to lecture. Was extremely kind, respectful and prepared for every
class as well.
 was very friendly, never talked down to you, made the class more personal, kept well engaged
David King goes above and beyond for his students. He was always willing to speak with me regarding course
material or even life advice like choosing a good grad school. His exams are challenging but fair and cause

students to really think critically about the material. He is very approachable and easy to talk to making the
teacher student relationship one of the most genuine I've ever had.


I wish to nominate him because he is really passionate about what he is teaching and really encourages
students to participate in class.
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University of British Columbia
Arts

PSYC 320 002  Psychology of Gender and Sex Differences

Department:

Responsible
David King
Faculty:

PSYC

Responses / Expected:

43 / 171 (25.15%)

King, David B
Responses

University Module

SD D N

Individual

A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q1 The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn.

0

2 10 17 14 43

4.0

4

4

.86

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

0

1

6 22 14 43

4.1

4

4

.73

Q3 The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter.

1

5

9 14 14 43

3.8

4

4,5

1.08

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays,
Q4
presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

2 10 15 10 37

3.9

4

4

.86

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

2

5 16 19 42

4.2

4

5

.84

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

1

2

8 16 16 43

4.0

4

4,5

.98

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
Responses

*Arts Instructor Questions*

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q7

In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were
appropriate, student participation in class was encouraged by the instructor.

0

1 1 12 27 41

4.6

5

5

.66

Q8

High standards of achievement were set.

0

1 6 14 20 41

4.3

4

5

.80

Q9

The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0

4 3 19 16 42

4.1

4

4

.91

Q10

The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g.,
through email, office hours, or by appointment).

0

0 2 15 17 34

4.4

4.5

5

.60

0

1 0 11 29 41

4.7

5

5

.61

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 320  002
Responses

*Arts Course Question*

VP P N
Q12 Considering everything how would you rate this course?

0

7

7

Course

G

VG

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

16

13

43

3.8

4

4

1.04

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
Q13  Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course. (Important note:
After this question, you will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor for a teaching award should you
wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 58.14%

(25 of 43)

Considering this isn't David's course, he did an amazing job taking over and delivering the content. It was really beneficial to
 have another professor's opinion on topics that can be very sensitive; he was able to take sensitive topic matters and openly
discuss them with the class.
I felt like the material that was covered in class could have been condensed to one semester. By the end of the year, this class
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was so painful to sit through with all the boring stats and effect sizes. I was really excited for this class, but it felt much more
like reading the results of a research paper over and over again. I thought David did as best of a job as he could taking over

for Sunaina Assanand, and was a welcome change of pace for the material. However, even with his much lighter take on the
material, it was so frustrating trying to remember effect sizes and whether men or women score higher on this or that. Some
of the more obvious things could have been cut out so that the class was only one term.
I really like David, I think he is enthusiastic in his teaching. Under the circumstances I think he did a great job, but I would
have liked to have finished the class with Sunaina. It was difficult for David to come in and teach someone else class half way

through the year. It made it a little difficult, because I was used to the way that Sunaina taught, and it has been tough to
adjust to the way David is teaching her material.


I believe it's a little hard to write a response on how David King could improve the course when he had no say on the course
structure as he came in half way through the course.
Show up on time and start class on time.

 Related videos to course materials, and apply video content to exam to make it worthwhile to watchespecially during class
time. Other wise what's the point of watching for educational purposes only. We can do that on our own time outside of class.
I really loved this class and thoroughly enjoyed your teaching style and the new additions to brought to the class! Thank you!


P.S. Sometimes I found you clicked too fast between slides (I had trouble reading, absorbing and writing down the content)

 The slides are clear and information presented is comprehensive. It is really helpful to have the slides posted before each class.


Unfortunately I don't think Dr.King was treated really well from some students during class time, but I want him to know that I
think he is a great teacher, even though I don't like this subject...Sorry...

The professor repeatedly refused to meet the expectations of the "positive space campaign" which he opted to participate in.
 When students approached him in regards to the exclusive and harmful environment he created in the classroom they were
shut down and ignored.
 I feel like the section about bisexuality needs polishing
There were a few cases where the instructor allowed discussion of topics that turned into speculation about research findings,
 which I don't think is beneficial to learning. But he did a good job for taking over the course half way through, and not having a
background in gender psychology.
The only place where I think there would be room for improvement regarding PSYC 320 is that I wish there had been fewer
lectures cancelled this term (there were two). However, I understand that this isn't something that is under Dr. King's control,

so it's not really a fair criticism to make  I just enjoyed the course so much I would have preferred not to miss two of the
classes.
I think David King did an incredible job teaching the course considering the circumstances he was under. I thought he brought
life to a course that was otherwise very dry and somewhat poorly run by adding his own interpretation, slides, videos, and
suggestions. I really appreciate how he was not afraid to call out any fallacies with the course material he was given to work.
He still encouraged classroom discussions in an extremely respectful and professional manner. In the first term, the slides were
incredibly boring and topics were unnecessarily dragged on for much too long and I was reaching a point where I started
 becoming detached with the course material, as soon as David King arrived that instantly changed. While he unfortunately had
to work with the original material, he managed to make it less "study, statistics, study, statistics" (as the format was before)
and added in commentary, theory, videos, and impromptu classroom discussions which really livened up the material. I think it
should also be noted that he was thrown into a course that he is not entirely familiar with and on such short notice but
regardless of those instances he did an incredible job and I think he should be given a chance to teach this kind of course in his
own way if he was at all interested in doing such.
 David did a great job teaching the course considering how little time he had to prepare to teach it.
I really admire Dr King for teaching the class during the unfortunate circumstances with our previous professor's health
concerns. Although it was obvious that it was his first time teaching and that he was using the content by our previous
professor, he did a great job teaching the content and addressing the concerns of the class. In the class, there were a few
disgruntled students who were frustrated by the content of the class (I definitely think that their anger was inappropriate since

it was directed to our professor even if their anger was at the research studies done several years ago) and Dr King tried to
address their concerns to the best of his ability. Unfortunately, the actual research studies were a bit boring and Dr King
could've made it a bit more interesting. Overall, I think he did a good job. He did well even if he had problems that regular
professor don't normally face.


Sometimes the numbers on the lecture slides didn't match the ones that were posted online, which occasionally made the
lectures hard to follow, especially when writing out my notes after class.
David was thrown into this class out of the blue and so had a lot of challenges to face in teaching this course. David is a really
kind and sweet man who is lovely to chat with. Unfortunately, I did not enjoy how he taught this course. I actually stopped
attending class as I did not find that it was useful for my learning of the material to attend. When I was still attending class
with David, I found that he was uncomfortable with the material, which was understandable as he was tossed into the middle
of a course. He had a tendency to say that he didn't know why we were studying certain things (ex  friendships) at all. I found
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this to be discouraging and inappropriate as learning about samesex and crosssex friendships can help us learn about
stigmas and societal problems as well as understand our own lives better. David did not have a strong handle of the class which
 caused me to be quite nervous to attend class. This class had some extremely opinionated students who seemed to make it
their duty to tell others when they didn't like their ideas. This happened to me at one point. I said something and a girl in the
class was outwardly rude to me, David did nothing about this situation and it was very upsetting. The next class, I think he
tried to say something about it, but it was not clear what he was trying to get across and I don't think it made any impact on
the girl.
I have heard from many other students that David is a very good teacher in his field of study, so perhaps all of these issues
were due to his placement in the middle of a course and class that he didn't know.
 Too much researches and statistics in this course, which made it a bit boring in the end.
David King did a great job considering he was thrown into a course mid semester. His teaching style is one of my favourites
and he presented the information in an interesting way. My only complaint is about the course itself. It is pretty boring and

focuses so much on sex differences without suggesting ways we can apply the sex differences or how we can navigate our
world having being taught these differences. More application less stats. I also don't think it needs to be a 6 credit course.
 Found David's teaching style to be very motivating. Really enjoyed his approach to psyc 320
*****THIS IS NOT ABOUT DR. KING BUT THE ACTUAL COURSE. My evaluation of Dr. King is in the second paragraph********
All in all I think Dr. King did a good job of communicating the material expected of him, the actual course material however was
garbage. This course easily could have been over in a semester considering there was no consideration of race, class or any
form of intersectionality other than a very small blurb at the end of each unit about sexual orientation. When Dr. King took
over, this did change and sexual minority research was integrated throughout the unit. I found this course very othering of
people who do not fit the gender binary and I cannot understand how you can have a course about gender and sex differences
without bringing in race and class. A very small example is the gender wage gap, you cannot properly explain the gender wage
gap without also considering race, class and disability. If this course is going to remain a whole year it should be uncovering a
 select number of topics IN FULL with an intersectional perspective. The first month appeared as if this class was going to be
inclusive when we touched on gay and trans issues, but when this dropped off the map and nothing else was said. I did not
need to spend a whole year looking at the very small correlation differences between males and female. I am very
disappointed because this class has so much potential and I genuinely feel like I was let down, I can only imagine how anyone
who didn't fit the gender binary or isn't heterosexual felt.
As for Dr. King, he was engaging and interesting and was quick to point out the limitations of the research and the minor
correlation sizes in the research that does exist. He was thrown in last minute to a sensitive space and I think he navigated it
as best he could. I look forward to taking a class with him that is within his specialization.
I understand that David King was running this course due to unfortunate circumstances and I think provided that he was doing
an amazing job. More of my critiques are for the way the class is set up as a whole. Mainly that although the first couple
classes are about emphasizing LGBT inclusivity and using the correct terminology, that gets thrown out the window in the rest
of the course and its really disrespectful and confusing. We interchanged men and male and women and female way too much.
We also talked in binary terms the majority of the class and considered people that weren't cisgender and straight to be
 different and only considered in research in minimal cases. Although I understand that there is less research on these
populations, the way that it was phrased in class, and the use of incorrect language was blatantly obvious and very
disrespectful considering the idea of the course.
Additionally I think there needs to be more control over the class discussions. Too many got very uncomfortable because the
professor didn't try to facilitate and make sure that everyone was respecting each other.
David is an excellent teacher, and this is not the first class I have taken with him. This course, however, was very disappointing
in terms of curriculum and content. That David was thrown into teaching halfway through the year (with a challenging course
outline and many dissatisfied students), and still managed to adapt information and make course content more relevant is a
testament to his teaching ability and commitment to the material. The best lectures by far were the ones that David altered by
adding additional information, particularly more recent and relevant research. The lectures on health psychology were a course
highlight. It was very clear which exam questions had been replaced by David, as they actually tested application of the
material rather that rote memorization of outdated and largely irrelevant subject matter. Class discussions became much more
productive once David set guidelines and boundaries (and meaningfully and productively facilitated student ideas), when
previously statistics that are more than a decade old would then be supplemented by highly emotional personal anecdotes from
students that were largely irrelevant to the learning outcomes. While these conversations were frustrating, my classmates'
emotional responses were often understandable as we were presented with highly problematic representations of trans*
people, people of colour, and members of the LGBTQ community. There was a massive divide between students' understanding
of gender, with some students (particularly in the GRSJ Program) well versed in antioppressive language and politics, and able
to talk about gender in feminist terms....and the other half just beginning to learn about gender inequalities and deal with the
profound individual discomfort that this brings. This resulted in some students feeling uncomfortable participating in class, and
others totally dominating the learning space. One of the most outrageous moments of the past 8 months was when Sunaina
claimed that men are actually more oppressed because masculinity is earned not given, which is especially outrageous
considering the number of sexual assaults committed against female students this year, by men, on UBC campus. Rather than
linking this discussion to the ways that masculinity is policed BECAUSE men cannot appear feminine BECAUSE femininity is
framed as inferior to masculinity (i.e. it is easier for women to be masculine than for men to be feminine, because masculinity
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is privileged), we ended up in a lecture in which we were expected to swallow the fact that "men actually have it harder." In
moments like these, the emotional responses by students were completely warranted, and placing a slide with a rainbow and
"safe space" on it at the beginning of the year does NOT create an adequate safe space for students to have these types of
discussions. I would like to emphasize again that my issues with this course are with the curriculum and the way it is has been
laid out, not with David's teaching. David acknowledged a number of the issues within the curriculum and within gender
psychology more broadly, and worked to present a more inclusive and complete picture of the field (for example, he changed

the practice of having a few random slides at the end of the lecture on how various principles applied to gay and lesbian
individuals, with the explanation that this type of ghettoization and segregation was precisely one of the challenges in the field
we should try and address). He removed some of the more irrelevant content (like memorizing information on different love
styles), and acknowledged how it was somewhat absurd to expect us to memorize tiny effect sizes on the differences between
samesex and crosssex friendships. Looking back at this course, I feel it was a major missed opportunity to talk about
meaningful and relevant research being done currently (we seldom were give citations more recent than 10 years old in lecture
material, and this was not just because we were reading seminal/foundational papers in the field that were published decades
ago  it was largely just outdated material that should really be updated). It was also a missed opportunity to have a
productive conversation about WHY psychologists are interested in gender in the first place, and how to take the decades of
problematic research and move forward, with contemporary examples of researchers who have operationalized gender other
than with a binary system. Slides with dozens of random statistics and effect sizes (that were all small to medium at most)
were then tested in minute detail on exams, without any critical thinking about how to consider gender when conducting
psychology research or apply research to real world settings. I learned more about current gender psychology research in a
single guest lecture in a developmental psychology course (on recent studies using IATs to evaluate trans* children's gender
preferences) than I did in much of this course. At the end of the course, emphasizing that there are more gender similarities
than differences just further emphasized how ridiculous the lists of tiny effect sizes were, and I wish we had spent more time
analyzing why/how gender has such a powerful hold on schemas and psychological processes, when it is largely socially
constructed. The contribution of nature/nurture was discussed, but far more time could have been spent on how social
constructs have such profound impacts on cognitive processes and psychological wellbeing, rather than being tested on the
ages at which Freud thought a child moved through the various fixations. Freud is of course important to gender psychology,
but the way much of the material was presented and evaluated missed the mark in terms of providing students with a
comprehensive overview of the current state of research, and the ways that classical theories have informed psychology as a
discipline today. I was relieved when David joined the course, and believe he did his best to try and make learning more
engaging and meaningful for students. I hope that this course will be seriously reviewed and updated, as 8 months is an
extended period of time to feel dissatisfied and frustrated, and the course content does not reflect the caliber of research at
UBC.
David King is approachable, kind, and considerate. He can definitely improve the course by considering feedback and modifying
his style in a way that he is comfortable, but at the same time give students fulfilling classes, so they can go home feeling like

they really learned something. He can make his class more effective by explaining the lecture slides further, to make the
material clearer for his students.
Handled being thrown into a course very impressively. Came into the class every day with a positive attitude. Treated everyone
respectfully and fostered discussion. Sunaina is not an easy act to follow (especially in this subject matter) and the class had
 many students who were ready with a keen eye for criticism. The bar was high and I think Dr King did well at managing a
situation that could have easily gone awry, and at teaching the course material. Did notice a small verbal tic  a tendency for
"uh"s during pauses. Silent pauses would be better. Above all, learned lots and would recommend.

King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses
YES

The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting the recipients of
Q14 two faculty teaching awards, presented annually. Please check below if you
would like to nominate your instructor for this teaching award.
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1
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Responses: [YES] Yes=1
Q15  Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching award. Nominations
that have written justifications, however brief, will be taken more seriously! Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 20.93%

(9 of 43)

 His interest in the students achievement.
Dr. King did an excellent job communicating the subject matter. He inspired a great deal of interest in the subject and
 challenged the class to question what we were learning and apply this to our every day lives. He was also a very entertaining
lecturer!
 This course is very insightful and inspiring I would encourage all my friends to try this.
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David is a wonderful teacher. Due to unforeseen circumstances, our previous professor was unable to do her duties as a
lecturer and David took over. Although David had little time to prepare and was not that familiar with the material prior to
 lecturing, David did an amazing job at teaching the material in an effective and easytounderstand way. David answered all
the questions we had and was very readily available by email at all times and responded in a very timely manner, which
students greatly appreciate. Wonderful professor!
David has been one of the most supportive and friendly instructors I've had the privilege of knowing at UBC. He did an
 amazing job of teaching PSYC 320 on such a short notice after Sunaina became ill, and I would highly recommend taking any
of his courses.
He adapted very well to the classroom material as well as the classroom environment which could sometimes be unnecessarily
cold towards him. The fact that he was able to come into an unknown area on such short notice and improve the course as
 much as he did is an incredible feat and is hard to find in a lot of profs. He was interesting, engaging, and passionate about the
material while also being professional and respectful. Overall, I am extremely impressed with David King and I'm glad he came
to the class when he did!
Considering David has never taught the course before and was thrown into it with little notice, he did an excellent job at
 teaching the material and promoting interest among students. He was always open to discussion and promoted a critical but
safe learning environment.
David was thrown into a very challenging situation, and really improved student morale and engagement. He updated course
material with very little preparation time, and made himself available to hear the complaints that were really directed at the

person who wrote the course, not to his teaching style. He took a comprehensive and thorough approach to using a social
justice lens on challenging material, and signfiicantly improved student experience throughout the course.
David King stepped in to a difficult situation half way through the year and made the most of it. He incorporated his own views
 in to the class, tried to get to a deeper level of class discussion and handled discussions on heavy topics in class with so much
grace.
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Q1 The instructor made it clear what students were expected to learn.

0

1 4 18

24

47

4.4

5

5

.73

Q2 The instructor communicated the subject matter effectively.

0

2 1 18

25

46

4.4

5

5

.74

Q3 The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the subject matter.

0

4 4 13

26

47

4.3

5

5

.94

Q4 Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams, essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

0

4 0 24

18

46

4.2

4

4

.83

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

0

3 6 15

23

47

4.2

4

5

.90

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

0

0 3 15

28

46

4.5

5

5

.62

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
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Q7 In classes where the size of the class and content of the course were appropriate, student participation in class was encouraged
by the instructor.

0 1 3 9 34 47

4.6

5

5

.70

Q8 High standards of achievement were set.

0 1 5 20 18 44

4.3

4

4

.74

Q9 The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0 0 1 21 25 47

4.5

5

5

.54

Q10 The instructor was readily available to students outside of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by appointment).

1 1 2 16 23 43

4.4

5

5

.86

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

1 1 0 13 32 47

4.6

5

5

.79

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 305A - 921
*Arts Course Question*

Q12 Considering everything how would you rate this course?

Responses

Course

VP

P

N

G

VG

N

Mean

Med.

Mode

Std
Dev

0

2

3

13

29

47

4.5

5

5

.79

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
Q13 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course. (Important note: After this question, you will be given the opportunity to nominate your
instructor for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 63.83% (30 of 47)
1 very good instructor: inspiration and fairness were apparent throughout. inspired me to become a self actualizer and live my life authentically, to become a better person in all
aspects of my life. great enthusiasm and positive psychology all the way. introverts rule!
2 nothing really
3 knowledgeable
You were an incredible prof who showed obvious interest in the course. I appreciated the opportunity for an optional paper in order to help boost my grade (havent gotten it back yet,
4 but still). I think you should teach smaller classes because I always felt very intimidated speaking in class which was highly encouraged. My only other small piece of advice is to
repeat students comments because alot of the time its hard to hear them and then I would feel like I missed something. I hope I get to do another one of your classes soon. thanks!
5 Was a very well done course. Maybe add some extra notes in the lecture slides online for the summer session.
6 Very good professor. Seems very passionate and is willing to use all of his break time to answer student's questions during class. Highly recommend.

7

Tough to do in this course (and if I recall correctly, the instructor even mentioned this at the beginning of term), but the course could be improved through more application of the
material to real life. Right now, the course is theory heavy, which makes it a little less engaging. The case studies used by the instructor helped to make things a little more
applicable, but even the case studies felt very subjective.
Another thing that I would have preferred is more unique material in lecture that isn't directly out of the textbook. We already have the textbook and it does a fairly good job of
explaining everything.

This course on personality was eye-opening and interesting. Dr. King was passionate about the material and put effort in demonstrating how the subject can be applicable to our
8 daily lives via examples, videos, and an abundance of case studies. The presentation slides were detailed, organized, and were a great supplement to the lectures themselves. I liked
the headings that were used to describe each topic; they helped with the transition to new concepts. Suggestion: it would be even more helpful in remembering examples if the
slides posted on Connect contained the pictures used in lectures.
9 This course is very interesting and applicable to real life.
10 The short answer questions on exams are sometimes vague and fairly difficult
11 The course is generally good. However, sometimes it seems that the material is not very clear. Too many theories and probably not in a clear order, which makes it a bit difficult to
memorize and organize each theory. Moreover, it would be better if the lectures can be more interesting. For example, more videos can be shown.
12 Overall, the class was great, but maybe you can incorporate iclicker questions to the lecture which will help students focus and remember the material taught.
13 None. Lots of fun case studies and a lot of class interaction and conversation.
14 N/A

15 N/A
16 Make it clearer via learning objectives EXACTLY what students need to know for assessments, especially what needs to be known specifically from lectures and textbook readings.
Lectures are dynamic, entertaining, clear and packed with information. Dr. King is highly committed to the material and eager to inspire interest among students. He has a warm,
enthusiastic and approachable way of interacting; he is very encouraging to ideas. Exams are fair. Liked the humour built into the exams and the behavioural stories about Dr. King's
17 pets. Appreciated that this course touched on areas that are under-covered in other courses, particularly humanistic psychology and dreams. Would be interesting to build in more
information about the psychoanalytic tradition after Freud, including K. Horney and A. Adler. Maybe in future disallow eating in class, just because it can be distracting to other
students (?). A very good class! Thank you.
18 Just remember to get the slides up the night before class.
19 It's good.
20 It was quite slow paced for the depth of material. Also, it became confusing how some of the topics tied into personality as it branched out.
21 Interesting class. Clear instructions were made as to how to do well on exams. Great professor.
22 I thought this was an excellent course overall. In lecture you referred to several books, authors, movies, etc, and I feel it might be helpful for some to have a list of these to refer back
to. Thanks :)
23 I really liked the lecture slides and the style of the lectures. Furthermore, the discussions and videos made the classes more interesting.
24 I loved this course and I thought the instructor was very interested in helping everyone learn the material. He also seemed very happy to teach. Overall a very enjoyable class to take.
I felt the course was well-paced desire the tight time frame of a summer semester; the lectures were engaging and ample time was given for discussion. The case studies
25 especially helped put some of the theories taught in a more practical light, though admittedly it would have been nice to have even more to capture the finer nuances between
individual personalities.
26 Good instruction. Explains his slides very well. His slides are also clear and easy to understand. He encourages critical thinking and application of lecture material.
27 Exams were difficult.
28 Dr. King treated everyone with respect and was very sensitive to how we may feel towards some of the topics or videos in this class. The class discussions were very useful and he
did a good job helping us learn the material.
David is by far one of my favourite profs! Due to this course being a shorter summer course, I did not have as many opportunities to have one on one discussions with him. Although,
29 with the interactions I did have with him, he was always eager to listen, to provide insight, and to engage in my thoughts and my overall education. David is such a nice human! He
continuously inspired positivity throughout the course and each of the topics, and encouraged applicable thought processes throughout everyday life. Again, he is such a nice human!
He is exactly the image of what UBC profs need to be; awesome and encouraging!
David King was a fantastic instructor who really showed care, respect, and understanding for student learning. He was clearly knowledgeable on the topic that he taught, and I really
enjoyed how he incorporated relevant case studies to his lectures (ex. Steve Jobs, Michael Jackson). One minor comment that I have is that he sometimes spoke slightly too fast,
30 but having gone through the course now, I understand that it is necessary in order to get through all the material. Dr. King was very approachable and when I did speak with him, he
always answered my questions well and with respect. He was always extremely organized and I found that his lecture slides were very valuable as they did not contain too much or
too little information on them. He always ensured that the lecture slides would be up at least the day before, and that was greatly appreciated. Overall, I truly enjoyed this course and
will definitely try to take another course with Dr. King.
King, David B
Psychology Departmental Questions

Q14 The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting the recipients of two faculty teaching awards, presented annually.
Please check below if you would like to nominate your instructor for this teaching award.

Responses

Individual

YES

N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

27

27

1.0

1

1

0

Responses: [YES] Yes=1
Q15 - Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching award. Nominations that have written justifications, however brief, will be taken more
seriously! Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 48.94% (23 of 47)
1 very inspirational, progressive, humanist, terrific teacher.
2 Very passionate about the material and relating it back to world. Invested more in creating a better understanding of human beings for his students then just simply teaching.
3 Very dedicated to his students and their success. He explains the course material in such a way that interests and inspires his students !
4 The professor is very effective in making the class entertaining while transmitting useful information to the class. He also takes a lot of time to answer students questions. Great
professor.
5 The most interesting, inspiring, humorous and spiritual Psychology instructor I ever had!
6 Prof always respect the students. He has a wide knowledge of personality psychology and can easily express his thoughts and ideas to us.
Lectures are very dynamic, entertaining, clear and packed with information. Dr King is highly committed to the material and eager to inspire interest among students. He has a warm
7 and approachable way of interacting with them; he is very encouraging to ideas. Exams are fair. There is more focus on writing in this course than in some of the other psych
courses I've taken at UBC, because there is an optional paper of substantial length and also the tests include challenging short answer questions, whereas I find that a number of
other courses just test with MC questions. This focus on writing is valuable. I enjoyed the flexibility of the writing assignment.
8 Kind, well organized, truly cares about his students and their understanding of the material. Wish the course had been a full 10 weeks cus he was a joy.
Instruction was very clear, effective and engaging without sacrificing the critical perspective of content. I was very moved by the ways in which he tied examples in class to real
9 world problems and gave a face to theories described. A very humble, intelligent and caring instructor; I would go so far as to say that this was tied for my favorite course in my
degree.
I would like to nominate Dr. King for a teaching award because he made considerable effort to engage with students and encouraged discussion in class. Despite the fact that this
10 course was only six weeks long, he managed to teach all of the information we needed to know efficiently, without rushing. He also brought in media examples to aid us in recalling
and understanding the subject matter. Personality psychology was very interesting and motivated me to see the world and its people through a different lens—one that is not
clouded by biases.
11 I liked prof King's approach to teaching especially the way he taught this controversial course on personality was fantastic. He exuded high level of knowledge on the subject while
constantly relating the material to current world events and people through examples and case studies. That really aid the understanding of the subject
12 I enjoyed the class and lectures immensely, plain and simple!
13 He's a very good instructor. He made the material very easy to learn and very easy to relate to. He really seemed to enjoy his job and seemed very interested in healping students
learn. He also made the classes as fun and interesting as possible and encouraged much discussion.
14 He was really engaging during lectures and fostered interest from students. Also, he was really respectful and welcomed all questions or comments from students.
15 He is very dedicated to learning, not only on the concepts in the classroom but also of the things that can be applied in life.

He genuinely cares not only about the topic he is teaching but also about the students learning the material. Many students had questions to ask during the 10 minute break and he
16 made sure to answer them all and give each student the appropriate amount of time without making them feel rushed. He had a genuine sense of humor that added to the learning
environment and kept us engaged the entire time.
17 Dr. King cares about his students and is willing to use all of his break time to answer student's questions. Clear instructions were given for what to expect on his exams and his
lectures were interesting. As psychology is an elective for me, I will likely take more psychology courses that are taught by Dr. King in the future.
Dr. King always should respect and understanding for student learning, and truly strived for his students to do well. He created a safe and comfortable learning environment, and was
18 very approachable to ask questions. He incorporated relevant case studies to his lectures to spark more interest in students, and was always extremely organized and
knowledgeable. He offered office hours and made himself available to the students in his class. He was a very effective instructor.
Dr King is a great instructor. He seems to genuinely care about his students and the field of psychology; clearly having invested extra effort in creating the outline, course materials,
19 and study guide - something I haven't come across yet aside from 'practice exams'. He seemed very personable without being overly-chummy, and his lectures were thoughtprovoking, seeming well-balanced between research-related material and practical applications. Information was presented in a very clear, comprehensible way; and he seemed to
put a lot of thought into how the course unfolds. I really enjoyed this course.
20 David is an entertaining professor. He's passionate about his subject and he genuinely cares for his students
21 David did a great job of keeping students interested with his enthusiasm and humour. The midterms are fair especially for a summer class. He's modified it to be very reasonable in
summer.
22 Awesome instructor. Expectations were made very clear, information was presented in a manner that was easy to understand and remember. The use of examples from everyday
experiences was great.
23 - Makes the learning environment effective, has expectations of his students and teaches very effectively.
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Faculty of Arts 2016S2 Survey
2016S2
Course: PSYC 314 951  Health Psychology
Responsible
David King
Faculty:

University of British Columbia
Arts
Department: PSYC
Responses / Expected:

54 / 208 (25.96%)

King, David B
University Module

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

Q1

The instructor made it clear what students were expected
to learn.

0 1 1 24 28 54 4.5

5

5

.63

Q2

The instructor communicated the subject matter
effectively.

0 1 4 26 23 54 4.3

4

4

.69

Q3

The instructor helped inspire interest in learning the
subject matter.

1 0 6 18 28 53 4.4

5

5

.83

Q4

Overall, evaluation of student learning (through exams,
essays, presentations, etc.) was fair.

1 2 12 20 19 54 4.0

4

4

.94

Q5 The instructor showed concern for student learning.

1 0 5 27 21 54 4.2

4

4

.77

Q6 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher.

1 0 1 26 26 54 4.4

4

4,5

.71

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
King, David B
*Arts Instructor Questions*

Responses

Individual

SD D N A SA N Mean Med. Mode

Std
Dev

In classes where the size of the class and content of the
Q7 course were appropriate, student participation in class
was encouraged by the instructor.

0 0 2 24 28 54 4.5

5

5

.57

Q8 High standards of achievement were set.

0 0 11 24 17 52 4.1

4

4

.72

Q9 The instructor was generally well prepared for class.

0 0 2 19 32 53 4.6

5

5

.57

The instructor was readily available to students outside
Q10 of class (e.g., through email, office hours, or by
appointment).

0 0 5 21 21 47 4.3

4

4,5

.66

Q11 The instructor treated students with respect.

0 0 0 14 40 54 4.7

5

5

.44

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [D] Disagree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [A] Agree=4 [SA] Strongly Agree=5
PSYC 314  951
*Arts Course Question*

Responses

Course

VP P N G VG N Mean Med. Mode Std
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Q12 Considering everything how would you rate this course?

0 0 4 28 21 53 4.3

4

4

Dev
.61

Responses: [VP] Very poor=1 [P] Poor=2 [N] Neutral=3 [G] Good=4 [VG] Very good=5
Q13 - Please add any comments or feedback that will help your instructor to improve this course. (Important note: After this
question, you will be given the opportunity to nominate your instructor for a teaching award should you wish to do so.)
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 35.19% (19 of 54)
1

After each exam I hope there was extand the ofꠖᣠce hour so that everyone can check the exam

You really made Health psychology a wonderfully enjoyable class that I certainly did not expect when I chose to register
into the course! Honestly, while the material was interesting, your teaching style really put it over the top! I'm honestly
2
inspired to take personality psych this upcoming year if you're teaching it too! Thank you so much for a wonderful
summer term!
3 To improve this course, he could give more explanation and interpretation to how the research results are gathered
This is my second class that I have had with David and while I like and enjoy his classes, I ꠖᣠnd them a bit boring as well.
I think the main reason is because David spends a lot of time talking about a topic and it just sort of gets repetitive and I
end up zoning out. I'm not saying that he should include more discussions in his lecture because I think the discussion
4
sections are already really strong, and he does a good job at listening to everyone's thoughts and responding. Just for
certain theories or points he wants to make, he should work on saying it simply and concisely so that it doesn't drag on
for two or three slides and he doesn't say the same thing over and over.
The multiple choice questions were either too easy and straightforward(can get right by just having a general
understanding; skimming the textbook) or very difꠖᣠcult(need to have memorized very speciꠖᣠc info in the textbook which
don't appear very important and weren't mentioned much). 6-8 MC questions was not enough to cover a whole chapter.
Each chapter just has so much more content than what ~6 MC can cover. 15 MC per chapter would have given a more
5
accurate exam. Some questions were marked wrong on exam resulting in some questions not even included in the
marks decreasing the accuracy that the exam represents the student's knowledge. Some short answer questions were
a bit random and focused on minor(not discussed heavily) parts of the content rather than the most major models and
concepts.
6

The course is generally very good. however, the content in class can be more organized, such as ppt. Adding section
titles in slides would be a big help.

The class is very informative, however I feel like there's too many students giving different opinions on a topic at the
same time. The instructor tends to agree with most of what the students say also, making it a bit hard to know which
side or what are the points that are right or legit according to what we are discussing. The topics are very interesting,
7 and we do dig deeper into recent issues that is relevant to our lives. I like the lecture structure, teaching style and the
materials taught. I just wished for the instructor to be a bit more speciꠖᣠc or opinionated when answering or responding
to students' ideas. If the student gives the wrong idea or steers us to an opposite direction, the instructor can point it
out and tell us what would be right in the scenario.
Some questions on the exams did not have a clear best answer.
8

Too many short answer questions and too little multiple choice.
Too much discrepancy between the lecture and the textbook, difꠖᣠcult to align together sometimes.

Solid, engaging lecture presentations; he helps us become aware of many problems/events related to health
9 psychology right now. I like his teaching style because it involves a lot of discussion and we get to hear many different
opinions that really work in tandem with the lecture material. It's the right amount of both.
Professor King was really helpful in handling our concerns and questions with care and giving us thorough explanations
https://eval.ctlt.ubc.ca/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=BC2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=MS1VZ1W0&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview...
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10 on tests
Overall the course was good. I wouldve liked it Dr.King wore a mic because i am hard in hearing in one ear, so it wouldve
been easier to understand. Also, for future classes it would be helpful if you numbered your slides so we can
appropriately take note of a slide we should be focusing on. Repeating 'important' remarks would have been extremely
helpful because sometimes you agreed with them and i didnt catch what they said (again, hard in hearing) Sometimes it
was annoying to hear the same students talk and talk and give their stories, maybe opening up the ㌅oor to others and
encouraging other people to answer. most/all of the lectures were just primarily reading off them, which i understand
that the course is very direct and to the point short slides were good, but as someone who commutes all the way to
come to class just to hear you read off the slides really makes me want to not come anymore. Instead, i suggest you
putting the key word and verbally saying the deꠖᣠnition, that way when exam time roles around you can differentiate
between the individuals who came to class and not. Also, for a 3 hour class the 5 minute break was not enough!! maybe
2 5 minutes or one longer is usually the norm, it wouldve been appreciated so we had time to have stretch and get
11 coffee
The way you approached alot of the sensitive subjects were great and i appreciated it. Exams were fair, but my gosh, the
open ended marking kind of all over the place and inconsistent in marking and very broad in terms of question (midterm
1, question 1 about the history was crazy).
Also, something worth noting is that when we got to see our exams for MT1, it wasnt very regulated so it was quite easy
to snap pictures of the midterm (just saying...)
Hopefully, this all doesnt seem to harsh but i throughly enjoyed your class and the knowledge and enthusiasm you
projected onto your students was evident as the 3 hours ㌅ew by. Great little funny clips you put inbetween for a breather
on the heavy course load. I'm looking forward to taking 305 with you and hopefully you can bring your Pup them!
12 N/A
13 N/A
More explanation behind slides, and less verbatim repetition of what is present on the slides would be more helpful!
14 BUT overall, Dr. King is a great professor who is very enthusiastic and full of energy at each lecture and made learning
Health Psychology enjoyable with his great selection of video content.
I recognize that it is a big course, so that students are often forgotten about - there was one instance of when I
requested something of Dr King and at the time, he agreed to it, but when I showed up at his ofꠖᣠce hours he forgot
15
about it. Otherwise Dr King is an excellent professor - he makes lecture material accessible and interesting, even about
death.
I love Dr. King's lectures. I would love to see smaller tutorial groups set up so we can have more discussion - but I
16 understand the limitations of this. Honestly, I would like to see more case studies - he always picks good ones! I have
taken every single class he has offered, and would have taken more if it was possible. Keep up the great work Dr.King!
17

Found it hard to compare the lecture material with lecture notes. Felt that studying was challenging as the lectures
didn't seem to follow the textbook chapters, rather they jumped around..

18 Davis is nice and make his class interesting.
At times there seemed to be a lot of lecture slides for a single class and it became a bit overwhelming trying to keep up
with all the material that we were going over. Perhaps if the powerpoint slides had more separation between them with
subheadings for example, it would make it a bit easier to digest all the information and be ready for a new concept.
19 There were also certain concepts that seemed to overlap and get repeated quite a bit throughout the course and it
became a bit difꠖᣠcult to pay attention really closely because we'd heard it before. Making these repeat points more brief
or referring us back to previous lectures might be more efꠖᣠcient instead of spending time or even shortening the time it
takes to talk about them again.

King, David B
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Psychology Departmental Questions

Responses
YES

The Psychology Department seeks your assistance in selecting
the recipients of two faculty teaching awards, presented
Q14
annually. Please check below if you would like to nominate
your instructor for this teaching award.

27

Individual
N Mean Med. Mode

27 1.0

1

Std
Dev

1

0

Responses: [YES] Yes=1
Q15 - Please explain in a few sentences why you wish to nominate your instructor for a teaching award. Nominations that
have written justiꠖᣠcations, however brief, will be taken more seriously! Thank you.
Faculty: King, David B
Response Rate: 33.33% (18 of 54)

1

He always encouraging us to discuss about social and health problems so that we can apply practically for every day
life. Also he taught not only the contents but also remind a sense of moral in evey class

2

prof. King is a nice person, he has passion and broad knowledge of health psychology. We can always enjoy his lecture
and can learn a lot.

3 make the lecture very interesting, and very good teaching skills.
engaging, insightful, caring towards students
encouraged/promoted lots of class discussion despite it being a large class - respectful of comments made in class
genuinely created interest in topics discussed in class and in psychology more generally
4 he was very enthusiastic and alive for every single class, super engaging
class felt rewarding, it went beyond just sitting there for 3 hours taking notes and leaving - this is something I don't
experience with most classes I've taken so it was nice
helped direct students learning/studying for examinations
The enthusiasm David King brings to the class really enthralls the students attention in each lecture. There was a
reason why each class was packed each day. He taught the material in a manner that was clear and his infusion of
technology created a fun and dynamic learning experience in the classroom that facilitated constant attentiveness.
5
Lastly, his incorporation of student involvement felt very natural and the dozens of varied opinions each discussion were
proof of this achievement; it never felt forced and David King created this atmosphere where each idea could be heard
and was respected.
6

Puts lecture material into context - shows the real life applications - relevant. Again, very friendly, more than available to
answer questions in good detail.

7

Professor King really showed enthusiasm and greatness in teaching the course and did his best to teach every students
even the little details of health psychology.

8

One of the most interesting and effective professors I've had to date. Had an amazing use and combination of critical
thinking, discussion and humour in class.

I would nominate David King for a teaching award because he cares about his students and respect them. He interacts
with students a lot and is curious to know what they want to say about topics taught in class. He tries very hard to link
9
the textbook materials with recent issues, so the discussion is more lively, and not just reading points off from the
textbook.
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I thought that Professor King came prepared to class every time and he made the lectures very enjoyable despite the
fast paced lectures as it was a summer course. I also found him to be very kind and patient should a student have any
questions.

11 He was well prepared and knowledgeable.
He clearly is passionate about health psychology, and he is interested to hear our opinions regarding the topics
12 discussed. He made the lectures interesting, by including videos and documentaries as well. He tells us his expectation
for the exams too, which is helpful in preparing for the exams.
13 Efꠖᣠcient and considerable
Dr. King understands his students well, he gets that we all have other commitments in addition to his class that we're
taking and does his best to make adjustments accordingly if any issues arise from students. He is clear in terms of
14 testable content on exams and I think that he is fair in his grading of exams as he is willing to give questions a second
look over if students come up with valid points for rebuttal. I appreciate his sense of humor in class too as it helps to
lighten the mood.
Dr. King is my favourite psychology professor at UBC. He is always prepared for class with clear slides and an excellent
lecture. His pace is wonderful with lots of discussion questions throughout which allows us to actually apply what we
are learning - something not common in psychology courses at UBC. Dr. King inspires us to look beyond the textbook so
that we can better ourselves and our lives - not only from an academic perspective. He is a very dynamic professor that
15
always adjusts his lectures for contemporary themes that are applicable to the audience. He does not get ㌅ustered
easily and has a fantastic sense of humour which allows for good discussion - especially with difꠖᣠcult topics. I cannot
speak highly enough of Dr. King. I feel like he has been an important part of my university career, and his instruction has
helped me grow as a person and a student. UBC is lucky to have such a fantastic instructor!!!
16

David really tried to make the material more interesting with the videos, and stories he told. Also he encouraged
participation in class, as well as encourage that people attend ofꠖᣠce hours. The class was enjoyable and memorable.

17 David is an effective instructor who gives fair exams and always has his students' best interests in mind.
18 David King has been an inspiration in the ꠖᣠeld of psychology. He has been a great teacher this summer semester 2016
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